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REPORT 

To the Honorable the General Assembly of the State of Rhode Island 

and Providence Plantations, at its January Session, 1911: 

The Commissioners of Inland Fisheries herewith present their forty- 

first annual report, for the year 1910, with suggestions and recom- 

mendations looking toward a conservation of the present and an 

extension of the future aquatic resources of the State. 

The efforts of your Commission during the past year have been 

attended by most excellent results in practically all departments of 

its work. Particularly has this been true of the efforts attending 

the enforcement of the “ Lobster License Law,” and the work at the 

Experiment Station. 

For the former it may be said that not only has the license law 

preserved the benefits of the lobster industry for the citizens of the 

State, but the clause giving the Commissioners authority to revoke 

licenses for the violation of the lobster laws has placed in their hands 

an effective instrument for the enforcement of those laws. Further- 

more by means of this law a portion of the statistics relative to the 

immediate condition of the lobster industry has been made more 

exact. 

At the Experiment Station many of our previous records have 

been surpassed and another problem in fish culture has been solved, 

in consequence of which another marine form has been added to our 

artificial propagation department. A detailed account of the work 

of the station will be found under special headings in the main body 

of the report. The chief results may be briefly stated as follows: 

(a) By means of specially devised side “gravel windows,” or 

filters, it has been made possible to retain very minute organisms in 
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our hatching cars, and still provide for the necessary circulation of 

“live” water. Heretofore it had been impossible to confine such 

minute forms of life—as flatfish fry, oyster “spat,” clam larve, 

etc.,—without at the same time preventing the necessary circulation 

of water. This problem was partially solved about two years ago 

by pumping water into the retaining cars and allowing it to pass out 

through boxes of gravel and sand placed over the windows in the 

bottom of the car. This past year, by the addition of side windows, 

composed of frames filled with gravel, sufficient “ live” water was 

obtained to make it unnecessary to pump water into the cars. Very 

small forms were, however, unable to escape. 

(b) In these special cars several thousand fry of the winter 

flounder (P. americanus) were successfully reared through their 

critical transition period or metamorphosis. This is the first time 

—at least in large numbers—that this has ever been accomplished. 

(c) The number of lobsters reared to the first “bottom stage”’ 

and liberated in the waters of the State was greater than ever before. 

. 511,274 were reared to this stage, while in 1908, the best previous 

year, 322,672 were reared. 

(dq) From a counted lot of 10,000 lobster fry, less than one day 

old, 6,946, or a little less than 70 per cent., were reared to the bottom 

stage. Our best previous result was 50.6 per cent., in a lot of 1,000 

two-day old fry. The best results heretofore obtained in this or 

foreign countries were 6.6 per cent., in Europe, from 1,500 second 

stage fry, and 21 per cent., at Woods Hole, where the Wickford 

methods were used, and the starting number (3,000) was estimated. 

(e) From the fry hatched from the eggs of one lobster, 7,465 

bottom stage lobsters were reared. Under the conditions of nature 

probably not over 15 or 20 ever reach that stage. Our best previous 

record was an average of about 1,500 per lobster from a lot of 56 egg 

lobsters taken at the best part of the season. 

({) Improvements were made in the apparatus which gave an 

increased facility in handling the cars and rafts and made a greater 

extension of our apparatus possible. 
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(g) Anew and more effectual method of liberating the lobsterlings 

was devised. 

In addition to their regular programme of work, the Commission 

has spent considerable time this past year in gathering data con- 

cerning the present lobster laws. Where, in their judgment, these 

laws could be improved upon, they have recommended amendments 

to them in order to make the law meet the present needs of the lobster 

industry. A summary of these findings and recommendations will 

be found in the chapter on the “ Enforcement of the State Laws.” 

Your Commission has realized for a long time that in order to be 

most effective, the lobster laws should be uniform in all the lobster 

producing States. Accordingly, while our own laws were under con- 

sideration, it was decided to arrange for a meeting with the Commis- 

sioners of neighboring States. At this conference, which was held at 

Newport, representatives from the Fish Commissions of Massachu- 

setts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island were present. Lobster laws 

were discussed and the results embodied in resolutions, which were 

sent to the governors of the North Atlantic Coast States, urging the 

adoption of uniform lobster laws, especially along certain well-estab- 

lished lines. Your Commission heartily indorses these resolutions. 

In view of the publicity which has been given to the law regarding 

the purchase of egg lobsters, which was passed at the end of the Jan- 

uary session, 1910, your Commission would wish to state, that while 

they regret that owing to the haste with which the bill was pushed 

through the last days of the session, they were not able to get a hearing 

upon it, and while they realized that certain parts of it conflicted 

with previously existing legislation through the enforcement of which 

the Commission had been endeavoring to build up the lobster in- 

dustry, yet they have endeavored to enforce its provisions as care- 

fully and as economically as possible. The data in regard to its en- 

forcement will be found in the chapter on “ Enforcement of the State 

Laws.” 

The programme of work of your Commission has followed the usual 

lines, and may be tabulated, as follows: 
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The stocking of ponds and streams with fresh-water fishes. 

The collection of data and statistics relating to the commercial 

fisheries. 

The enforcement of the State laws governing the fisheries, par- 

ticularly those relating to the lobster fisheries. 

The continued examination of the physical and biological condi- 

tions of Narragansett Bay, with reference to the development of the 

fisheries. 

The dissemination of accurate information concerning the aquatic 

resources of the State for the purpose of enlisting the interest and 

sympathy of the public in the conservation and development of 

these resources. 

The active co-operation with the fisheries authorities of other 

States, of the national government, and of other countries. 

The propagation of lobsters at the Wickford Experiment Station. 

The propagation of marine fishes at the Wickford Experiment 

Station. 

The continued scientific investigation of fisheries problems for the 

purpose of ascertaining fundamental facts upon which new and 

effective methods of developing the fisheries industries shall be 

established. 

The financial statement for the year 1910 is as follows: 

State of Rhode Island in account with the Commission of Inland 

Fisheries. 

DEBIT. 
1910. 

Nov. 30. To paid American Fisheries Company for 

40,000 yearling trout, as per voucher on file 

with the State Auditor....../......5.0.. $800 00 

Dec. 31. To expenses distributing same, as per ditto... 96 45 

To expenses of Commissioners, as per ditto. . 987 27 

To services and expenses of deputies under 

lobster law, as per-ditto. ..2.0e cece 4 Jes0) S414 94 
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Vodaboratory, as per ditto..5..... 0.0 5.0668) $5,518 21 

To egg lobsters,-as per ditto..........:..... 3,170 52 

To legal expenses, as per ditto.............. 200. 00 

$14,187 39 

CREDIT. 

By received from State Treasurer. ite ie i PLANS TSG 

Amount received for 370 lobster eee at 

as per receipts from State 

MRGASUIEGEEE aa eae Sipe ae eee ee eee $1,850 00 

Opportunity is here taken to acknowledge and thank the New 

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad for its courtesy in granting 

free transportation for fry and messenger accompanying the same. 

Respectfully submitted, 

CHARLES W. WILLARD, President, 

WILLIAM P. MORTON, Secretary, 

WILLIAM H. BOARDMAN, 

ADELBERT D. ROBERTS, 

ISAAC H. CLARKE, | 

DANIEL B. FEARING, 

Commissioners of Inland Fisheries. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE STOCKING OF PONDS AND STREAMS WITH FRESH- 

WATER FISHES. 

The task of stocking the fresh-water streams and ponds of the State 

with suitable fishes was undertaken by the Commissioners of Inland 

Fisheries at its first organization in 1870. In this work your Com- 

mission was one of the pioneers, for at this early date the country at 

large was just awakening to a realization that its streams and ponds 

were not inexhaustible, as they had at first supposed, and that if the 

supply of food and game fishes was to be maintained it would be 

necessary to very largely assist nature by continually restocking 

these waters. 

In the forty years of its existence your Commission has distributed 

19,583,100 fry, 575,000 fingerlings, and in addition, a great many 

adult fish. These have been liberated in upwards of forty principal 

ponds and ten principal sreams, besides numerous smaller pords, 

reservoirs, inlets, and tributary streams and brooks distributed 

throughout the State and including waters in practically every town. 

Furthermore, in response to applications, your Commission has fur- 

nished advice and assistance in the construction and stocking of 

many private ponds. 

During this period (1870-1910) the following fishes have been 

planted in the waters of our State: 

Approximate 
Kind. number. 

TOOK -CLOWE fT Wer ee ces Arcee noi a han eee ee eee token oa 390,000 

rook. trout fingerings tern) ue ee ee Rs we ee 570,000 

Small mouthed "black@bass tent) cues eee a. oes *22,000 

iaree mouthed bide bass..7 ue eee hues. os Se *20,000 

StlaNtIC SalniOM. .2 el ee oe em ee ee +664,000 

ikandlocked ‘salmomnis74. sc eet ae eee three eee +50,000 

1110 (aah aR ER aaE Ra Ae ina tee AN gh SY ck Ta i 8 tye 718,435,000: 
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NU ea EEL Phoniatr eet reste be it lee Styne dah ane Ola Wal 5,000 

Ect CIO eeeeC A <Cee Seat eee Se NE LEIA. acre ce 4st 2 ete Sy te 4,000 

\AV DIRE: (SIAC) ae 6 ieee ce aa et 500 

T RTE ee eal Renee ee 20,160,500 

MUTI C RAO MEY Hoel iiss ottly oN esto eel bcd ee otis Rh aus cia 19,585,500 

Nga er: Of oer MMe sy, jst feoutn ad bo ateraNs ee) kya te oes 575,000 

During the first few years most all of the brook trout were reared 

in a temporary hatchery owned by the Commission and located on 

the Ponegansett. But for a number of years the trout have been 

obtained from private firms within our own State at a cost as low, 

if not lower, than we could rear them ourselves. 

With the exception of the trout nearly all of the above mentioned 

fish were obtained through the courtesy of the United States Bureau 

of Fishes. 

The results obtained from these plantings have been in nearly 

every case satisfactory, often exceeding expectations. About the 

only notable exception has been in the salmon plantings. In the 

ease of the Atlantic Salmon the numerous dams in our rivers pre- 

vented the fish from passing into the sea at the natural period and, 

thus imposing a condition contrary to nature, was disastrous. The 

landlocked salmon requires much deeper and cooler water than our 

streams and ponds possess. Yet it is certain that quite a number 

grew to maturity in our waters because there have been occasional 

catches made by fishermen who were engaged in fishing for other 

fish and were not fishing in the way most adapted for the catching of 

landlocked salmon. In the distribution of other species—especially 

the trout and the basses—the Commission points to the results with 

pride. 

In the stocking of fresh-water streams and ponds, as in all other 

departments of its work, your Commission has at all times endeavored 

to avoid the very common error of being misled by large figures. 

The goal which has been kept continuously in mind was the obtaining 

of good results from the fish liberated. Thus it was very early 
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decided that in almost all cases better results could be obtained by 

liberating fish which were considerably older than the ordinary fry, 

i. e., usually yearlings or fingerlings, and sometimes adults. The 

principal advantage of liberating fingerlings instead of fry lies in the 

fact that in the large retaining ponds the fry are protected from 

natural enemies at a time when they are most susceptible to them, 

and when liberated they are older and more vigorous, their larger 

size at once eliminating many of their enemies. Another factor 

which favors the planting of fingerlings in Rhode Island is the usually 

hot, dry summer months. At this time of year,the streams are very 

low, and if fry were planted, most of them would die. The fingerlings 

are usually planted in the early fall, when the streams have again 

become filled, and by the following summer, they have become quite 

at home in the stream or pond, and are thus better able to survive 

an extended drought. In view of these advantages, your Commis- 

sion believes that, as far as Rhode Island waters are concerned, it is 

preferable to liberate fingerlings instead of fry, even though the 

number liberated is reduced at the rate of 100 to 1. 

Your Commission considers the trout and both the large and small 

mouthed black bass as worthy of the most consideration in any 

efforts to stock the waters of Rhode Island, and therefore special 

mention will be made of these three species of fish. With reference 

to the trout, unfavorable natural conditions and great increase of 

sportsmen have greatly reduced the abundance, but as was mentioned 

in a previous report, it is certain that “were it not for the continual 

and yearly stocking of the streams and ponds by your Commission, this 

fish, which is now quite abundant, would be almost extinct.” These 

unfavorable conditions have been overlooked, even by many ex- 

perienced fishermen, and therefore will be mentioned at some length 

at the end of this chapter. 

THE BLACK BASSES. 

“The black bass is eminently an American fish; he has the faculty of 

asserting himself and of making himself completely at home wherever 
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(Micropterus dolomieu.) 

Puate [.—The Small-Mouthed Black Bass. 
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placed. He is plucky, game, brave, unyielding to the last when hooked. 

He has the arrow rush and vigor of a trout, the untiring strength and 

leap of a salmon, while he has a system of fighting tactics peculiarly 

his own. I consider him inch for inch and pound for pound the gamiest 

Jish that swims.’’—J. A. Henshall. 

The facility with which waters hitherto practically barren of good 

fish can be made productive encourages the Commission to recom- 

mend the further and more extended distribution of the basses by the 

liberal planting of both fingerlings and adult fish in suitable waters. 

The present law provides that no black bass may be taken that shall 

measure less than eight inches in length, and a close season, when no 

black bass can be legally taken, from March Ist to July Ist. Your 

Commission would recommend a size limit of ten inches in length, 

and a close season from January Ist to July Ist. 

SMALL MOUTHED BLACK BASS. 

(Micropterus dolomieu.) 

Plate No. I. 

INTRODUCTION INTO RHODE ISLAND WATERS. 

This well known species of food and game fish is not a native of 

Rhode Island waters but was introduced by the Commissioners of 

Inland Fisheries in 1870, and at various subsequent periods. It 

seems to be holding its prestige throughout the inland waters of the 

State, and notwithstanding the large increase each year in the army 

of anglers, fair catches have been reported during the past season 

from nearly all sections of the State. During this period 22,000 fry, 

fingerlings, and adult fish of this species have been liberated. 

Owing to the difficulty in obtaining fry within reasonable distance, 

there being but one hatchery in New England, and also, owing to the 

fact that the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries has been able to furnish them 

only in very limited numbers, the range of distribution in State waters 

has not been greatly increased in recent years. This is to be regretted 
2 
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inasmuch as the many clear lakes and ponds in the State are well 

adapted to the successful propagation of this valued fish. 

In 1900 two hundred and fifty fry were liberated in Pasquiset Pond, 

near Shannock. That they have greatly increased in numbers since 

this planting is evidenced by the many reported catches during the 

past two seasons. Other State waters have been stocked by the 

transfer of adult fish from one pond to another, and in nearly every 

instance most satisfactory results have followed. 

OUTLINE OF NATURAL HISTORY. 

Geographical Distribution. The small mouthed black bass is a 

native of America and its natural habitat hes to the west and north 

of the Alleghanies. It is usually found in company with the large 

mouthed species, but its distribution does not extend so far south. 

It is not a native of New England, but through artificial introduction 

it is now quite abundant. The first recorded introduction of this 

fish into New England waters was at Wareham, Massachusetts, in 

1850, and since this time it has been introduced into every State in 

New England. 

Habitat. This fish prefers clear cold water, and when living in 

streams which empty into the salt water it does not frequent that 

portion of the stream which is brackish. 

Reproduction. The eggs are heavy and adhesive and range from 

5,000 to 20,000 in number. They are laid in nests usually formed of 

gravel and small stones, and are guarded by the male until the fry 

are hatched and are old enough to swim away. The spawning season 

extends from March to July. 

Food. This species iscarnivorous. The food of the adult, in order 

of probable importance, consists of crayfish, insects, frogs, young 

fish, insect larvee, etc. Minute crustacea constitute the food of the 

young. 

Size. In New England the usual maximum size is five pounds. 
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The largest specimen of which there is authentic record, weighed 

eight pounds, ten ounces, and was twenty-five inches in length. 

Hibernating. According to Henshall these fish hibernate to a 

greater or less degree according to the temperature of the water. 

They are probably not completely torpid, but “leave their accus- 

tomed haunts and retire to the deepest places, near bottom springs, 

masses of weeds, moss, ete.” 

LARGE MOUTHED BLACK BASS. 

(Micropterus salmoides.) 

late No. II. 

INTRODUCTION INTO RHODE ISLAND WATERS. 

This species of black bass while not as popular among anglers as 

its congener, the small mouthed, is nevertheless a most worthy 

inhabitant of some inland waters of the State. In spite of its rapid 

growth, its excellence as a food fish, and its proven adaptability to 

slow running rivers and creeks, shallow, weedy ponds and lakes so 

numerous in the State, its value has been much underestimated. 

Reports from all waters in which this species has been introduced 

are most encouraging. A notable example is the success attending 

the restocking of the Pawcatuck river, in Washington county. In 

1899 and 1903 several consignments of fry and fingerlings were 

obtained through the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries and were liberated in 

the river at White Rock, Niantic, Wood River Junction, and Hundred 

Acre and Worden’s Ponds. Authentic data during the past season 

show large increases in the number of fish caught at all points along 

the river and gratifying results in the size of the specimens taken. 

It is now not only possible, but of common occurrence, for the mill- 

hand, the farmer boy, and the sportsman to secure a reasonable catch 

of fine large eatable fish in an hour or two of fishing with hook and 

line. 

The results of stocking with large mouthed black bass is con- 

sidered by your Commission to be one of its greatest successes. 

Upwards of 20,000 fry and fingerlings have been liberated. 
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OUTLINE OF NATURAL HISTORY. 

Geographical Distribution. The large mouthed black bass has 

about the same natural geographical range as the small mouthed 

species, and it is everywhere abundant excepting east of the Alle- 

ghanies and west of the Rocky Mountains. Moreover, it is found 

farther south than its congener, the small mouthed. 

Habitat. In contrast to the small mouthed, this species prefers 

sluggish streams, muddy and weedy bottoms. In rivers which 

empty into the ocean, it is quite at home in the brackish waters at 

the mouths of the streams. 

Reproduction. Heavy adhesive eggs, from 5,000 to over 20,000, 

depending upon the size of the fish. These are laid in nests guarded 

by the male. The spawning season extends from April to July. It 

has been reported that females of this species often lay more than one 

nest of eggs in a single season. 

Food. Carnivorous; feeding on all aquatic animals of suitable 

size. Prefers, however, crayfish, insects, and other crustacea. 

Size. In New England the usual maximum size weighs about 10 

pounds. In southern waters they often attain a much larger size. 

One which was caught at Altoona, Florida, weighed 231 pounds, and 

measured 374 inches in length. 

Hibernation. Except in the southern limits of its distribution, 

this fish is said to hibernate during the coldest part of the winter. 

BROOK TROUT. 

(Salvelinus fontinalis.) 

Plate No. III. 

COMMISSIONER W. H. BOARDMAN. 

The question is often asked what results have been obtained from 

stocking our streams with trout? Probably the majority of old 
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trout fishermen if asked, would, without hestitation, say that there 

has been no benefit and that there are fewer and smaller trout in our 

streams to-day than there were twenty or more years ago. The lat- 

ter assertion would be right, but let us compare certain conditions 

of to-day with those of the past, before passing judgment. 

Twenty years ago, any of the few trout fishermen could go on his 

favorite trout stream every day for a week and would not meet a 

single fisherman or see any evidence that others had been there, and 

the result of a day’s fishing would be a good catch of fair-sized fish 

and some large ones. But to-day, on the same stream, he would 

find a well-beaten path along the brook, and from one to a dozen 

people fishing. On one occasion seven or eight years ago, while 

strolling along a certain stream, I counted fourteen people fishing 

on less than a mile of brook. Yet this was on a stream which a few 

years before I had practically to myself. And here is where I wished 

to make the first and probably the most important comparison, 

which is this: that for every trout fisherman of twenty years ago, | 

there are to-day over one hundred. 

Coupled with this is another fact that the fishermen are not as 

particular as to the size of the fish as formerly, for to a great many 

it is numbers and not size that counts. As every trout fisherman 

knows, a small trout (under seven inches in length) is always hungry, 

and is, I think, the easiest of fish to catch; so that during the open 

season about all the small trout will be hooked. Of course a few of 

them will be returned to the water uninjured. But others that are 

liberated have been hooked so badly that they die or, if not injured 

by the hook, have been handled so carelessly that they do not survive. 

Thus it would seem that were there no other reason, except the greatly 

increased number of fishermen, few of the yearling trout placed each 

fallin the brooks by your Commission would reach the age of two 

years or become mature fish. 

But there are other and equally fatal conditions to be faced by the 

small trout which have been lucky enough to live until the 15th of 

July, when the fishermen cease to be a menace because of the closed 
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season. Our streams, as a rule, are small, and years ago a portion 

of them flowed through thickly wooded country, where the banks 

were always moist, and in some cases swampy. At intervals along 

the stream there were little ponds or large pools formed by artificial 

dams which, although they did not hold a great volume of water, still 

they helped to feed the brooks below them during the hot dry weather 

of July and August. But to-day, how changed! The trees are gone, 

the dams either entirely destroyed or leaking so badly that they will 

not hold the water from the spring floods more than a few days. 

The slight surplus water from a heavy summer shower flows through 

unhindered. Where the banks were thickly wooded and full of 

moisture, to-day the brook flows through an open country where the 

banks are dry and suck the water from the brook like a sponge. 

Unshielded from sun and wind the water evaporates rapidly. Ina 

short time the brook is so low that there is no flow of water, and the 

small trout is forced to take refuge in the pool. 

Here it is the victim of its natural enemies, the water snakes and 

birds, and a new enemy that has, on account of the broken dams, been 

able to come from ponds, in some cases miles below, and take up his 

abode in the pool. I refer to the pickerel. I have found recently 

twelve and fifteen inch pickerel in pools that it would have been 

impossible for them to reach if a small dam some distance below had 

been in repair. It is very evident that if a number of small trout 

were forced into a pool with no chance to escape up or down stream, 

they would exist but a short time if a twelve-inch pickerel chanced 

to be living there. 

The mink is another enemy which has always been a factor in 

reducing the number of trout, and of course it makes no difference 

about the amount of water in the brook except that it has easier 

fishing when its victim is confined to a limited space. The mink is 

not allowed to become very plentiful as there is always a market for 

its pelt, and this fall it was trapped more extensively than ever on 

account of the high prices paid for its pelt. 

Another animal much more destructive to trout than the mink, 
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but luckily rather rare, is the otter. According to my understanding 

of its habits, this animal seldom leaves a pond or stream until it has 

nearly exhausted the supply of fish. It then migrates to more favor- 

able feeding grounds. Up to a few years ago, Mr. Reynolds Lilli- 

bridge, of Exeter, spent considerable time trapping this animal, and 

was successful in capturing several each season. 

Another menace to the small trout is the large trout. Especially 

is this true in dry seasons, for if the streams do not yield other supplies 

of food and small trout are forced by the droughts into the large 

ponds where the large trout lurk, they do not hestitate to become 

cannibals, and prey upon their own kind. Furthermore, the dangers 

which attend a single dry season are bad enough, but if followed by 

two or three ordinary years the trout are given some chance, but 

when, as at present, for six consecutive years the rain-fall has been 

unusually small, is there any wonder that the supply of trout has 

decreased? 

I have dealt purposely with the small trout in the foregoing state- 

ments and have spoken of them as planted fish. Of course the wild 

trout, which are hatched naturally in a brook, help some, but I 

claim that, had it not been for stocking by your Commission, there 

would not be a single trout in the majority of our streams. The 

trout placed in the brooks by the Commission are especially fitted to 

survive the above adverse conditions. In the first place they are 

yearling trout, and are as large as three or four year old wild trout. 

One of the planted trout, if fortunate enough to survive one season, 

will produce as many fry as a wild trout that has survived the dangers 

of three or four years. Furthermore, the larger the trout are the 

less danger there is for them, because they can safely take refuge in 

ponds during the dry season, and from their larger size, other fish do 

not harm them. They are, however, looked after by the fishermen 

who know how to catch them, and it is indeed remarkable that so 

many large or at least fair-sized trout are caught each year. 

But for fear the above should be too pessimistic, I hasten to add 

that I think the conditions are bound to improve. It does not seem 
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possible that we can have many more dry summers without at least 

one year of normal conditions. Then again, the brush along the 

brook is growing all the time and will be useful in retaining the 

moisture. The swamps which have been dry on account of their 

bare condition will, with the increase of shade, again retain water 

and help feed the brooks. Some of the dams will be rebuilt and thus 

lessen the dangers which face the trout at the present time. And 

perhaps the careless fisherman, when he realizes the harm his thought- 

lessness is doing, will learn to handle the small trout more carefully. 

Right here I would make a suggestion: use a hook at least as large as 

a No. 1-0 Carlisle, and the chances of hooking a small trout in such a 

way as to seriously injure it will be greatly lessened. Also do not 

touch the trout with dry hands. If possible release it under water, 

if not, wet the hands before handling. 

In conclusion, and in answer to the question, What advantage has 

been gained by stocking our trout streams? I wish to say that I 

believe a great deal of good has been done, and while for the reasons 

given above the results are not as evident and the fish certainly not 

as abundant as could be desired, yet I claim that, with two or three 

fairly wet summers, the results of the Commission’s work will again 

become evident. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE COLLECTION OF DATA AND STATISTICS RELATING 

TO THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES. 

At present this highly important branch of your Commission’s 

work is, without doubt, the most difficult to accomplish of all the 

tasks which have been assigned to them. And, indeed, at present 

the resulting data is far from satisfactory. Yet, the importance of 

collecting reliable data extending over a number of years can scarcely 

be overestimated. Rightly interpreted, it should form the basis for 

all legislation which is intended to upbuild and conserve the various 

branches of this great industry. Nevertheless your Commission is 

dependent upon the courtesy of individual fishermen, and while in 

general these fishermen have been sufficiently long sighted to see 

that the ultimate end of gathering such data is to protect their own 

interests, still, in individual cases such data has either been refused 

or has been erroneously given. 

Because your Commission is thoroughly convinced that it is only 

by insuring the systematic collection of such data that it can success- 

fully accomplish one of the most valuable reasons for its creation, it 

has decided to recommend the passage of a law similar to that now 

in force in Massachusetts and Connecticut, which compels the fisher- 

men to furnish the State with the desired data. The proposed 

legislation will be found briefly stated in the chapter on the “En- 

forcement of State Laws.” 

GENERAL CONDITION OF THE FISHERIES. 

In general, this past season’s fishing in Rhode Island has been 

very poor. Storms early in the season greatly interfered with trap 

fishing, and for some unexplained reason the regular runs of fish were 

much smaller than usual. This was true even in the case of the so- 

called “trash fish” (fish not marketable as food). It is not to be 
3 
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inferred from this year’s catch that the fish in Rhode Island waters 

have been all caught up, or that they have suddenly and permanently 

changed their feeding grounds. It is more probable that certain 

conditions, temporarily operative this year, greatly decreased the 

catch. What these conditions were can not be definitely stated, as 

at present our knowledge of the causes of the migration and “runs” 

‘of fish are very meagre. However, the following factors have un- 

doubtedly been to a certain extent responsible. The cold and stormy 

spring, the presence in the bay of quantities of small bait, the con- 

tinued extension of the oyster beds (which, without doubt, greatly 

interfere with the natural feeding and spawning grounds) and the 

continual catching and destroying of the spawn fish. Certain of 

these factors have been operative for a number of years, and are, 

therefore, not exclusively responsible for this sudden falling off in 

fish. But it may be said that their continual operation is just 

beginning to be noticeable, and this past season, working in conjunc- 

tion with some unknown factors, they have brought about a revela- 

tion of what may be in the future a permanent condition if these 

causes, now at work depleting our fisheries, are not properly regulated. 

The following tables of the shipment of sea products from Newport 

are submitted as heretofore: 
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Table Showing the Number of Barrels of Fish, Lobsters, and Other Sea Products 

Shipped Monthly from Newport by the Principal Transportation Com- 

panies During the Year 1910. 

1910. 
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Atnassoiay MOE 
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THE LOBSTER INDUSTRY. 

In common with all other branches of the fisheries, the statistics 

furnished for the lobster industry are wholly unsatisfactory. The 

only item which can be relied upon is the number of men engaged in 

fishing. The law which took effect January Ist, 1910, compelling 

all lobster men to become licensed, has rendered this data accurate. 

The remainder of the data, while admittedly inaccurate, is sub- 

mitted because it is the most correct that your Commission could 

secure. But so untrustworthy is it that in one instance, in obtaining 

the number of pounds of lobsters caught in a certain territory, the 

information from two different sources (both supposedly reliable) 

varied thirty-five per cent. Your Commission regrets that such is 

the case, although they endeavor to publish only such information 

as they can verify. 

But with all due allowances for errors it is certain that the lobster 

catch for 1910 was far below that of 1909. A number of natural 

causes were partly responsible for this. The stormy spring of 1910 

prevented any extended catch of lobsters till near the first of June. 

A stormy fall shortened the season at the other end, and during the 

time that the weather permitted fishing, the scarcity of suitable bait 

very largely decreased the catch. Indeed to such an extent was the 

supply of bait inadequate that many fishermen took up their pots © 

about two months earlier than usual. It is probable, however, that 

allowing for bad weather and scarcity of bait, this season’s catch 

would still have been low. Lobstermen fortunate enough to have a 

good supply of bait in the best part of the season report the catches 

light. This is in common with the conditions this past year of all 

other fisheries. Furthermore, the same causes are at work depleting 

our fisheries as in other lobster producing areas, namely: excessive 

and indiscriminate fishing, inadequate lobster laws, and in our State 

the continual disturbing of a portion of the bottom and its use by 

other industries (oyster dredging and beam trawling). It would 

seem, upon referring to Table III, that there has been a steady in- 

crease in the abundance of lobsters in Rhode Island up to the year 
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1909, when the total catch slightly fell off. But this increase in the 

number of pounds tabulated should not be interpreted as an indica- 

tion that the number of lobsters in Rhode Island waters was increasing. 

A number of causes are responsible for this apparent increase. Among 

others there may be mentioned the increasing use of power boats which 

greatly extended the territory in which lobster pots could be tended, 

the opening up of new territory (it was at about this time that the 

lobster fishing at Block Island was beginning to be greatly developed), 

and the securing of more complete data. A further examination of 

the table also shows that even the apparent increase ceased in 1907, 

as from this time the number of pounds per pot steadily decreased. 

This continual decline which has been similar in all lobster pro- 

ducing territory is a matter that should demand immediate and 

careful attention. The amount of capital invested in the lobster 

industry in Rhode Island is in round numbers $250,000. To save 

this industry from apparent ruin your Commission has proposed a 

number of changes in the existing laws. These will be found in 

Chapter III, “Enforcement of State Laws.” 

The following tables have been compiled from data furnished by 

Wilham T. Luth, Chief Deputy Lobster Commissioner: 

TaBLeE III. 

Table Comparing the Number of Pounds of Lobsters, Number of Pots, and Average 

Number of Pounds Per Pot, for the Years 1904-1910. 
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TABLE IV. 

The Number oj Boats Engaged in Lobster Fishing in the State of Rhode Island jor 

1910. 

Location. Pots. Boats. Men. 
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TABLE V. 

The Number of Pounds of Lobster Caught in Rhode Island Waters for the Season of 

1910, Compared with 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909. 

Fish MARKETS. 1904. 1905. 1906. 1907. 1908. | 1909. 1910. 

| 

Newport (wholesale)........| 147,494! 179,427| 245,860) 472,575 524,746) 572,705 341,675. 

Newport (retail)..........:.| 79,500) 122,232) 107,713] 108,614 100,263 185,132| 148,140 

Sakonnet (wholesale)........)....... 97,641| 163,341| 193,243] 191,218) 191,731] 67,983 

Tiverton (wholesale)........|....... Peel SS aU» leMaree tate 286,724| 91,107) 50,785. 

Block Island (wholesale). . | | 

Narragansett Pier (whole- | | | ae 
EETONS Guth 6 elo ereeerne | 150,000] 100,000 155,000) 155,000). .......- |)... -. eee ele ee eee 

| | 
Watch Hill (wholesale)... | | aad arias (eae oerere | ante feiheicetce.n sal See an haat 
Point Judith (wholesale)..J}.......)....... aera ata rane 
Block Island’ (wholesale)... )\-- 2222. |)... Pie ge ea 1 a SUR da 248,330) 236,000; 115,806 

Point Judith (wholesale). . | 

Watch Hill (wholesale).... (| |....... [Pets tatat eed id eR es as Mail et 66,318) 58,800: 

Narragansett Pier (whole- 
sale) 

376,994) 499,300) 671,914) 929,432) 1,391,281] 1,342,993) 783,189 

List of Lobster Licenses for which Applications have been Made and 

Nos. 

Granted and Number of Licenses. 

Applicants. Locations. 
Josephiles Watanmese nr s ty ci. Wee aoe nea Saunderstown. 

Josep Mis Matomr ets. .5). oc yee se aorta * 

Henry Ke dhittlefield:,,..:)s....scel. Able ee lock (islumae 

Victor De Woumetyecuics > 6: ean tates eee a 

Samael tie Grane cen nn oc, 6. oe alemee he ian ciation, Par tape Tiverton. 

Wallltamna seh Doce ain tain.c, = arceccs ote eae eae Block Island. 

Louis SU Om es Mele tse «ants eee ee A 

Hyarle WA simi t lies oe rs eo ered eo, | ree one ie 

Larry Mee Aullciiras eer tel 2 Grane een a 

Arthurs By 0d tee ena a nee eialiin 2 «hace ie 

Taineas Hi vDOdmer tn aren cmuw ster era ee 4 

Walbur: Elwin Dodmen se) ic at ee 7 
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Nos. Applicants. Locations. 

Pe UG COnte AOCISOM DOMME. ce ide oe eae: Block Island. 

TAL. 9 TEDTiICGYE SUN] 2X 01S Tea UCN ce . 

Reve VV cc TVIED EN, ose am viel lt & oe oh on a ine alee en i 

GL (Gi ORS co een ee Me 

ie) Spas O11 a) eri (0 Renee © ete nL re 

SEAM RO sp liniGleimelals cc. sik ave ute Maven 2 ees yiee te 4 

ieeisamuel Reluittledtield.: 2d a.0.) 2.05: Gee ees ft 

A) Mamba ROOTES Ce aN Uh a ee 2 ak a Oe a al ’ rt 

Palle AANKol anata Deel Vata e (=) ole) (6 |e ees ae ee 

Pome Ouse! WOM a. coisas eral ha Gos ss ale ue ode si 

BSS > 4G RA) Bs IOC) 085) LE ie eR OR Sra Tene ne Ae % 

Somer IMeOm: Ara sali. ck yout = oes. 4 eda yen shee ie okt a 

INIA CLINIC E , VWIUINAG 6552 12)5 osc, 5, tues ch AS ya tes ee z 

Bos LOnaNneSs SACODSOM 42.5600 a des nies cen s ‘ 

Aro. Me StCAGIMAM 2). 2.5.5 ..4% ai anda reariee ee oe * i. 

Pema Ghaty WOde ee 7. : we 55S what ss! based Sele pees ob oh. nt 

oma Walltamy H. Conley n.s. 4. nuda s aoe shoes aay. os 

UM blomard Hishere 7 As cA%s Dc bens ths eye Wee scene i 

Jey eblovid: Mubtalenns 25128 & 5) a ahh Soe Ape ye wet Ha Warren. 

32.) Christians Nikkelsomy 2.0) 5 neste eae aan Block Island. 

gos) Dwight, An Duommteedostt hase eo ta eee ae Nn i‘ 

Base JSESSE Ay The Wists pok seis sae oe dele ee 

aoe) Curtis H- Spracuem ee murat wet we ee AO ze 

Joe Samuel 5. \Bickensipagy mseutis sc foo lve Mel ef 

aie Arthur: C,:Digkens i.e ae steer uh ke fee be od 3 

mee) lbert.S. Hayseswer ee Matinee cs te led aii a 

Bom dear: LittleiGlder rie mets teal ake ui. ee 

(as Martin TROse aire IR SN Al et Wiig tag) oce ef 

Bln Sa MI: TUGSeat Neer cine le, fT ie ta og SG, cl 

RSS Sea's aVeted DET RCO Si as8- 8 00 Cpt a RR a ii 

ARNT egret oy au et aM Ui ys 16 |S) S(0,) 0" a ad Rn PD a Re 

Boew Eocene: Mei riilemey ensue Aa fk hee A ae hk S 

2G CN s| eae W016 (25 go! 0) 2a Sk ee Re a ot 

4 



COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES. 

Applicants. Locations. 

JohnvAnd Crsor suk GMpeMe otal T eee ele Block Island. 

George (BY Westeots sen 220... 7 Lae ee 

Henry fo Nintemelien ae cei... 0 4,¢ 1.) ee ss 

Comelius: Weeese tae. she's J. hbk A a i: 

Beshtei@ mime dae fio! 0 5k 5 eA ae ee 

Walliann J: Wrekens.) 4... 3a beh A ee af 

Ofic Champlin wee oh: ib...) ane ek. © nee ae ee Westerly. 

PeOR eM oma Th | Pi oN. pl aleite leat dog 6 OMNIS DU Block Island. 

WAU O LATO Aten CUT Sek MALS SSA NESE ¢: 

ry braid B42) TLR Ae), eI A ci ARMA tal Pedra es 

Hmoeh Sted Gina's jOmye d iee t la ee ra eee ce 

Be Malton Stead mam gy ik sf) Ae Ce 8 nee aes ney os 

Ma ward MiVansOM sss tect 4 Gk el a ee hee nee 

DOMMIGH SORA GUC tA Ne. fos tt Aran eee eaten i 

Wallards a Mitehelliles 07.5400. 1-1 (eee ener e Bg 

DawidigAw Minbehelit. 0s 507.0 637 h.' e210 ear ze 

Dirsyanre ME Ball aa stca rd deter es ck che dae ee EPs a 

ihaddensvAs Balle very at ARE ness eae Bren Re 

Chester (Xe siarGhlemeld 7 ce suite hoe 8 MES Rann ie e 

WealtersR Hani tlenmelay) 2h! Hae nT ek ne ls Spat 

PLATO ee OMI eet ee ee eee eae . 

LAN COMA elemb iis 6 Lk). an ris 2 Ae dee Reale ae 

Bmony Ay Wrekems'') fic!) 21/5) nae heen eer 3 

JOSHUA NOMATEM eh eU ty O34 fee eee + 

I SSeS2Bi; WESECOUG 3 chau ie 8 caeers eames crate a 

Abel tid garde AMen ta! .!.!.7 fee ee wee See Hs 

(i Lesa years Puller ioe, 90d 401 AC te en "i 

Parkers Vithehe lien tear vate clit te! Nano th ieee eee . 

Hizra ie sOunin kee Aes Aili) Ae eee A 

Banzilla sa) Duma eek ie \ece ee eon “ 

Jacobs ra vse nls vav a aca sacte St eye ae een tae 

Amanuel ‘Allen ich ke idee is Bee eae ee - 

Oswald) A. “iittletieldiss saneuus ee eet eee eee oh 



Nos. 

79. 

SO. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

OF. 

oS: 

oo: 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES. PA 

Applicants. Locations. 

Paving Eltsw cede Pats). dc estas ao elds are aeete rsd acete Block Island. 

MOS MP SALOME, lc cet are ee 5 +. oe ale, o ces cuy ote i 

PRR OM,| WVAVAG!s 5c: gts 2 coe <ichs costs a Bs 0.84 euler MO Ue 

1 nian 8 oe GN I eer =, PR eee Gp Preermet Rg We You Westerly. 

Ber A awells sian lat...’ ss hens, aerstets. fey erate ney aga Wakefield. 

Richard Srea@man.. .. 9.22. uacah. ecp sree Block Island. 

RSENS) fs POS ee ne Reman ORE Pr ae TE ee 

Slrarles saclay cu wale h Mee rete pie et a an a 

GUUS ISIE aa ogee eee ea a ee rr Newport. 

Pomme ros, WamMAaseus. 25.006 ont sc we cane See edenae oa ty 

HOMnEE | Case yes. edna tle ce teehee Cae re 5 

Branch. James, IR we. . es daa ot, ea stat rs 

Bram lim. James ts. tas caus Aen oe 44 aa dee i 

emat: He Wod Ces ne 22.2 cos sao cu en ebiek Block Island. 

slop him aA Mayes iy cy atars oes Stee rete Ae Ace ee tae Newport. 

Ceore eb ews) saute aa oes els cee ryt ee as eae i 

PSU GLRC Vys REGS Sitch ie et Le LSE als Avast ee cage Ane ie Soko an 

ageme Anew eric x ces waded satin mies ewe pw ee aan heey are af 

Bi Walid FiO Ves atts atx oo side's hick Soca a eae ee be 

Geonrze: 1D ovine 226 a0 5 ol ys See co ee iB 

Peter Andre were seers chasis ate c reiki to ae ae ee 7 

Petro: J Baler tes ses Valet 6) ook oe ah a 

Perthles' Boras or sek oi ce she sig etace one eeepc ey be: ck 

Jolin, Commatyecmeace shee ne wc outa atlas ae at ey 

Teowis. Loy, Gl yagi Beh c $e ae a! op 

Restcome. H.cPeabody . 25 22500. «crn ctu... 5 . Middletown: 

Christian lb Anderson 29 sc .4 4 savas case. os 

Johns Hendrielkeseme se oi.) s.2)0 0 2 by So ope bo dni oo Newport 

Nicholas Adescqincer’ Ay 2 i leisecocs ds nian ist holm deletes ‘ 

Anthony Wa MaROS 2. osc). ose geee eo hatadtyroues ss 

UB Fei eyi7ee "© T7012 See OO eC 3 

a ovat at A 3 yap) HT Be eR ae ee Re Jamestown. 

fo) chia lS haps] ove) 3010 1 OU ener a gO Ue 
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Nos. 

112. 
113: 
114. 
ne: 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
ag 
128. 
129. 
130. 
ist 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
141, 
142. 
143. 

144. 

COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES. 

Applicants. Locations. 

Jerome “Blount heen hoi) oUt hare Newport. 

James .P: "Henmesseye ites)... See edeedanes 

John Johmsontehmemmet ei. 4608. eae eee Newport. 

Augustus'S: Oaswelli.ii2.00600....20 27, eMiddletown: 

TEU Gr Sea eh Me ere gee ee ee 8 ato Niet ae Pier. 

Johns Wileoxtey oes eo Pe Latte Compton: 

Georcewver Gardiner 5.55 Gh setae ee Jamestown. 

Nicholasirocatos. ttt ec ee RO Eee Newport. 

Georcekbathirop unk ilies. Pe en eee EAT Prudence Island. 

B. G. Barber. . ARRAN CD ORAL ele eee ULI CLe DS Conny Te 

RueEe Mae tesconhs PUSS, F RAy Ske eng Lh EVE de + 

Waltliamn "Ay Mattersom ny.) e ee ee ca 

AmchieyOs ile MacbersOm's: ys 100. CoE aMa tien id 

He Wish Mier Nh N69. 0) MN nM eN Cet Re eee _ 

Harnest hart tlene ae (Me One uN Ae ANG Ae anne areas Jamestown. 

‘Phomias fysNickersomns S002 he) kh Aaa Little Compton- 

Pram e Wi terairmaieke sents MA afin Riv te Ae te Coane Castle Hill. 

Gruny/eAivall omneied Sis Sette eS Sa SUN es eee Newport. 

Rdear ay Gramnell ays Pee okies S Me iets tees See aes s 

JackeMienNeronian tien Cait RA A eek iS a tetas me Portsmouth. 

Damatios'Georve’ Lovothetis....1722002 5.0 Newport. 

Amastaco Vulloaresi are. 05 2 1.8 oA or Ot Manan Dale wee 2 

INielnobals uilveis ene Ti Rote esha e A o e eteeeae - 

Lazaros Brown. . Diane is 

Constantine tein eis. 4 

Domatoris "Domatertatn 5) Wee. eee oe “4 

Tatler CET atts ernie nas 26055 22 2 Re, SL we Re ee iY 

Pra amleTes meat cele cis UNE tn. te eee eee fi 

A Folcualt, Cro} Yor Pagkage bale bapa ed aaa meMen as ante rear Ns eat i 

Jom WiGlett eerie se cele wes cc eet ern oe eee . 

Panaquiotes Novioedi chest. S oho. ce ee nner f 

Mark’ Constantine Mosathetis: on iit. eee. ae ie 

Mark ST Violeta Noe Soe Rone akc eg cas ae tee eee a 
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Nos. Applicants. Locations. 

Ere Mirai ted ool [At 21 br 2 ga Newport. 

ion eOmmecnios Karpetiss ¥22o...ui2 e404 ee eee ‘ 

igwecinclair Tucker: ss, ose coerce ce tes suet ae is 

Heise Alexander LOUrmMIer: soe. 5.5465042.0 eee 826 

149.) Roscoe C. Simmons. ....5: 26:25: .......Little Compton. 

Pode ibdward IN. Ibawton so s.24.8 i632 i3 es Vesa ane ol tee Newport. 

ie. Nicholas 6. (Cards): o.tu eine has banned elas = 

BZN tSACOD*ANGETERE 32 dese ea too eee cee whe se oe 

Koen Wemetreos Jeri...) sick aa Meth aon. DON 3 

Me ANAS TAS, I ATTS st. 24.8 ad hat at atch bok tt an Ma AE, he sf 

io. ‘Constantmo Coutrarche:. 3.000442 Wee ie fe 

#50!) Constantine Oiconanes...1... 62.4. tel ok. BG i 

*lo7s" Harnest. D. Andreas: «0.5.4.4 oie en PAN oe he a 

los. Prescott: Moldiny ost. eek a hd Aber a, % 

tools Angillay Ds Palmer occ... es wie ene PARNER 5 

moOe  'Georce NOVIOUS.: «20.5 on. totale ak ns ee A 

Oe ne Ane Clo: Maniotis.c...2 kolo Sat) tt ea * 

fez. Williams Holts os 4 cc¢ele oS 3255 oy ee Ge i 

16387, Herbert, J; Peckham :.:\sh24.00.0.1.00 9 eee ds 2 

164. Nicholas) J@Salvankos +22)... 00047 2n eS Re. ci 

165; Franchez: Je Salvimlkos'.is. 2 ia3 Foes es eR By 

166. John.G! Dowlerare ree tides ae Aaa tee Ree a 

167; Antinio Nomesy ise peacs sac cevaetueovd as cena ° 

fos: * ConstantinesHMianos 24.4 ste 7s Re oie eee os 

169. ‘Alexander Jewhudder ss . o28 1c tees ks Poe ee cy 

AQ: Walter Chaseteeie sop nic 23s Ade eae ae if 

Bile 7! Sohn Stemiaser sopenee wy. te.0.) 0d) Pena eel ae ae Ld b 

epee UN: Tae James ye tne ss 52 hectic 8 ee. oc Wt eae mn 

iva: Isaac CP Bliss eee bade. ios &.)) ttle: Comipton: 

74.” William Wo Briemgeid nl ae at ‘s 

iro. "Lincoln Witbure ik esses kes eo REV, 

MyG:. Charles, Ay Sma ests tctea atts wheelie a a ete eins Mee Bristol. 

igre), WW rlliame (Gs JOTHES + crest koe iat ao aoe EP . 

*Revoked. 
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Applicants. Locations. 

Jesse kay Crowellte yao ed os 2. ee ep Bristol. 

Manuel Krostidalome es )s 2... .,. 1, acaee ereeieesene . 

louis Weconminme cients). ac 5.5 s/+01,6)5 kee eee A 

Meiisyaraitlss (icmigeilemigerst et: 2c 2, . « </<:eva yee ee ay Warren. 

POLES MnGICaM CSB Arena ss ss 3 aie yee eee een Newport. 

Ay Vallliveamnay SPANISH ee eee... 3's. 6 eee hae ie eee Narragansett. 

TIPSY ICG aN NINES O05 1 a PE We fF 

Hidwrard He daitblenield si) s 5.4.8.) ccscs + ahaeisecteee ed Block Island 

Georxepac KG PTOW sti a0 5540 okie ale neon amen: Jamestown. 

WhanlesnRamspracue <j teen oS oe es ey cect 2 Block Island. 

ARS ATICHAZEC I 6 2). ce ao keys: peli atte a eerie 

ANGI} EC, ACTA Ie tes Wie eh.rcie oe Lana: Narragansett Pier. 

OPWAL KAT CHET 226 ice eee li, Nt dee ee mea le Newport. 

dilitlnl (S OPAC eRe eee a. shed eh ee er wo 

Joba Gur gAeNe hs 9 al Nes or ou cee ea Ns amg ap 

Pirevarie Ge,» Walle oss yseeie so 08 alse Moar Sete eee ee ae Tiverton. 

(homasrlersusoma. 20s... ane @hs ae nee Block Island. 

oars Hee UMbart ele ie oka cs oe Ge ot ee ee ts fe 

BiwenetcieAs Wallis) 4s ac eies ucpeteeiticeee aut oe v 

BidwvardiGormesi cou uk se.) 0h. 0 hae ba aye k en vie ae ¥ 

IATA GEO A OINANE Ae Rowe faees ciel ia 3 det pebey ti eae ele if 

Mammel iaeouss ane tee as Seer sso eee Bs 

JAM ern sMica Ee eect ie fata we ce dees sal eee * 

Langworthy H. Pearce, Jr...............Narragansett Pier. 

Clarencertim Walters iu.. 6... 0° 6)e scien oes Little Compton. 

JiosephiSily aero es <a te ae oe oa iy 

all verxBuirdiclkamr ec ae oe Narragansett Pier. 

Wraltier Gai Miumto 1.8. gece 2 ialeysic oan ss 4, oo oe See a eee 

Leap] Gung! Esco 2h (gegnearnan dep ie anO nee oe er eae aR Kast Providence. 

Obert wDimplev act aes ei anh. ee ee (f 

Samael <M (Oatley, een eo :ha lens Seweys ene ee Narragansett Pier. 

W alter SimaGis stct Seuss Deedee nity hott, fF 

RreduB.Tihelser aye os (oe ee eee re 
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Applicants. Locations. 

Hdwardes. Taylor, J0ss2/0...5......... Narragansett Piers 

Jdl sre rete Gl ah GeAke)  Ope Mea 2, ae Oe See a ete ee 

Solas sear VG 2 MaRS Be edad he Maree ie 

tami els valet a). ieee k Aik os bs ROC, Little Compton. 

RANTS oT Oia tsb ere # Lees aves PEA Se ‘i 

Hdmund Ds: Carters few wie re Sees a ae 

MeonandeMatehelliny. Sap go0 85 ee oe eee ae Block Island. 

arnes iy Pee Streeters sie sated Oke. OI he eWhetlce esl le 

EN 7ina AMIR OSe sachets wat leet hn we oe SN Bo elouistanedr 

eae VLG CKOLU. 2 A Nels dake. sO auth oa 2 Ae 

Georceve Gardiner cin aa Mladic Ava MAC A tek Wakefield. 

temmya NGG ceTson. 9 cine Wh Ces nee ADS aT ed TAN Tiverton. 

Myron: Ge Tucker... oct i Ae ee ee IW aleetfelias 

Poel nays ogy 287A Fovey oben poe te Meee iba et iAecdesta sei BNad be aE 

Wallnama sey AV yatta. 23 1st nee earn) 25 meen Portsmouth. 

Wallis vil eal homrag* a0 24.12 n ea AU ee cs 

@harles Grosses tte fd fle Aree he eee) eae Newport. 

Solana yl Ores lat Vokes Ad LARA Ma ae Sih Bie ee Jamestown. 

UAT CLES Wie Eg ROUT D E73 ew a) ere SRO 2 Bh . 

WW itll Allleme.? ian. tae sev anne eee anst Deke Uae Newport. 

Antonio, Reed eros tite ta aes eee te eae oh ee - 

Bay Ss Motte 3 east ath t tt eneieeanree CRC URA Als a 

Henry A. -Bursessmenua eect ie crs tar ieee atte oe “a 

Walia: Lee Weaweree latent et Reuse tcne aU bs 

Prokoperos, D> Metaronosnmunet se tuce et ton te eh i 

Georse D oMataronosve tener cs eo ieee su 

TsaaciG. Barbera ge mame oe father eee alee Westerly. 

‘Elarry W sls ueeiicks ty. tian | kien eh aloes Meh! 2 8 UN TRY a 

FODOCEt de MEAL AMD eT UN ie mre nee ot, 28 Sea * 

Ceorser Me anions oe Scene A eIete LIA in 9h YE . 

VA MS COLE Mame aU Les tae le see My +. 

Georre el pbimeymienyy co kN shot 0d} MTT Lhe eke it 

WV oltensbaiarayaniag sso Noe oe AMMAN yd ene 



COMMISSIONERS 

Nos. Applicants. Locations. 
MAS ohm WhiiOrds: : ise 2enuenes <= < than bp eee see Westerly. 

Dre Vel. Hy: SISSON ss. 000 SEC e tere eie ae 2+ souseran eee a 

2160 Asahel B. Larkines sere a. .; << 6.2 cep eee eee Ke 

DA emi Oth MA XAGH AGG ewe cic dc as e+ ole eee 

248. F.O. Rear Cary peeved cs 4 ss o's 620 io core eee . 

AOS MA OMA ATO AUMGETS yy) oles ws sx coejaep erate teens " 

HOA SHGWT OAMOCTI Som 06 << oe oo alert Aken Wickford. 

Dee iC WAC NMONC WS: ITs osc .0s'ss ow opr veete se ace oe a 

SP Sema: PTOWANING 2 6. ceo Aw ws ele We bh wee Narragansett Pier. 

a) STV ATIN AL: re Ae ied tk 2 als Moke c ot Ed oa. bala Pa AN Ok Acne Bristol. 

eee Ko litt ESD AIO lai. o\.1'c!ese Su or let eo ape hticiegt pened catweanegs Newport. 

Panmeciaries (a. Brees, oo. os). > bo +6: «sa eh abell Little Compton. 

Pan eworman: MeRadden). 2 igo... s/0).  eieteeet ne 

Pom, ATonUr G. Knowles sc 2st 6/22: ..5)2\s/o ee Ae acgcnes Jamestown. 

Poe ea arian” Ly.) SPLAGWCs<), isis oo <a bie ae eee oe, Block Island. 

259 lea MELE gs ele ode Sa leet e io al oak eRe rf 

Pater ME MSI AB EH Ce Teen oa) ee Regehon cei faite eee : 

Ale a SPEC GALS SLUG os ei osps oe Beslan ig Alan oe nas BO tote aioe a 

Doors arry: SoC MEG UO LIM 2) 2/51 oot kote = ee pt ee me cee Portsmouth 

2634, meuben MeWKimney 2: cee e ae as ph Narragansett Pier 

264.) Thomas. We Rbodesiiies 52 stherreee ee 7 

Aone “Mose, Gey Cl ental ee. oasis bye ceieye ye tote seas y 

266). blenby C,  Wittaley ems io. 5 Ge NE oe ee in 

Bou. Alvan (Os GOUld citer se 635.5 os oie ine pee iy 

268.  Hiverett 1) Shermam...... -.c acwamee- Ge cited LOMuOEGn 

269. Elisha’ Hewelt Champlin’... -.eeeoeamen «oF eases a 

AW, welorace ueker a cos ne ls. cttw cue tee eee ° 

Dit. Charles: Clarkes iy. cgh<¢ 2 sansa isas yee ee ane Jamestown 

272.) John, Wapmoueh tee foe. ons cs eee ie Pawtucket. 

276, elenry C-JiGhnson, 202 eee. <5 «> walk oe ekoee Hamilton. 

o74 Arthur C. Wilbur. :.....%..4-.4:.-% +6 ago qbithlesCompier. 

Pro. Joseph» Marsha cies. sct05 sisiene ait acoder ie ier ae Jamestown. 

276. Wrank W.. JiOMMSOM o-2-1<\c hs he Aue eace ae eee Hamilton Frank W. Johnson 

OF INLAND FISHERIES. 

*Revoked. 



COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES. oe 

Nos. Applicants. Locations. 

OMENS I CUSIUISe fos ites As slate i ER ake Jamestown. 

PAS MRACOUSbAMbIMIe PLANKS seals wus.oc @ cis east Set oe Narragansett Pier. 

Ejemebcter Goudy... 0c42 6a Jane os s4t onde ety eakemeld: 

Pa eeAliredUAndP CCKINAIM <2 2.5.45 4 sc ess os cists tela Sapdine ep Tiverton. 

ZoikeeGeorce A. Martin’ ..00 goo. cuss: atieda te aa eNempanee 

eam miber erika Hy .s GUMMY, 20. 5 Vee siende as oe eof er Bbiiad ois ok ae i 

EPS o aM brat be, RICY.:.4.% aan hate eel suk ee oars ie 

264 lis: WilbUT 2.05604 i 1055 chee nneee seas? Lattle Comptone 

Asien Wallianr bs MReGDOFM.. 44... naa Aotde tea te oe Portsmouth. 

BSb sl. WardswOrth. s.c%6- os -n eas acta. sNorth Kingstawne 

mame @harles Wi. COWleSiacuc cane. nc cukatoeele lta aed, Syst Ot: Newport. 

DeSeaateruW a WClG «5 ..cdemn ocd ieee wok Be sheets Be 

psoum Michael, Pranks. ...120he yeiad ose sheen Narragansett Pier. 

ZOOne OS OM SI VT anes wacia ohare onc caererae eh tease Little Compton. 

Zola waWallardl.. BOLdetnss 4. osc <ac as 04s Ese ae eee Tiverton. 

eos eOlarene@vl. WING tetas css See hn ROL Rate Jamestown. 

Bye OMT SAI ATES) a 9 hear) eS shy oye. 3 <n ee ahd SL) A na Paced Newport. 

BUM MELeT Debi cere SOTMEGINSS 4) eesncuecc zai) cess o SMe os Wakefield. 

DG ye TW ROTNAINIOL 3 ic i lS ces tee ayes oe ae cen LE Te Newport. 

Z9OG so Marvin. sn OMipsOta. esau oe eae eee Prudence Island. 

2577) Mareus Min WileOx.n 245 ic neo UR ey tee a Tiverton. 

20%.) Werdinand BD: Conming.) 555.012. 2i4.08 Pee eee Bristol. 

209... Albert. Porter... Seige ocean Saunderstown. 

suo George: C,. Earrisn, 4 asosrjaao ns orcas Jamestown. 

Sie ames, E. SCOGU idea ciate eens sins hates ek Es ts 

au. John C. Molden ic: sc.c2a02 25 <2 one co aoe 2 Middletown 

B03. /Jonm-E. Connell yy. svea pega as fafa te ih 0m Newport. 

S0tt Benjamin, JOHNSOMcs5 6 teats. sat eta). Aaa iy 

3) 0 URL Syed Wa 7A NSE Ea De Re I eR Block Island. 

ESM ee EUS OCU AGE 4 2 opera tsar eae cecal fr win ATES TE Jamestown. 

Bud > Josep ai ie Neaue halite My sin. Mice. Chive) hl) i aay Tiverton. 

308. Edward F. Sweet... ........ Netra an cit Narragansett Pier. 

SOME OnI AR PAMMCR say -8 ali, Wek Sia SnD Moe pe. |! ote Newport. 

*Revoked. 
5 
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Nos. Applicants. Locations. 

Biss Adden ‘Knapp. 2st wel ek 4... Ue. oe eeenieee 

pil, idwardun. Knapp: .2).!)s.4 +. 02s Fee Mi 

SiaveMemitre WEOmMaArhOres <0. +.'.2......)s)) - 0 ee a Newport. 

Side PWoalliiama Ps Brees ck onc. 5. Narragansett Pier. 

BOE wGhnek Marie cel sl. <4 tienen 

RE CRB URAMe es yi ec Sa bc: ales ana lel othe 

osu a MG lapel ied is eo ales 

315. 

316. 

317. 

318. 

319. 

320. 

o21. 

322. 

323. 

O24. 

325. 

326. 

327. 

328. 

329. 

330. 

ddl. 

332. 

333. 

oo4. 

330. 

336. 

307. 

308. 

339. 

340. 

341. 

342. 

.....+Newport. 

dee eC ROne: 

.. Narragansett Pier. 

Jolhe oi) DW Ohi gees aan Ky 

Georee Marshall iy 7 crsi\s). Je kya AES ae ke Ae Bristol, 

Pardon G: Brownell... 34. ¢4¢.4..2L/avi lattle Compton: 

Natalre (Bayard, Brow 00! el. ie Oy cue Newport. 

Nicholas Betretis x. 6 aeiacy. se icc eit nee eee ne Jamestown. 

GeorgeWhohardt. . 24.2.2): 0.04 5. sce eens 2) SANG erstawme 

Wye se Sint. acd: esosceomiae ew el enuc eter aiaeee Oakland Beach 

Ferber, WalCOx 4...) cscstdlaais aro'ei ays celts eam eS Charlestown. 

ioward .P.. Wiléox..,220 detent ee ee es 

Stéphen:C: Peckhiamas co 0 5) aly os sale ae fi 

Molin: Walla nas, /5/ 5.5.78) Pe oar aas ie aby Ea Newport. 

SUS OB YOO OPER VTS Ree Py CER Pe PRO Te fn New Shoreham . 

iota tA IT 5 A aches cy. Lasiane ys NES eR dear Tiverton, 

Thomas Perry George... ...... ; ..s+....-damestown. 

Georee arsenic. iio 6 si. 05 2. ee Sa eee Newport. 

(Aint Homny ASGOGES i(...)0 45 jo! 232.434) < aio See "1 

Tioraas se Grmme ee oo. eA oc ge et Little Compton. 

Cleveland FijiGlanke ig. oe art oe eee ee ae Westerly. 

Fotara WEA ilies otras 4s Nl cea ne Gikey cs ys RRS MOM toe Newport. 

Posey ln MV allnerastay. 6 coe s/s sic wsysiivs + = ERR eae Re ee i 

Joseph E. (Cham pling! ou... eeeeee Gena Cranston. 

Marta 3. Oil wia )ac ole singe ale 4 4 6 oe a nse a Le Oma piper 

Aetnr Mie Warren. jose fs is Was 0's) xcs aid see Block Island. 

Ebenezer Crowelliees aie ae kao 5 ee Ra ang Re 

Peter dis Goebimgern es casein shat ee 

James: Driscoll i. seer eee tera rena Newport. 

ocae Tiverton. 
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Nos. Applicants, Locations. 

Doe LCOSTICK J GRAY che lne «3 csloa eas Tiverton Four Corners. 

Dee eames Ebetive DTMOM eo: tees, oe <a, oem beans Wakefield. 

PE AUC OMEN WV TELAT sc othycie sag ae aie Fos salted eect weed Warren. 

PURO PCR ARCIS 08. ty np Soins cs ys dole ea Wee Newport. 

Beene emesis: EDIT ps' ch satiate alata ade aU i, ey uct ic 

pee orm en ek EG tees 2 Ue a a) at le 

o49. (Charles Kugene Larkin. i... ei. ee ec clny a a8 4+ «ys WESbORLYE 

LODE N ENE. LOMAW co) a coat ond sine Cetin tA a Little Compton. 

SAL oS oo Nil SQ FES nea era ee a a Westerly. 

ee Vet Ce SMeTMIAM gos \ ut ong lea!) Sell Newport. 

eA OerG Ee SMETINAT «4 )sicye 5 Alo chialesegs soe 8 OAS ca cise e 

Bebe eA CATON... cai) oi ch ble, ce alecea's 4 o.cte oa. NOFtD LEVertone 

“SEVEN ied 6 6) 00 gil BN 0S PaH foe ee Ya a AR ae UN. Warwick. 

POO GOUMON MLV CM. 53 Aaya alia IA asp oare nh sp eee Newport. 

Deigeay Ne atbOW ss: VENV OMe favrals aarp vers One) eave oss Ales asia Cae sa . 

Suse) Morris Mleetwoodistysucii. 2 ct13 sasha 3 disks eee 

oo wmiceonse Is, Payne iso. ssi. ais vale os) ae os rele a loth) lelanen 

sods. madi W Nash oobi vie in alg Bae eee, WJ eSbenine 

POL. - MEMOMAS BUVEDs 5s etic s.u sce ss abpetany nae a bio slat ING MOO IES 

362%) Ublshiay Mi Wavloric: agi. emai Cours Narragansett Pier. 

BOSs od Ol HA SO wile tains seaerne eats ete ee ELE Little Compton. 

aod. Mantel EamMiOs seeder iis hice: se cymes beac belat: Middletown. 

Sons ATMO ames Soar tea umd aac Aes ne ec regents Newport. 

apo. Anmie DS iParkissce arr aie centre kh pte as Little Compton. 

a0rs James: Attmore) W richie sey, UA Genes Oko E Men Wakefield. 

SUS) eu, Wi MO BatteMe yeas mu page sects e anise ie Newport. 

ao9..v' Dawiel (Me Wea wir ssc aia a oe ee ia) acer as ee i 

Of 0:. | /OAMES OS. ICA pINaKeGaenmn awrite. i He. Suan LAy. ce 

THE FYKE NET FISHERIES. 

In this branch of our fisheries there has been for a number of years 

a steady decline in the abundance of fish caught per net and also a 

decrease in the size. The cause for this is attributed, by those en- 
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gaged in the business, to the extensive beam trawling during the fall 

and winter. The beam trawlers deny the charge, stating that the 

fish caught in their trawls are not the ones which make up the spring 

run. While undoubtedly beam trawling has to some extent injured 

the spring fyke netting, it cannot be held responsible for the entire 

decline. Excessive fishing is the basis for this decrease, as anyone 

can realize who has observed the immense number and close proximity 

of fyke nets set along the entire shore during the early spring. 

Your Commission has during the past year successfully solved one 

of the greatest drawbacks to artificially propagating the flatfish. It 

is now possible for the first time to rear them in numbers through the 

transition period when they leave the vertical mode of swimming 

and become true flatfish. In the future we hope to give much atten- 

tion to the artificial propagation of this species. 

BEAM TRAWLING. 

While this branch of the fisheries has not yielded as good returns 

as in the previous year, the season can by no means be called a failure. 

Considerable fish and fair prices have been obtained. Beam trawling 

this past year has been most extensively carried on in the East 

Passage of Narragansett Bay near Gould Island. 

As has been stated in the preceding section, much injury to the 

fisheries has been laid at the door of the beam trawlers. They have 

denied much of it. Your Commission is investigating the matter 

and will soon have sufficient data to arrive at definite conclusions. 

We beg to say that our tendency in the investigation of beam trawl- 

ing, as we aim to do in investigations of all branches of the fisheries, 

is to favor the industry. Regulations are necessary, however, in 

order to prevent wholesale and unwarranted destruction of the con- 

flicting fisheries. Your Commission, while not desiring to foster 

anything which may be injurious to our fisheries, at the same time 

believes on general grounds that one branch of the fisheries has as 

much right to exist as any other branch. What we need is healthy 

regulation. 
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SALT WATER LINE FISHING. 

Line fishing within Narragansett Bay has this past year been the 

most successful of all of our fisheries. Among the more important 

fish we may say that the fishing for tautog, or black fish, around 

Newport was carried on with good success. In the upper part of the 

bay the general fishing has been excellent, especially the tautog 

fishing in May. The fishing for squiteague was also very good, and 

many very large specimens were caught. The hickory shad were 

more abundant than they have been for a number of years. As has 

been the case in recent years the hand line fishing for scup was 

very poor. Very few of these fish reaching the upper part of the bay. 

FISH-TRAPS, SET IN RHODE ISLAND WATERS, AND LIST OF TRAP 

OWNERS. 

The table giving the number and distribution of the fish-traps for 

the past thirteen years is given below, and continues to show the 

same steady increase in the number of traps in various locations and 

as a whole. Especially noticeable is the continued increase in num- 

ber in the Sakonnet river and off-shore divisions, where the cordon 

of traps is being extended, and covers new territory each year. A 

glance at the accompanying charts, which show the location of each 

trap, shows that the fishermen are continuing to push their traps a 

surprisingly great distance off shore. The West Passage and East 

Passage divisions show little change; but in these divisions beam 

trawling in the late fall and early spring has added materially to the 

value of the fisheries. This year we have included for the first time 

the traps along the south shore of Rhode Island, from Point Judith 

west to the Connecticut line. A separate general division has been 

made to contain this district as will be seen in the following table, and 

it has also been advisable to show the location of these traps in a 

separate chart. 
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TABLE SHOWING NUMBER AND GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF FISH-— 

TRAPS SINCE 1898. 

The following arbitrary divisions have been made for the sake of 

convenience: 

I. Providence River.—South to a line joining Warwick Point and 

Popasquash Point. 

Il. Greenwich Bay.—South of Providence River division in West 

Passage to a line drawn east and west, touching the southern part of 

Hope Island. 

III. West Passaye.—The West Passage south of Greenwich Bay 

region to a line drawn due west from Beaver Tail and west of a line 

connecting the east end of Greenwich Bay boundary and North 

Point, Conanicut Island. 

IV. Mount Hope Bay.—North of Railroad Bridge, Tiverton, and 

a line connecting Bristol Ferry and Mussel Shoal Light. 

V. East Passage.—South of Providence and Mount Hope Bay 

divisions and north of a line from Beaver Tail to Brenton’s Point. 

VI.—Sakonnet River. —The Sakonnet River south of Railroad 

Bridge to a line connecting Flint Point and the Breakwater. 

VII.—Off Shore.—Traps south of above divisions and east of Point 

Judith and not including those off Block Island. 

VIII. Block Island.—Traps set off this island. 

IX. Watch Hill.—Traps set along mainland of Rhode Island, 

west of Point Judith. 





SANDY POINT 

Daan 

Ball Ay 

Bali @ 

Dunn @ 

Ball @ 

S E POINT 

@ Littlefield 

Lewis @ @ Dunn 

BLOCK ISLAND. 

Showing the location of Fish Traps for 1910. 

CHART I, 
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TaBLE VI. 

fom © Nes 3 a 

ie | aime le |g Bes Aas Meal atte OL =) fae tel Pe ae Db Ff ee 
as) io) Au ~ q a a re rq : 
: 4 R =| iS) » 12) irs & Ve} 
3 2 & 5 “4 2 S) 3 2 
a os} is ° a P=) Lol ° 
a es = s a ea fs) ca = ra 

USGS do cies ak 4 6 26 9 34 15 OB wise ee ke yee 119 

1899 3 10 23 11 35 15 DATS wiatalsligivereen 121 

1900. 4 16 24 16 34 12 DOT mille hair ea ea 135 

1OO Ue. oe) se 7 15 24 13 52 14 DEA at males ays 151 

1902 6 22 27 13 52 14 Vy (Cal nave ea lea eee 161 

GOS}: 5 See ea 7 21 32 13 72 16 SOW Teas ee hall eae ae 195 

TCGYOA,) Seae ea 6 27 33 7 78 14 40 Gy Mat eeRe 220 

1905. 6 26 33 11 82 20 56 6k Gla eee 240 

TI ays} A 6 35 ae 11 80 20 64 CSUN ae 249 

1907 7, 37 30 12 87 22 70 Cian || eRe ae 271 

1908. 7 38 32 12 87 22 TIE A NeAnaT Seay, 271 

1909. 7 31 32 12 88 26 73 Sra oa 277 

AOMOM eee 9 29 26 14 92 20 71* 8 18* 287 

* Previous to 1910 ‘‘ Off Shore’’ Division includes traps in the ‘‘ Watch Hill”’ District. 

1910. 

LIST OF TRAPS AND OWNERS. 

Off-Shore Traps. (See Chart IIT.) 

PUIGeE SOM nC vets). 5, JM aye lbenno West Cormorant Rock. 

Am@erson © sik) \(OO\ eee al Selig) South Sakonnet Light. 

Atlantic Trapping Company (00)........... South Sakonnet Light. 

Atlantic Trapping Company............ South Narragansett Pier. 

Atlantic Trapping Company (00)............... South Seal Rock. 

Blorel oy pavenate Vi" (0.0) a or rene ANT Seal Ledge. 

Ieee nuonrens VC) A rr Re Se South Seal Rock. 

JS THES Oyiece hy) \ Pes ec a a ea West Cormorant Rock. 

Pricmemellensinieue darren No el De ML ah ih Lower Pier. 

IRON CATENIN A Raa A tle 1 a ea ea ATE Off Elisha’s Ledge. 

he ciphers indicate the number of traps on one string uf leaders. 
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[BY L/Oiy/1 ayer EAU) (aR Op ey RNC) 2 ae North Narragansett Pier. 

1 Biveo' sd) UI RO ONE at oe? CATR PSY South Seal Rock. 

‘CUNT el O98 Ie RAR eR a ERE IY, CA ARR PORE South Sakonnet Light. 

Calin) oy Ae ee, ae en eR Pe eR ke fo South Seal Rock. 

(CCSD ae] cel eI Soe TT) 8 A Coggeshall’s Ledge. 

CourrellGeorge (OO) a wien scr n UN EAL Mula Seal Rock. - 

Borenell "Geonree Wma momen ee galt eal alk a ek alls South Seal Rock 

@oolks, Charlesids Cor (OO) ii) Ser bad RA oe. West Sakonnet Light. 

Wook. Charlestiy Covi ct ce sha eee South Cormorant Rock. 

MasterprookeO a OO)ioeae ol Mogan tee Aaa, kee 2 Price’s Neck. 

TEUSH TAL Aficio) il RR Meee ria are en Southeast Seal Rock. 

TANTS] NG. JIE aos. 4 pine ce AN South Sakonnet Light. 

(GTP) (CA 3) se al ea ot ee ane POR RL West Sachuest Point. 

Camm eyEE (OO). Pi) 4 SRE RE a ee West Cormorant Rock. 

| Samoa Vel bs CaN, Ai naan ss a REE Ure QU ARE ory rie Sakonnet Light. 

ELEN SoM GEN e.a Wise) cAMmmRHON Peon goa olan ae 1D ce) Aca Southwest Seal Rock. 

Pel Gardimer, (OO) ii. SF Nec ie ase cle ae} Coggeshall’s Ledge. 

to elkanrameny LT atc tect ose y we cA ae \rchi acne lca neNeg South Breakwater. 

Heist eT NL au ecuccen khe Siateye 4 a miseatiome te one. crete Sakonnet Light. 

Macomber NICKETBOM fio Vu Mtr ee dais cok hen e South of Pier. 

Macomber & Nickerson (00)...............Southwest Seal Rock.. 

Macomioer ac, NICKETSOM.c4 )5 42 'sde we aed vetae eines South Seal Rock. 

Macomber & Nickerson (00000000) ........ South Sakonnet Light. 

LEC cians ELC 8 Sa a ea Ae RA South Cormorant Rock. 

Providence Mish Coe ssc. is vausek ye vals South Cormorant Rock. 

Tapas) Nieto eS leit MAUR SURE A Off Third Beach. 

15h aay yes wl Fs 0b) Ieee OL as ee eee PIE OLED Ae Easton’s Point. 

ne GOOLE Win lab reamials oly Vinny akan eRe North Sakonnet Light. 

Mase * GEGECCs a2!) ee 6 eine we eb lesan ie Aone Brown’s Ledge. 

OBE GEOPRO RGU eo CaM tv lira hein ste te West Cormorant Rock. 

OREN Witt COD) RS oe We oaytn toe ween loll cates East Ochre Point. 

ROSE. VARIN ah Ah era oe nut talidial ha alee Southeast Seal Rock 

ROSE R Vana, i NS cs ok Ua Nissin tise aa ata Southeast Seal Rock. 

SLOTS aa CORN (012) APRS Mere PRT eR RR RR ye AoE aC ale Easton’s Point. 
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SR LB VHOULUGTES SE) 0s Res ne West Price’s Neck. 

Mew rauwersOO) fo oi. 2346 deeae ake. cee seas West Sachuest Point. 

VNAMcres.c, 8, (C0) Seana a en South Cormorant Rock. 

Waleore ME (OO) ¢.cc50 0605. c waned eaten. Southwest Elisha’s Ledge. 

Sivin Ince RD Sey a 5c aye, « soya ei acale eyo 3) dad Sa lees Brown’s Ledge. 

Block Island Traps. (See Chart I.) 

valarrCOn (GLAS): « nc . 2\ as eae se esa ere South of New Harbor. 

Suara oT Ge eat eb ©2290 9) 0) ee South of New Harbor. 

ID Weechaee GE bea | Ae eee nn era Southwest Point. 

ernst Geet: et ris ate vas, & Msn a ae Utcere ets Southwest Point. 

TLR SaTe is oe, ae ae aes Southeast Point. 

Watch Hill Traps. (See Chart IT.) 

MURS POTIMM CE Ne che he alee och atk nde) ei cl) Migs Noyes Point. 

Alliston Ge Er. (00). 0. see see es West Breakwater, Point Judith. 

Here KEM s MO GMETS 45 capsid. sis Bod Ae 4h isculne ahaa aus Watch Hill Point. 

BA WeMe lM ST ORMOTSi.6 alec, were ave Srevinn ta sande tenia wut Noyes Point. 

Burdick Brothers (4 traps)...............Little Narragansett Bay. 

Me Vai ors ety se hier otc OMG 2 tn Sle Oued RE cere ae Squid’s Ledge. 

Hilliard & Burdick (2 traps)....... Inside Breakwater, Point Judith. 

Larkin Brothers, (2 traps) .o.........::.-:- 05-00 squid spluedse: 

ain LOUIS Hh. se tea det Dense Ate ev nan ee eette Squid’s Ledge. 

Scott, Ws Mo... ... “ac yore a OR eas ieee Se eae Watch Hill Reef. 

Nalco). Hy(2 raps) 50.2 veneer Ace Ue Green Hill Point. 

Other Traps. (See Chart IIT.) 

Pereneton 76s! OO. (OO)... sais oesetsie meen tans ot Scien Below North Point. 

BMT PRC RATN EC a 5 cis 5 2 Ste SR GN MEAS Cs ai5 wat agin do High Hill Point. 

JAullieag7yhol Shiga SAR AMNRROMNA eee MONG) Sees hg AIM South High Hill Point. 

ME, LUA, (OO). hase cae Maree Hotes: Gras oe South High Hill Point. 

wane (ergsra raven Chie! olan Wamsbe Vr 2 Atal Nat ann Castle Hill. 

Andersons ©, (OU rer ca wastes aloes 6 sete sss Coddington Cove. 

saNvatokeh sya 7aK OM 2 Uap (00) ames 2 cea aA North Coddington Cove. 

JABTEN Ke iagevial ©: Siniebendet sere AN) yk Rig a a a Coddington Cove. 
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1 Bete) ital RPC ot Nay Lana sais) ORM SE po tad Plum Beach. 

Baler, (Miner daist pet ioic. 5M a: «cae eae Casey ’s Point 

Blanchard Gmarlest(O@) russes: -.000/s ones area meee Bear Point. 

ERsameyc@ias AG) (had bea eae a ebay...) -eccen ae Warwick Light. 

"BURN a) 00 lea ae ie aR 2 a neo 2 Prudence Park. 

I repy HOM Gta occ Nay 7! 3 Eee High Hill Bend. 

SPA BERLE y Crs ihe rr NT A 2% Ser ejoivile me ake eee eee South Ferry. 

Gite ore nutes Chae 22 Lo 3 DOR ee ena OPP Austin’s Hollow. 

NEO NE A PE 0 A ctasdaall sot oat at tsk Upper East Shore Sakonnet. 

Corey, Ed. (000)....................Lower West Shore Sakonnet. 

onens MOMOOO) Ey is soso boon ae Shwe we ae eae rake Wood’s Castle. 

Coney, Georee (00)... cen. cee en G eee ee ek South High Hill Point. 

CORBIS CEO See oe en meee omens Ree UN Brown’s Point. 

RiGee aCe MAT hI: i flelcnsels else Pare kus gic sents Cee Ey Med Brown’s Point. 

Womey ee Martiny(OO) li 52 i220 john el eee South High Hill Point. 

Woseyn a Martin (OOO): ee 2% a... vate elenslelenen South Brown’s Point. 

Corey & Martin (0000)...'............... North Church’s Pomiz 

PREM U Oe cass 3 hs les cere at tom eek te eee West Popasquash Neck. 

(CHDLHLT igh LAOS Nat a RAR i er nar Pea West Popasquash Neck. 

Goel, So. wi eels aloe 22 2 West: (Popasguashy Neck 

OUNCES eee es haa he emo eer aioe West Popasquash Neck. 

Ware CUO) scene eeseb ins epee Upper East Sakonnet River. 

CaaS NLR ikem, el aA ER RRA LSS ieee We eR ser ETOR tS Ge et North Tiverton. 

PEELS Wee COO): cocpcdeneeehaiene stele << hatasct sa 9 ener ace ae North Tiverton. 

PG OGe ANC iS. crsnc. hehe felsic ech 6 OME enegs Cea eae Sauga Point. 

Palen. (Gs Aone Oe Gases os ea ere South Portsmouth. 

eh wOlIntOn, (2. 0LApS) sea, oi + 6s Gy ok See eee North Tiverton. 

Hoh OR ACCtr ene ee a9 ah. oe Oke ee North Sapowet Point. 

rays SEOReES UO) screeds. Sic): (sien oe esc oeie West Hope Island. 

REray GOR Melee. a. Sete cde. Oe aes South Prudence Park. 

eras protiers (O00). .anhe oni. hot obec eee Prudence Park. 

Gray Brothers.......................Southwest Prudence Island. 

rainy), se (OND) ys yc i z bowe Gane Need South Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 

Grae BL OD) ey Ag ce sickens Sieteteh sot ot ey: North Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 
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Murer nbrs (OOO rtate Gta... eke ok ce ss South McCurry’s Point. 

(eerie AD) 5 012 ae oR 2 eer McCurry’s Point. 

(Gataicte |: 052). 0 12 i West shore, Patience Island. 

Toe), TE) LS ae In nc eR Mackerel Cove. 

TT clits (G1 Cie 0 eee Castle Hill South. 

RETRO MAES es, ae Rea a's allele de doe oe Buttonwoods. 

Howland, [is os ARAL Soc BOE WE Oe Cae HE EE eee ea aD Island Park. 

eee MMOL Acts dev finer ta nie Uistgin wane yetalee sdoea as Taylor’s Point. 

ATI ES. SSE) ON EMRE A eee ee ae OPO Se ar aoers ieee ae Jamestown. 

IPeIRR SR MERI ANAT Ce Faye hcc creed © eects e's WAM oats fees seas Mackerel Cove. 

Bimescn ane KOO). BASS ye eege Se ERS a Fogland Point. 

one Ca s4 73 (0 |) ne a er a South McCurry’s Point. 

ED Qe ee South McCurry’s Point. 

DTC COPS ES 7 a eee a a South Sapowet Point. 

Tug Lae 1h 6 TU aU Ri eee ar a ct A eR South Quonset. 

Bexaoowis N. doom (2 traps) oer) i Jase. ons OF Mackerel Cove. 

PaEMUCM TEIN 2A SONG. 4 ies die ad sn a ba alee ok etm Castle Hill. 

Wario Wis Eb PIStATEL G2 ce bic ele ne or coe srn esi tieed Mackerel Cove. 

Kamion We dle Mstate (00)! ocho ea ota BERS Brenton’s Cove. 

Tewrs Erotmerst tate Sse. Meee Ac oe et ee: Packard’s Rock. 

Tbeygiswe roLers2ts, AH Ay Gok s |) tia Seen aie Aine Wild Goose Point. 

eva BPOUIers.,,....i6ie. othe eae ee eee Dutch Island Harbor. 

Mews, Brothers... si.0i5 Wate wae North Dutch Island Harbor. 

Mewaswarothers'... : oA clle Pathe sakes pas oon wenek Greene’s Point. 

ewarsesrothersiéi: :)-.. $u4 hea Bea Gemaa ae eie ee acne set Viall’s Creek. 

ewmansrothers.: 5. .o/ilas ke aes Sandy Point, Conanicut. 

Meymemerrothers'.::..:..4:. cape Seok North Point, Conanicut. 

BewisWalson (O00) .......<aleccene- South Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 

ewaasiwalson (00). 224.) 44.8 eS5 North Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 

gic MOSES .). 55 5...a lan, See ARE Se ce rd IES Cedar Tree Point. 

acme Moses: ..). 2. 2) eR eee North Chepiwanoxet. 

Mavemiber,. FA. (OO)is .ceial aetna oes North High Hill Point. 

Mise onan yer | H. “Ay 0 2ae ai a, Beer iis. Suni dM Warwick Neck. 

etcanmlper ss it WA Abeer nti em beh 8 Joes 5 OME. eo 2d) Bear Point. 
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Macomber h vAL Alaa. ue eae 2 South Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 

ROO IMOET 4 ANG ste" joer RR Os ec achice RR REN SRE Wood’s Castle. 

Manchester'& Simmons (000)....................High Hill Poi 

RE AIMCITES CER I, ois 2 uG Ba oletccs, « Joie a eee ee Quonset Point. 

A UIENTAIS"U [O/C ER Oe Raa aa a South High Hill Point. 

NERO ne Eee 0) a en RU eee) ol ee Southwest Hope Island. 

Ears Tae E588 oor eit a shige yore ashe ane ee Gee tome He Buttonwoods. 

Richelle cnt. Biante aol «0s ana epee Qiagen Sally Rocks. 

WIGEL OVE BON Os aii a ea Nae eB ne ard PE a Pe East Conanicut. 

Wieaiis ISROEMEESE IE Ta Atys/te noes aaccy aut eee s ean Mount Hope Point. 

INEPTS EEOUNEIS! 222 ie3s 50% .o 00 sae wes os South Mount Hope Point. 

Nort eA Om. ES ees inerci Sine olen tied hieuanetanes Austin’s Hollow. 

OREM ANG Mel: Ait. d'aw as ars es aiaie nucle war Buttonwoods. 

Rema seecoune4rs (OOO)... cs. 62i0 ind aves vt ave ed Apoeeutemtiereys Wood ’s Castle. 

PEWrdre MAIO MME ere ele t's Le nace tal lerered cay Guay ee Warwick Neck 

ERO Se ATE MUT AMO) ba a. Ocal ace) ty Sees RRR Ne, See eae Meeic Hog Island. 

ORE GOT RCI: IANA 6 baie che ticersyoiioay ide eds Church’s Cove. 

ose, George (2 tLAapS) . uni ek hms eee North Mount Hope Point. 

SBI SE ALL RY NSAP BA aoa! Sac x. Soap dba le ap Reon casa LS ERM South Stone Bridge. 

Everse eSemmeOO) ES. G.i)5 cepaiuddube Audie sean ace: North Sapowet Point. 

RSC OE Se te foc Noe oe Sa onalls ace my srcrettava h South High Hill Point. 

Seabury, Benjamimny(2traps) ows en eisrie eo ee mulehae ae Black Point. 

Seabury, Benjamin ).c.e....... South Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 

Seabury, Benjamin................North Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 

SIoverc Cute iS Manan enn es Loe oO nein PR RST pr or Te Popasquash Point. 

Shremaindjdh. Rotent . i seis 4.05 6 «es <A Srerellegs re Oa ee ees een 

By merrier AT CTS MeN coe aon sions sn che ce wi bcyas eens North Black Point. 

pSdigzica leh OO). te EN ee oc Ba, ie 2 tere wee ae ee Flint Point. 

Sith aro bmens a) yarn MAI eles dca ait Dlewere East Shore, Conanicut. 

Syacl (i) auel BY 0) fey) Ae agement Southeast Prudence. 

Rinntait Taewe MEER COO) RA te hc ewe ce cain wine ncyes eo Seng eee Quonset Point. 

Smell Arerce (OO) bere. hi ew cegiaisve cleat <eseorcte South Sapowet Point. 

Sell ia Perce d(OO)) 2 se sccus cevdvoescdetesavonnaeneete etaces eae Black Point. 

Smell, PIGEON: .i.5 oiciec as va cee een South McCurry’s Point. 
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Sf OCIS eels ES Par Ae eee Aer ae i eg South Greenwich Bay. 

RSTEORG: ieeeheral 7th as. Pk, le ths * North R. R. Bridge, Tiverton. 

TE gre (eS (210. Ce Oe PRE 0) Cn Aaa aoe North Tiverton. 

JES UaeEeS [EEA tie eae Le age 2 South Fox Hill Point. 

Viiarais dies DRM C6 Gach 0):) En ce et eae ee North Sapowet Point. 

VAN a Ti CLD STE OSES) Enis Ae eae ea North Fogland Point 

Want, Norman’ (2 traps)').i0h2.4.)2. 25 68. os North Fogland Point. 

Want cc Wait. (00) «0.22.0. 2s ont J). a.North Poglands Pome: 

Niettscoevvatt) (OO) UL zl S88 2 ct South Sandy Point, Sakonnet. 

\ NYG TUS 15 LU eR eerie Beek sae ee Re ce McCurry’s Point. 

Rileoxe MoM iota dl. juklais tener. South: Pogland> Pom 

Wailea Mi ML... sz efersaps tests stew Srepns ong s ~North,| Fogland.Romits 

Fine exe lly (CO ULAPS) 14 eo cbals Seuss Mo bscts ci feys OSS Old Buttonwoods. 

aCe is entire pce Pt hs wig ap ey ees a eae a Old Buttonwoods. 

VALID C58 ae oan Se eae ae Se Se Southeast Prudence Island. 

VTLS oral UNE ea ao OO A at etree Oh © We South Greenwich Bay. 

SEASON OF 1910. OFF NEWPORT. 

From nearly every point of view the fishing season off Newport 

could be declared very poor. Two very heavy storms in the last 

half of April prevented the trappers from setting their traps as early 

as desired. This was followed by cold stormy weather in the first 

part of May which retarded the runs of fish, and the heavy ground 

swells were quite disastrous to the gear. The prices obtained were 

as good as average, but the fish were scarce. So much was this so 

that many firms closed their fishing season quite early. Many 

lobster fishermen were even compelled to take up their pots for lack 

of bait. 

Scup.—The first catch of scup consisted of three large-sized fish 

which were caught off Seal Rock on the twenty-fourth of April. 

About two weeks previous to this the scup had been reported off the 

Maryland coast. The usual signs (the appearance of sea robins and 

lump fish in the traps) seemed to indicate that the scup were present 

off Newport at a date earlier than that of the first catch, but the very 
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heavy storm which occurred at that time was probably responsible for 

their non-appearance. After the first ones had been caught, the 

catch increased very slowly and it was not until May 13 that any 

large catches were made in the off-shore traps, but on May 11 a con- 

siderable catch was made well up the bay at Coddington Cove. On 

the sixteenth of May the fish were so abundant that the shipments 

were limited in order not to glut the market. The fish were quite 

abundant from this date until the fifth of June. From this latter 

date the catches decreased, the “run” ending June 22d, and by the 

twenty-eighth of June shipping was made from the pounds only. 

The last shipment from these was made about July 20th. 

Mackerel.—The first appearance of mackerel on the coast of the 

United States in 1910 was near April Ist, at a point about sixty 

miles off from Old Point Comfort, Va. At this time some of the 

mackerel boats went out from Newport and reported them well 

off-shore and very “wild.” The first caught in Rhode Island waters 

were two large ones taken April 23d near Seal Rock. The next catch 

was sixteen, also very large, taken at the same place. The first 

large shipment from Newport was on May 16th. On June 4th the 

mackerel were observed to be schooling near Brenton’s Reef Light 

Ship, but were still reported very “wild.” The best fishing was 

between this date and June 25th. The mackerel were at no time very 

abundant, and the season ended near the last of July. 

The first “tinker” made its appearance near the first of July, but 

they did not appear in any numbers until July 28th, and the catches 

continued quite good until about August Ist. 

A number of good catches of “bull’s eye” or chub mackerel were 

made July 28th, and later. 

Butter Fish.—The first catch of these fish was on April 22d. A 

number of light catches were then made from this date until May 3d 

when many barrels of them were caught. As in general with other 

fishes no very large catches or runs were reported this season. 

Squiteague or Weakfish.—One six-pound fish in good condition was 

caught off the Third Beach, Newport, April 9th. On June 20th the 
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fish were commencing to be caught in considerable numbers, and, as 

is usually the case with the first specimens caught, these were quite 

large. There was no great run of squiteague, the most abundant 

period was between June 20th and the first half of July. 

Striped Bass.—The first catch of these fish consisted of five large 

specimens on April 20th, near Price’s Neck. By April 22d the daily 

catches had increased to over a barrel. On May 11th striped bass 

were reported at Coddington Cove. 

Other Fish.—April 20th a lumpfish was caught, and on the next 

day several were caught. 

A large shad, the first of the season, was caught April 21st. 

During the latter half of April herring were very abundant off 

Newport. This was especially noticeable on the twenty-fifth, when 

the fishermen reported the waters “thick” with them. 

Tautog, or black fish, began to run in the traps about April 21st. 

Near the twenty-sixth of this month they began to take the hook at 

Castle Hill Cove. These first ones were large, but they soon left, 

only the smaller ones remaining. On May 4th tautog were reported 

well up the bay. 

The first king fish of the season was caught on May 4th off shore. 

On May 11th several were caught in Coddington Cove. 

Sea robins appeared in the traps April 21st, and soon after were 

quite plentiful. The attempt to sell these fish in New York was very 

successful and good prices were obtained. Heretofore the principal 

use of these fish has been for bait. As an indication of their occa- 

sional abundance in the traps this season, a single sale of 25 barrels 

was made by a certain trapper. 

June 20th, 6 sword fish, the first of the season, were brought in. 

June 22d, the first bonito was caught. 

July 16th, the first catch of horse mackerel. 

June 20th a boat which had been fishing in sixty fathoms of water, 

130 miles south of Block Island, came in with 160 pounds of tile fish. 

The largest were only 35 pounds; rather small for this fish. 
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June 20th the menhaden appeared in large quantities off Newport, 

but not many came into the bay. 

A three-pound bill fish was caught on July 28th. 

The first catch of squid was on April 20th. 

Two specimens of fish quite rare in Rhode Island waters, were 

obtained by Commissioner D. B. Fearing, for his collection. One was 

a sail fish (Istiophorus nigricans), 8 feet in length, and weighing 47 

pounds. It was caught off Point Judith, August 1, 1910. The other 

was a cutlass fish (Trichiurus lepturus) 8 feet and 10 inches in length. 

This latter fish was caught July 4th in Coddington Cove at about 

the same place that the type specimen, now in the United States 

National Museum, was caught. 

The catching of a large number of tile fish and albicore off Block 

Island was also reported. 

The following paper is reprinted from the report for the year 1909 

for comparison with this season’s record. The tables include this 

year’s record: 

NOTES ON THE SPRING AND SUMMER FISHING IN DEEP WATER OFF 

NEWPORT DURING THE YEARS 1905-1909. 

BY SUPERINTENDENT E. W. BARNES. 

The following data, which have been collected during a period of 

five years (1905-1909) are published as a bare record of facts which 

are interesting and valuable in themselves, but with no pretense at 
drawing general conclusions. As far as it has been possible to obtain 

accurate information, a statement is made for each year of the 
arrival, abundance, and the close of the abundant season, of several 

marketable fishes which are caught in the traps off Newport and the 

Sakonnet river. 
Following this there are calendars giving in tabular form the “run”’ 

of scup, mackerel, and squiteague for these years. A table is also 

given of the first appearance of various fishes. 
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SEASON OF 1905. 

Scup.—A single scup caught off Seal Rock on May first was the 

herald of the seup season in Rhode Island. Then for over a fortnight 

a few scup were caught daily until May 16th, when the catch was 

large enough to be spoken of in terms of barrels. There was a gradual 

increase in numbers from this time until the first of June, when the 

“run” actually began, and for a little over two weeks hundreds of 

barrels of scup were caught daily. A large proportion of these fish 

were put into pounds to avoid “glutting” the market. Commencing 

with the eighteenth of June the catches were light, and the fishing 

season ended about the twenty-fifth of June; although for a few 

days after that fish were shipped from the pounds. The scup season 

in 1905 was rather poor, owing partly, perhaps, to the large run of 

pollock during the middle of May. As will be seen by the appended 

calendar, the scup were late in arriving. 

Mackerel (Scomber scrombrus). The first appearance was near 

the mouth of the Sakonnet river, where one specimen was caught 

on April 28th. On May 2d a few were caught in off-shore traps. 

The first large catch of mackerel was landed at Newport on May 

14th, and amounted to 335 barrels. June 5th was the commencement 

of the big run at Newport, which reached its height on June 19th. 

The period of abundance ended June 28th. 

The “Tinker” mackerel began to arrive on the twenty-fifth of 

June, and on the sixth and seventh of September the harbor at New- 

port was full of them. 

Weakfish or Squiteague (Cynoscion regalis).. The first appearance 

of the squiteague off Newport was on June 14th, and at the waning of 

the scup season there were some good catches in the traps. The 

culmination period was about June 21st. 

SEASON OF 1906. 

Scup.—tThe first scup was caught off Coggeshall’s Ledge on April 

20th. From this time until May 1st about a half barrel was caught. 

On May first the familiar announcement, “scups come,’ was made 

by the trappers, and 10 barrels of the fish were brought in. The 

catches increased rapidly, and the most abundant period was from 

May 5th to June 4th. The season closed about June 15th. 
ui 
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A large run of pollock in the middle of May (as in 1905) greatly 

interfered with the catch, but these fish left about May 21st, and the 

scup fishing was accordingly improved. 

Mackerel.—Four mackerel were caught on the fourth of May, but 
the first shipment out of Newport was May 14th, of 25 barrels. By 

May 25th the shipments had increased to 300 barrels, and the big 
“run” commenced on June 4th, when 1,200 barrels were landed at 

Newport. The season drew to a close near the end of July. 

“Tinkers” arrived in this year on the fourth of June, somewhat 
ahead of the usual time. 

Butter-fish.—This year the butter-fish arrived April 16th, a very 

early date, and fishermen who had been trapping for twenty years or 

more had seen nothing like it. The usual appearance is in May, and 
ordinarily they come after the scup arrive, but this year the order 

was reversed. Several good catches were made in the last part of 

April and first half of May, and beginning with May 21st they were 

very plentiful. 

Squiteague.—The first appearance of weakfish was one straggler 

on May 4th. Two days later one-half barrel was caught. The big 

run was about June 10th. 

Striped Bass.—Two striped bass were caught April 21st, two 
weeks ahead of the usual date. May 9th, 430 pounds were caught. 

Sea robins made their first appearance April 13th. 

Squid came in May 4th, when five barrels were caught in one trap. 

On this date squid were worth more than scup. 

SEASON OF 1907. 

Scup.—Scup did not appear until May 2d. On this date three 
were caught. Single catches were then made until May 10th, when 

one and a half barrels were caught. There was a rapid improvement 

in number, and on the fourteenth the big run began. The culmina- 

tion date was May 21st, and on June 10th the catches began to dim- 

inish. The season closed June 24th. 

The first week in June the fishermen were greatly troubled by the 
jelly-fish, which were present in sufficient numbers to clog the nets. 

Mackerel.—The first mackerel made its appearance on May 2d, but 

it was not until May 17th that the first catch was made. On this 
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date 294 barrels were brought in. These fish were quite large and 
many weighed four pounds or more, and only fifty-five to sixty were 

required to fill a barrel. The catches of mackerel then increased 

steadily, June 14th marking the commencement of some very heavy 

catches. On July 1st the mackerel fishing at Newport was extra- 
ordinary; 270 barrels were caught in four single hauls, and yet many 

fish were lost because the nets broke with the weight of the fish. The 

mackerel fishing continued good for a number of weeks. 

The first “tinkers” arrived on June 10th. 

Squiteague.—Two squiteague were caught the 21st of May, and 

from this date no more were caught until June 18th. On this date 

quite a number were caught, and June 24th the “run” began with a 
catch of 250 barrels. The largest catch of the season, was on June 

27th, when the Fisheries Company caught 300 barrels in one haul. 

The run of squiteague continued good for some time. 

Butter-Fish.—The first catch of these fish was on May 10th, when 

two were caught. No more were seen until May 24th. On this date 

50 barrels were caught in one haul. 

Other Fish.—Three striped bass were caught May 2nd, and on May 

13th they were more plentiful than scup, and twelve were caught in 

one trap. ; 

The first sea bass was caught May 8th. 

Sea robins appeared May 9th. 

Squid appeared May 10th. 

May 8th a salmon weighing 22 pounds was caught by Captain 

Petty at Sakonnet Point. Nearly every summer one or two small 

salmon are caught which weigh from two to three pounds, but it is 

said that none as large as this one has been caught in forty years. 

SEASON OF 1908. 

Scup.—tThe first scup was reported by Guy Avalone from Cod- 

dington Cove, on April 23rd. Later in the day two more were 

caught off Coggeshall’s Ledge. April 27th the catch was reported 

by the barrel, and on the 29th the “run” began. June 3rd the catches 

commenced to decrease, and by June 9th the shipping was mostly 

from the pounds. Scup were very abundant this year, especially 

in the Bay, where more scup were caught than for many years. 
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Two heavy storms (one on May Sth, and the other on May 30th) 

were very disastrous to the fishermen. It has been estimated that, 

besides a great deal of damage to the gear, 5,000 barrels of fish were 

lost in the latter storm. 

Mackerel.—The first mackerel of the season was caught April 27th. 

The customary occasional catches were made until May 14th, when 

216 were brought in. There was a steady increase until May 25th, 

when 400 mackerel were brought in in one day. From this time on 

there was good average fishing until July Ist. The record day was 

June 20th, when 86,000 mackerel were brought in. The first “tinker” 

was caught May 27th. 

Squiteague.—T wo squiteague were landed on May 7th, and about a 
month later, on June 6th, the first barrel was caught. The squiteague 

season opened June 11th. 

Other Fish.—Striped bass were first caught on April 24th, sea 

robins on April 25th, and squid on April 25th. 

The first horse mackerel were caught the 25th of June. 

SEASON OF 1909. 

Scup.—Several scup were caught off Watch Hill, April 19-20. 

April 21st, one was taken off Seal Rock. The scup season really 

began on May Ist, and closed about June 14th. May 10th, the scup 

were very abundant. 

Mackerel.—April 2nd two mackerel were caught, the first of the 

season. May 4th, 42 barrels were shipped from Newport. The first 

big catch of mackerel was on May 16th, when 500 barrels were 

caught. May twenty-fourth nearly 2,000 barrels were landed at 

Newport, and from this time on until the end of June there was good 

fishing. 

June 17th, “tinkers”’ first appeared. 

Other Fish.—Butter-fish appeared April 21st, and were about as 

abundant as usual. 

Striped bass also appeared on April 21st. 

A few very large squiteague were caught May 19th. The run began 

June 17th, when 15 barrels were taken. 

Bluefish were first caught June 17th. 

Menhaden came into the Bay on June 5th. 
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On the 28th of May, a 163 pound salmon was caught off Newport. 

June 28, 1909, the crew of the Shenandoah, Captain James Gannon, 

sighted a monstrous sea turtle swimming leisurely at the surface. 
It was captured, brought to Newport, and placed on exhibition at 

J. W. Hammond «& Co.’s Fish Market. 

This specimen was of the “leather back” or “Luth” species 

(Sphargis coriacea), a sub-tropical form that has been found to occur 

as far north as Massachusetts Bay. It was the only one than has 

been reported off Newport for a number of years. The weight and 

measurements were as follows: weight, 930 pounds; length of cara- 

pace, 6 feet, 9 inches; greatest width, 2 feet, 104 inches; depth, 1 foot, 

8 inches. 

TaBLeE VII. 

Calendar of Scup Season off Newport, 1905-1910. 

1905. 1906. 1907. 1908. 1909. 1910. 

res | 

First appearance..... | May 1. April 20. May 2. April 23. | April 19. | April 24. 

Run commences...... | May 16. May 1. May 10. April 29. May 1. May 8. 

aun ends? sis-,2 0+ 556 | June 25, June 15. June 24. June 9. June 14. June 22. 

Most abundant....... | June 1 to) May 5 to | May 21 to | April 29 to} May 10 te | May 13 to 
| June 18. June 4. June 10. June 1. June 7. June 5. 

TaBLe VIII. 

Calendar of Mackerel Season off Newport, 1905-1910. 

1905. | 1906. 1907. | 1908: 1909. 1910. 

Fish caught in traps.) April 28. May 4. May 2. April 27. | April 17. | April 23. 

First large shipment 
from Newport... May 14. May 14. May 17. May 14. May 4. May 16. 

Most abundant.......| June 5 to | June 4 to | June 11 to| May 25 to | May 16 to | May 16 to 
| June 19. June 30. July 5. Julyl. | July 1. June 25. 

Record days) ee a June 4. July 1. June 20. May 24. June 10. 

Season ends at New- 
POLti Ader eee June 28. | Near end | Near end | Near end | Near mid-| Near end 

of July. of July. of July. | dleof July.| of July. 
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TaBLE IX. 

COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES. 

Appearance of Tinker Mackerel, 1905-1910. 

First 
YEAR. 

Appearance. 

IDB 5 dace OM OSS Bi TORIC Obs GEOID Da iG eR PR eR A eee ERE Coe 1 et June 25.. 

BLIO) OD Gs fap etectec eats veitetias chroreyrc hee vei ris ee fone nokee es deceetea tontel sure 3 cats one's Mapeh: Sy ci eer suc saitene, a geNe ete te meine nal June 4, 

Meramec totais ern alichs Seu e Voretare tos he Reopela arate, oters 's Siete Sters Sate neae ebarecs cds Scrat donhome June 10. 

GOS Prem eae ae aed tele nee ice remedial aye scl Busts came beinchotierels Walesa’ Mais teat Merle td adele, at cioeuielelaty o Mtehay aka May 27. 

TINO) 5 oS G2 Se Sle cea Re Oca ee eRe ERE ESE ETS Su EOE oA Rr OL > Aon AL St etn Ave sL ate June 17 

TWD). 5, ha Gee AG CLACRENE IO NEE EE aU area onc n earn Pn Aen tener iI Sica ete cag ea eer July 1. 

AWN shea) De 

Catch of Squiteague in Scup Traps off Newport, 1905-1910. 

1905. 1906. 1907. 1908. 1909. 1910. 

“Stragglers’’ first ap- : 
peareds.c.+. een «| unesl4: May 4. May 21. May 7. May 19. April 9. 

Commencement of run) June 21. June 10. June 24. June 6. June 17. June 20. 

TaBLE XI. 

First Appearance of Various Marketable Fish in Traps off Newport. 

1905.’ | | 1906. 1907. 

Butterfish: <2 sccie ||) May 22.5) April 16: | May 10: 

Striped Bass Hey sete iter teers: aus April 21. May 2. 

Seavbassioa<taicreissie silts cue evuattell eeeereererershos May 8. 

SeapRobinsiinseiciserss||ist aces astert April 30. May 9. 

ois (Dio Ra ahs Sey nin ereeN OM Olact o crBrCtoe Maes May 10. 

RGN RUSS 2) 5, sine hse Cool evecbade tence Uaioe all ees enaakecheste eeseal | aaa siceetters 
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| 
1908. 

April 28. 

April 24. 

May 5. 

April 27. 

April 27. 

May 8. 

June 25. 

1909. 

April 21. 

April 21. 

May 4. 

May 1. 

May 1. 

May 4. 

June 17. i 
| i 

1910. 

April 22. 

April 20. 

May 1. 

April 21. 

April 20. 

May 4. 

July 16. 
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CHAPTER III. 

ENFORCEMENT OF STATE LAWS. 

The laws of our State for the protection of the fisheries fall natur- 

ally into two groups; (1) those safeguarding the lobster industry, and 

(2) those relating to fisheries in general. 

The latter class is mostly concerned with the protection of our 

fresh-water fisheries. These are peculiarly under the State’s authority 

because, as has been pointed out many times, had it not been for the 

stocking of streams and ponds by your Commission, there would be, 

at the present time, practically no fish to protect. It is, without 

doubt, due to the realization of this fact that the enforcement of this 

class of laws has been so well looked out for by local fishermen and 

sportsmen. Indeed your Commission has found it unnecessary to 

appoint special deputies to enforce them. 

The enforcement of the Jobster law has, on the other hand, required 

considerable effort and expense on the part of your Commission. 

This past year as heretofore, two deputies have been employed 

throughout the year and two additional ones during the fishing season. 

The following prosecutions were made and fines imposed and paid 

under the lobster law: (the names of those fined, are omitted): 

Newport, May 13, 19 short lobsters..-.0.¢.. 2. 2-2---2.-. $9500 

Newport, May 14, 1) short lobsters 40.22-.¢ 2552.22 .)..50, , 00 00 

Brisuol, May 20,4 short lobsterawe seen 6. sce ait ais 2: 20 00 

Newports July 19.6 short lobsters. 2.2.4. sec.0 ons 5s se 30 00 

Westerly, July 3041 shortdlobsters. (22) 6saee% 425 .06.4 205 00 

Warren, September 24, 10 short lobsters................. 50 00 

Newport, November 10, fishing without license........... 20 00 

$475 00 
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In addition to the above cases seven persons were arrested for 

hauling pots without license. These cases are now pending before the 

Supreme Court. Your Commission sincerely hopes that the license 

law will be upheld by the court, because they realize that in it they 

have a powerful instrument for the enforcement of the lobster laws. 

Fishermen are much more careful to act in accordance with the law 

when they know that in breaking the same, instead of escaping with 

a mere fine, they may have their license revoked and be kept from 

fishing. 

THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE EGG LOBSTER LAW. 

In the following tables are found the data relative to the enforce- 

ment of the egg lobster law, passed at the January session, 1910. 

A discussion of the bearing of this law upon the lobster industry will 

be found later on in this chapter, in the section entitled “ Protecting 

the Egg Lobster.” 

COST OF THE EGG LOBSTERS. 

Amount expended for “Ripe” lobsters............... $393 47% 

Amount expended for “Green” lobsters.............. 2,775 05 

TYTN RAR cee aN CR CR. of MCN. aN gO $3,170 52 

*This item does not adequately represent the entire amount of ‘‘Ripe’’ egg lobsters because 

previous to June Ist, 1910, many of the egg lobsters, after their eggs had hatched, were re- 

turned to the dealers in exchange for those still bearing eggs. After June 1st the Commission 

decided that it was for the best interests of the industry to return these female lobsters to the 

water, 
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Table Giving for Each Halj Month the Number of Pounds of “Green” Egg Lobsters 

Delivered to the Commission at Newport (including the Lobsters from 

Sakonnet River), Block Island, and Wickford. 

Darter. Newport. Wace Wickford. Total. 
Island. 

PTOvIOUSMUORAUIO US ty esnyieioemieye © cleieieie letelcter «tens Drie \ Aa SPS ee Aa ae 6 Ze 

Anpracct, Uap /Avrabei BHlGrgcaocooawecuududee 2,603 1,005 26 3,634 

September 1 to September 15............... | Sy PHU 1,998 31 5,240 

September 16 to September 30.............. | 1,617 750 25 2,392 

Octoberplato,Octoberlouscr eee cir 4 -)es yes 562 487 40 1,089 

October lGito October Sills. sie + ly. cere 64 564 [aise ovo sane 628 

November lito November lloncn.. sci elected (eres + si sleya nu 40 23 63 

8,079 4,844 145 13,068 

RECORD OF MORTALITY OF ‘GREEN’? EGG LOBSTERS. 

Number of lobsters received at the hatchery....3,541 100 per cent 

Number died within 10 days after receipt (due to 

improper handling before reaching the 

atch emys)ci.iatrobasre Merah a oP eiere ee ts Sate AQ Sendai asso as 

Numberrdied ater lOndayss. saeeensa] ane oe ES ae oi is eee 

Number Jrving November Won: .22. t+ 44524-- S015 786-9 = 

DISPOSAL OF “‘GREEN”’? EGG LOBSTERS. 

ietamed at the hatchery: nse terme nee se nee eae 3 400 

1] TEER Tee SG eS gS ny LU ra 2,615 

1  ARhoe  -d t a a ai Pa 3,015 

The 2,615 “Green” egg lobsters were liberated at the commence- 

ment of the close season (November 15th) at the following places: 

Babcock Pond, BlockIsland, Charlestown Pond, Mill Cove (Wickford), 

Newport Harbor, off Brenton’s Reef Light Ship, Point Judith Pond, 

Price’s Neck Cove, Quonocontaug Pond, Sakonnet River. 
8 
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These were marked by punching a hole in one or more flippers of 

the tail. 

CHANGES RECOMMENDED IN THE FISHERIES LAWS. 

The fisheries industry is a very important one in Rhode Island, 

because of the amount of invested capital, the number of men employed, 

and the income derived. It is, therefore, highly important that the 

natural resources upon which it thrives should be conserved. This 

past year your Commission has had under consideration a number of 

changes, which if adopted, it confidently believes will materially assist 

in lessening the effects of excessive fishing, which are already becom- 

ing apparent. While realizing that over-fishing is the cause of much 

of the decrease in our fisheries, your Commission desires to avoid as 

much as possible any unnecessary restriction of the fishing and 

merely aims to regulate it in such manner as will promote a healthy 

condition. 

The recommendations include changes in both groups of our 

fisheries laws—Lobster Laws and General Fisheries Laws—but are 

largely concerned with the former. 

CHANGES URGED IN THE LAWS PERTAINING TO THE LOBSTER INDUSTRY. 

In their consideration of the lobster industry, your Commission 

has been brought face to face with a condition which demands the 

most immediate attention. As was stated in the previous pages, 

the lobster industry in this State, in common with other lobster pro- 

ducing areas, has begun to feel the effects of excessive fishing. In 

view of this recognized condition, a number of radical changes in the 

existing laws have been under consideration, and upon these your 

Commission would respectfully request your immediate considera- 

tion. The decisions have not been reached hastily, and in presenting 

them for your consideration your Commission begs to state that the 

proposed changes are supported by our present scientific knowledge 

of the lobster and have been backed by years of experience in lobster 

culture and investigations in which your Commission has world-wide 
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recognition as a leader. The main features of these changes are 

supported by recognized authorities in lobster culture such as Dr. 

F. H. Herrick, Special Investigator for the United States Bureau of 

Fisheries, Dr. George W. Field, chairman of Commissioners on 

Fisheries and Game, State of Massachusetts, and many others. 

Your Commission itself in Special Paper Number 23, contained in the 

Report at the January Session, 1906, advocated similar changes. 

Furthermore, in the past five years many lobstermen have of their 

own accord advocated similar revision. 

In spite of its opinion that these changes were well founded, your 

Commission in order to gain the support and co-operation of neigh- 

boring States, held a meeting at Newport, this past year, at which 

Commissioners from Massachusetts and Connecticut were present. 

The proposed changes were discussed and embodied in the following 

resolutions which were adopted and signed by all,present, and were 

sent to the governors of the various States which produce lobsters. 

WHEREAS, certain conditions which have seriously reduced the lobster fisheries 

of New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts, are still operative, 

and 

WHEREAS, the continued decline of these fisheries is a serious economic loss to 

the people of these states, be it 

Resolved, That these conditions can be best mitigated by a code of uniform 

laws in force in all these states. Further, the fundamental economic and bio- 

logical facts have been thoroughly studied by the investigators of the National 

Bureau of Fisheries, and by the Commissioners of Rhode Island, Connecticut, 

and Massachusetts. Acting upon a thorough knowledge of the essential basis of 

facts, looked at from the points of view of the fishermen, the public and the 

scientist, the accredited representatives of the States of Connecticut, Rhode 

Island, and Massachusetts, meeting at Newport, R. I., December 16, 1910, are 

of the unanimous opinion that the fundamental and essential points to be incor- 

porated into an effective law must be:— 

1. Uniformity in general provisions. 

2. Adaptation to effective, rapid, definite and economical enforcement. 

3. Protection both of the lobsters of breeding age and of those below a suitable 

market size. 
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4. Purchase of egg bearing lobsters by the state for propagating purposes, and 

prohibition of possession for any other purpose. 

5. Encouragement of intelligent efforts to propagate and rear lobsters artifi- 

cially. 

6. Licensing all lobster fishermen, with provision for recalling license in case 

of infraction of law. 

7. Forbidding the use of young lobsters for bait. 

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be respectfully transmitted to the 

Governors of the States of New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massa- 

chusetts. 

Your Commission respectfully requests that the question of uni- 

formity with the neighboring States be carefully considered. Cer- 

tain of the proposed laws are already on the statute books of Massa- 

chusetts and Connecticut. That much harm has already been done 

by the lack of uniform lobster laws is admitted by all, and your Com- 

mission is co-operating with the Fisheries Boards of the lobster pro- 

ducing States with a view of getting the adoption of certain uniform 

laws. To be of the most value these laws should be based upon correct 

biological principles, and your Commission wishes to urge that this 

State shall aim to become the leader in the matter of lobster laws 

as it is already in lobster culture. 

Two general reforms are sought in the proposed revisions: (1) the 

conservation of the lobster industry and (2) better methods of 

enforcing the lobster laws. 

In regard to the first it is desired 

1. To furnish adequate protection to the egg lobster. 

2. To adopt a double “gauge law”—(protecting the adult breeders 

above a certain size as well as the immature lobsters). 

3. To slightly change the dates of the close season, 

To enable better enforcement of the lobster laws, it is desired 

1. To penalize interference with the search for illegal lobsters. 

2. To cause all packages in transit containing lobsters to be plainly 

marked. 

3. To regulate the sale of lobster meat. 
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4. To prevent the use of lobsters as batt. 

5. To modify the regulation for the buoying of lobster pots in order 

to accomplish the aim of the law without being detrimental to honest 

fishermen. 

6. To change the enuring of the fines from the present system (one- 

halj to the complainant, and one-half to the State), to an enuring oj 

the entire fine to the State. 

The reasons for proposing these laws will be given in the following 

paragraphs : 

PROTECTING THE EGG LOBSTER. 

The reasons for the protection of the egg lobster are too well 

known and obvious to need special discussion. The number of eggs 

which each mature female lobster carries is very large (from 5,000 

to upwards of 160,000), but the rate of survival is very low. The 

proportion of the fry hatched which reach maturity has been variously 

estimated by leading authorities and ranges from 1 in 5,000 to 1 in 

38,000. It is probable that these extremes represent respectively 

the rate of survival from the minimum and the maximum of ordinary 

adverse conditions. In New England the rate is very likely inter- 

mediate between these two extremes, leaning toward the lower rate—- 

let us say 1 in 25,000. But whatever the rate of survival may be, the 

future supply of lobsters (as of all animals) depends directly upon the 

number of eggs that hatch and it becomes obviously necessary to 

protect the egg lobster. 

The need for this protection is very generally realized, but in regard 

to the methods that should be adopted for such protection there are, 

unfortunately, differing opinions. Two general methods have been 

adopted. It can be made illegal to have such lobsters in one’s 

possession, or the State may purchase them from the lobstermen. 

There are two strong reasons why the first method when used 

alone is productive of little good. In the first place it is easy to brush 

or scrub off the eggs and evade the law. Then again, it is a fact 

admitted by all who have thoroughly studied the subject, that while 
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the lobster is sufficiently productive to offset its natural enemies,. 

it is not able, unassisted, to provide for the ravages of man. 

Therefore, some artificial means must be provided, and in order 

to do this the egg lobsters must be retained. By artificial propaga- 

tion our Wickford Station has been able to very greatly assist nature— 

a low estimate would place the results of the work at 400 to 700 times 

the natural method. At present our Station is unable to extend 

this method to all the egg lobsters caught in Rhode Island waters, 

but the plant is being rapidly although cautiously extended, and in 

the future your Commission will be able to rear lobsters on a much 

more extensive scale. However, it will be seen from the reasons 

given above that were it unable to do more than buy the egg lobsters 

and then liberate them at the end of the season that would still be 

sufficient cause for purchasing them. Because by so doing the 

incentive for illegally brushing the eggs from the lobster is removed. 

At the January session, 1910, a law was passed which directed 

the Commission to purchase all egg lobsters. Your Commission 

believes that the principle underlying this law is correct. However, 

a glance at the tables giving the results of handling the green egg 

lobsters (page 56) will show that much more efficiency could be 

obtained by leaving the matter of handling and disposal of them 

entirely at the judgment of your Commission. The manner in which 

the egg lobsters should be obtained will vary greatly according to the 

distance from the hatchery, local facilities for shipping, and, what is 

of still greater importance, according to the condition of the eggs at 

that time of year. Furthermore, giving the fishermen the privilege 

of selling these lobsters to the Commission and, at the same time, in 

many cases locating the receiving places at such a distance that it is 

impracticable to get the lobsters there, instead of removing the incen- 

tive to brushing the eggs, an additional incentive and opportunity is 

thus given. 

Your Commission therefore recommends that it be empowered to 

grant to all licensed men who shall apply therefor permits to retain egg 

lobsters. These permits shall state how the egg lobsters shall be held 
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and to whom and in what manner they shall be delivered. In this way 

proper adjustment to conditions can be made and proper care can be 

taken of the egg lobsters. 

In order to further insure that these lobsters shall reach our 

hatchery in good condition, it should remain illegal to retain the 

same in any other manner. 

PROTECTING THE ADULT BREEDERS. 

While it is very desirable to save lobsters bearing eggs, it 1s un- 

fortunately not sufficient. Our present knowledge of the biology 

of the lobster shows that a female lobster extrudes her eggs not 

oftener than once in two years and carries them for ten or eleven 

months. With these facts in mind it is evident that during the 

greater part of the year, one-half the female lobsters are not bearing 

eges, and in the remaining four to six weeks, which occurs at the 

height of the fishing season (latter part of July to latter part of 

August), practically no lobsters are bearing eggs. Therefore, if 

protection is given only to the lobsters bearing eggs, we allow one 

half or more of the mature female lobsters to be caught. Further- 

more, since the sexes are divided approximately equal, one out of 

every four mature lobsters, caught during the egg bearing period is 

an ege lobster, and one of the remaining three is a female lobster 

without eggs. These latter ones, according to our present law, are 

legitimate property, and may therefore be sold to the markets. 

The results are practically the same whether the eggs are destroyed 

before or after extrusion. What is wanted is to save the mature 

female lobsters. As we have seen, about one third of the lobsters 

marketed are mature female lobsters. It would not be practical nor 

advisable to compel the lobstermen to save all of these. Some other 

method must be devised. 

At this point our knowledge of the natural history of the lobster 

again comes to our aid and points out a way in which this may be 

done and still not seriously reduce the amount of legitimate lobsters. 

A lobster becomes mature when from eight to ten and one-half 
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inches in length. But the number of eggs carried by a lobster varies, 

accordingly to its size, approximately as follows: An 8-inch lobster, 

5,000 eggs; a 10-inch lobster, 10,000; a 12-inch lobster, 20,000; a 

14-inch lobster, 40,000; ete. A female lobster therefore, when 

fourteen inches long, carries approximately eight times as many eggs 

as an 8-inch lobster although less than twice the length. It is 

therefore eight times as valuable as an egg producer. It is evident 

from this reason, that if any class of lobsters are to be protected, 

these large breeders should be the ones. Furthermore, the large 

lobster although weighing considerably more is not so desirable for the 

consumer as a smaller and more tender meated one. It may be 

said in further support of this plan that in saving the large lobsters a 

sort of artificial selection would be in process, the tendency of which 

would be to favor the more vigorous and rapidly growing ones. 

Often among lobsters in our cars at Wickford some will be found 

which are several times larger than others of the same age reared 

under similar conditions. (See Plate IV). This difference in rate 

of growth is undoubtedly the same in nature. Consequently, if it is 

made illegal to catch the large lobsters, the market will be supplied 

for the most part from those lobsters which grow more slowly and 

for this reason remain longer in the class which may be caught. The 

faster growing ones will quickly pass into the class which is immune 

and from these the stock of lobsters will be recruited. 

PROTECTING THE IMMATURE LOBSTERS. 

We should not, however, conclude from the above remarks that 

only the large lobster should be protected. Protection should also 

be given to the small lobsters, because they are beset with so many 

natural enemies. Chief among the needs for the protection of the 

small lobsters lies in their frequency of molting. A lobster sheds its 

shell the first year about 14 or 15 times, and at each time it is soft 

and helpless for a time. As it becomes older these molts decrease 

until when an 8-inch length is reached the number has dropped to 

twice a year, and if it is an egg lobster to once in two years. Also 
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its larger size eliminates many of its enemies. It is therefore very 

evident that protection should be given the young lobsters until 

they are at least eight inches in length. The usual short lobster 

law is based upon the principle that the lobster should he protected 

until it becomes mature and bears one lot of eggs. In the light of 

our present knowledge this is not as valuable at it seems. Many 

lobsters do not become mature until 104 inches in length and the 

majority of the short lobster laws place the length at 9 inches. 

Furthermore, as has been shown, the first lot of eggs is relatively 

so few in comparison with later lots and their offspring frequently 

so much less vigorous that the first egg-laying is of very minor im- 

portance. 

DOUBLE GAUGE LAW. 

Your Commission would therefore recommend that it be made illegal 

to possess lobsters less than 8 inches in length (33 inches body measure- 

ment) and greater than 13 inches (5% inches body measurement). 

To sum up the reasons for this recommendation it may be said that 

1. Lobsters under 8 inches in length need protection because 

up to this size their natural enemies are numerous and frequent 

molting renders the lobster more susceptible to them. 

2. Lobsters between the limits (8 inches to 13 inches) are most 

desirable for market. 

3. Not more than one-half of the female lobsters are bearing eggs 

at any one time. In order to save the breeders it is therefore neces- 

sary that more protection should be afforded than merely saving 

those which are bearing eggs. This would be accomplished by our 

double gauge law because all large lobsters (the most valuable 

breeders) are saved. 

4. The number of eggs laid by the lobsters which are above the 

large limit is proportionately so great that it is extremely desirable 

to save these lobsters for breeding purposes 

5. It would be quite easy to enforce the large size limit because 

the lobstermen could be required to have entrance rings in their 
9 
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lobster pots of such a size that the large lobsters would not be able 

to get into the pots. 

The following reasons have been advanced in opposition to the 

double gauge law (these arguments are chiefly concerned with the 

large limit) :— 

OBJECTION 1. Since the market can be supplied only by lobsters 

which are from 8 inches to 13 inches in length the drain upon this 

class will be so great that few if any will reach the exempt class. 

In opposition to this it may be stated that at the present time all 

lobsters that are over 9 inches in length—the very large ones as well 

as the intermediate sized—may be caught and yet there are very 

many over 13 inches—sometimes surpassing the 20-inch length. 

If with unrestricted catching many lobsters reach this length, is 

it not unreasonable to suppose that by restricting the size none or 

extremely few will pass that size? Furthermore, no one has ever 

found a limit to the length of time a lobster may live. We do know 

that they live to a greatly advanced age and therefore this class of 

large breeding lobsters will be continually growing in number. Then 

again the supply of lobsters according to our plan is not to 

depend entirely upon this class but is to be augmented by artificial 

rearing. ; 

OBJECTION 2. By preventing the fishermen from catching the large 

lobsters an injustice is done them inasmuch as these lobsters weight a 

great deal and are consequently valuable. 

Even in localities where large lobsters abound it is found that 

those from 8 to 9 inches in length are about six or eight times as 

numerous as are those over thirteen inches. As a compensation for 

throwing away these large lobsters our law proposes that the fisher- 

men be allowed to market the 8-inch to 9-inch lobsters, which at 

present are illegal property. Furthermore, it is not contended that 

this law will not to a certain extent restrict the catch, but what 

your Commission does contend is that very little injury is done in 

proportion to the future benefit to the industry. The question for 
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us to decide is, are we going to allow the possible loss of a few pounds 

of lobsters to blind our eyes to the ultimate benefit which this law 

will be to the industry? 

OpsEcTION 3. We cannot hope by natural conditions to restock the 

lobster industry. The proper method is to care jor this great abundance 

of eggs in some artificial manner. 

To a certain extent your Commission entirely agrees with this 

idea, but it may be pointed out that nature deals on such a colossal 

scale that our efforts seem very tiny. Furthermore, while it is 

part of the general scheme of your Commission to artifically rear as 

many as it can handle, on the other hand is it not a part of wisdom 

to allow nature with her billions of eggs to assist? The saving of 

these large breeders will certainly render very great assistance, how- 

ever low the rate of survival. 

CLOSE SEASON. 

The justification of a change in the close season when lobsters 

may not be caught lies principally in the fact of affording protection 

to the egg lobsters. Presuming that egg lobsters will continue to be 

purchased the change of date from November 15th to November 

1st will result in the purchase of less “green” egg lobsters. Ending 

the close season fifteen days earlier (April 1st) will result in the pur- 

chase of more ripe egg lobsters. These can be handled with excel- 

lent results in our hatchery. Furthermore, the excess of green egg 

lobsters, 1. e. those which cannot be kept through the winter at the 

hatchery, are at present liberated at the beginning of the close season 

and by making the commencement of this season fifteen days earlier, 

many will be saved, as the mortality of crowded cars will be lessened. 

It is further to be pointed out that in these changes the least possible 

injury is done to the lobster industry, as most lobstermen have taken 

up their gear by November Ist. 

Your Commission therefore recommends that the close season 

should extend jrom midnight, October 31, to midnight, March 31. 
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CHANGES TO ENABLE BETTER ENFORCEMENT OF THE 

LOBSTER LAW. 

INTERFERENCE WITH SEARCH. 

This law was not designed to interfere with the rights of honest 

fishermen, but was intended to prevent the dishonest lobstermen 

from escaping the consequences of their illegal actions. The laws 

were drawn with the idea of protecting the lobster industry, and your 

Commission believes that when the lobstermen are granted a license 

a sort of guarantee is given them that the industry will be protected 

from the ravages of dishonest and law-breaking fishermen. Your 

Commission therefore believes that every effort should be made to 

protect the licensed fishermen by rendering the law more difficult to 

evade. Those who make a practice of handling illegal lobsters 

resort to some device which enables them to get rid of the same, 

when the deputies appear. Many times net bags which apparently— 

often admittedly—contain short lobsters or egg lobsters are emptied 

over the sides of the boat within plain sight of the deputies. With 

the evidence gone the law breakers cannot be convicted. It is there- 

fore proposed to frame a law which will penalize the interference 

with the search, after intention thereof has been announced, by removing, 

disposing of, or destroying any article or thing. 

MARKING PACKAGES IN TRANSIT. 

In order to facilitate the inspection of packages in the search for 

illegal lobsters it is proposed to cause all packages in transit contain- 

ing lobsters to be plainly marked with the word “ Lobsters” and the 

name of the shipper and consignee. It may be pointed out that this 

is also an excellent thing for the lobstermen, because the transporta- 

tion companies will take better care of barrels and packages when they 

know from the conspicuous label that they contain lobsters. 

REGULATION OF THE SALE OF LOBSTER MEAT. 

Rhode Island has been comparatively free from the evasion of the 
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law by this means. In other States short lobsters are very often 

removed from the shell or broken up, either before or after cooking, 

and because it is then impossible to tell whether they are illegal or 

not, they are sold in the evasion of the law. In order to conform with 

other states, and to prevent any chance of this occurring in our State, 

your Commission recommends the passage of a law regulating the 

sale of lobster meat. 

USE OF LOBSTERS FOR BAIT. 

The prevention of detection by mutilating lobsters is further 

attempted by the use of lobsters for bait. In view of the continual 

decrease in the lobster supply it has been thought advisable to pre- 

vent the use of lobsters for fishing. 

PERMITS TO BUOY POTS. 

That the pots may be more easily inspected it is necessary that 

they should be plainly and separately buoyed. There are, however, 

certain localities in which the tide runs strongly, or where other 

natural conditions make it impracticable to separately buoy each 

pot. Your Commission desires the privilege of granting a permit to 

buoy such pots in some other manner. 

ENURING OF FINES. 

Your Commission would recommend that the fines resulting from 

convictions under the lobster law should be turned over to the State 

Treasurer. 

LAWS RELATING TO GENERAL FISHERIES. 

STATISTICS RELATING TO THE FISHERIES. 

In order to obtain satisfactory data in regard to the various 

branches of the fisheries, your Commission would request that a law 

similar to that in force in Massachusetts and Connecticut should be 
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passed. This requires the various owners of fishing apparatus, 

whenever requested, to make under oath a report to the Commis- 

sioners giving such data as would be necessary for a correct knowledge 

of the condition of the fisheries. It is the intention to use this data 

only for the benefit of the fisheries. If, therefore, any part is pub- 

lished it will appear in bulk and will in no way indicate the amount 

of business that is done by any individual fisherman. 

BLACK BASS. 

Two changes in the existing laws in regard to black bass are much 

to be desired. The season when these fish can not be caught is at 

present from March 1st to July 1st. The intention in framing the 

law was to protect the black bass during the spawning season. 

However, during the early part of the year, beginning in January, 

female black bass are taken, by fishing through the ice, which are 

very much swollen with spawn. As your Commission considers it 

very desirable that fish in this condition should be protected they 

would respectfully urge that the close season should extend from January 

1st to July 1st. As a further protection to the black bass they would 

also propose that the legal length should be changed from eight inches 

to ten inches. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THE CONTINUED EXAMINATION OF THE PHYSICAL AND 

BIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF NARRAGANSETT BAY. 

The physical and biological investigations of the bay has been con- 

tinued as heretofore. Your Commission regrets that more time was 

not available for this valuable work. However, this past year some 

headway has been made in systematizing the work and a continuance 

along these lines will make this one of the most valuable and important 

departments of the Commission’s work. Its future development it is 

hoped, will eventually result in the accurate determination of the 

causes for the appearance or absence of schools of fish, the presence 

or absence of sets of clams, oysters, etc., and other phenomena, which 

are little understood. 

The physical conditions, especially of the early part of the year, 

were far from satisfactory to the fishing industry. Cold, severe 

storms, caused loss of gear and delay in the runs of fish. During the 

summer conditions, became more satisfactory, but the water did not 

become as warm as in 1909. 

The biological phenomena worthy of note were as follows: 

The presence in the bay of great “shoals” of small fish, especially 

herring. During the early fall in Mill Cove, Wickford, the water for 

many days sparkled on all sides, as far as one could see, with the 
flipping of these fish and they were so abundant that when rowing 

among them, they would merely avoid being struck by the oars and 

would not get out of the way. 

The set of oysters was the most abundant in years. Shells, stones, 

piles, seaweed, and in fact the surface of nearly everything in the 

water, was covered with the set, often to such an extent as to render 

the object set upon invisible. 
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Conditions were also sufficiently favorable to produce a great 

quantity of starfish. 

On the other hand, the sets of clams and scallops were failures, as 

were also the runs of fish of all sorts and the abundance of lobsters. 

An examination for clam set revealed a scarcity at all points except- 

ing in the vicinity of Field’s Point, Providence, and certain very 

small areas near Wickford. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE DISSEMINATION OF ACCURATE INFORMATION CON- 

CERNING THE AQUATIC RESOURCES OF THE STATE, 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF ENLISTING THE INTEREST AND 

SYMPATHY OF THE PUBLIC IN THE CONSERVATION 

AND DEVELOPMENT OF THESE RESOURCES. 

It is obvious that the experiments carried on by your Commission 

should have for their goal an immediate and practical benefit. To 

accomplish this the results should be presented to the public in an 

interesting and convincing manner. Furthermore, the Board should 

strive to be a constant source of information and assistance to those 

interested in fisheries problems. That this was evidently the inten- 

tion in the creation of the Board is apparent to anyone who reads the 

duties assigned them in Chapter 174. These facts your Commission 

has realized, and much time and effort has been employed in this 

direction. That the public at large also believes it, is attested by the 

numerous letters received by your Commission, covering all sorts of 

fisheries problems. These your Commission has responded to by 

direct information, or by referring the interested parties to the proper 

sources. Furthermore, through this channel the Commission has 

had various fisheries problems brought to their attention, a solution 

of which is very desirable. 

The reprinting and distribution of instructive papers which occur 

from time to time in the reports is another way in which your Com- 

‘ mission has sought to enlist public interest. The establishment of a 

library on fisheries subjects both at the State House and at the Wick- 

ford Station is now in the process of formation. 

In addition to this dissemination of printed information, your 

Commission has in various other ways endeavored to interest the 

public. Exhibits of the results of sea farming experiments have been 

made each year at the Washington County Fair at Kingston, and a 
10 
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continual exhibit is maintained at the Wickford Station. Both of 

these have been very popular; especially is this true of the Wickford 

Station, where, in addition to the many daily visitors, your Com- 

mission has extended, through the superintendent, the facilities of the 

Station to a number of classes m biology. 

An example of the results of our past efforts in publishing correct 

information is seen in the awakened interest in clam culture. Your 

Commission is a pioneer in this work having successfully conducted 

investigations in regard to the spawning season, the free swimming 

and attachment period, the commencement of burrowing, the rate of 

erowth, the natural enemies and the extent of their ravages, the 

causes of the depletion of clam flats and the methods of increasing the 

yield. It has further demonstrated that it is practical to transplant 

seed clams. A more complete discussion of hese will be found in the 

special papers, a list of which will be found at the end of this report. 

Especially complete in regard to our clam work, is Special Paper, 

No. 15, ‘Observation on the Soft Shell Clam” (fifth paper) Dr. A. D. 

Mead and E. W. Barnes. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER FISHERIES AUTHOR- 

ITIES. 

During the past year, your Commission has been in very active 

co-operation with the fisheries authorities of our neighboring States. 

As a result of this co-operation it is hoped in the near future to form 

an association of the New England Fisheries Authorities with the 

object of endeavoring to obtain uniform fisheries laws and discus- 

sion of subjects of mutual interest. The benefit of such an association 

will be very great, inasmuch as so many branches of the fisheries are 

held in common by all these States. 

On December 16th, at Newport, a committee of your Commission 

met with members of the Massachusetts and Connecticut Fish Com- 

mission for a discussion of the lobster laws, with especial view to 

uniformity. Your Commission wishes to acknowledge its apprecia- 

tion of the assistance and support rendered by these Commissions, 

especially in regard to the lobster law. 

The meeting of the American Fisheries Society in New York, was 

attended by the members of your Commission. A paper was sub- 

mitted by them on the season’s work at Wickford, and one of their 

number was re-elected to an important office, and another member 

of your Commission was appointed on the executive committee. 

By correspondence, exchange of reports, ete., your Commission has 

been in touch with every State Fish Commission in the country, and 

also with the United States Bureau of Fisheries, whose courtesies 

in many ways we wish to acknowledge. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE PROPAGATION OF LOBSTERS AT THE WICKFORD 

EXPERIMENT STATION. 

The lobster rearing at Wickford this past season, 1910, has been in 

many ways the most successful that your Commission has ever had. 

The season opened with the hatching of a few eggs on May 20, and 

the main part of the season closed on August 15. However, a few 

lobsters, with ripe eggs, were obtained as late as September Ist, and 

necessitated the running of the plant a number of days the first part: 

of September. As a brief statement of the results of lobster rearing 

it may be said that over a half million lobsters (511,274 by actual 

count) were reared to the fourth stage from a total of 1,500 egg 

lobsters, many of which had very few eggs when received. Further 

more, 28,372 were reared to the fifth and sixth stages. 

By reference to the accompanying table it will be seen that the 

best previous year was 1908, when 322,672 were reared: 

Total Number of Fourth and Fifth Stage Lobsters Reared Each Year Since 1900. 
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In 1910, the young lobsters were liberated at the following places, 

East Shore Conanicut Island, West Shore Conanicut Island, Mill 

Cove (Wickford), Poplar Point, Gould Island, Hope Island, Fox 

Island, Mount Hope Bay, Warwick Neck, Sakonnet River, and Block 

Island. 

Special mention may be made of the following results of the 

season’s work: 

7,465 Iv’S FROM ONE EGG LOBSTER. 

On June 30 two egg lobsters, carrying an average number of eggs, 

were put in one of our rearing cars. When examined, the next day, it 

was found that nearly half of the eggs had hatched from each of them. 

The egg lobsters were accordingly removed, and the paddles started. 

By July 16, the fry had passed into the fourth stage, and careful 

counting showed that there were 7,465 of them. This result is very 

important, as the care given this lot was the same as that accorded 

to other lots and therefore may be taken as an average result which 

may be obtained. The number of fry started with corresponds with 

the number that would hatch from one egg lobster. One-half of the 

eggs from two lobsters were used in order to have the resulting fry of 

the same age. The eggs of most lobsters vary somewhat in time of 

hatching. While very often as many as one-half will hatch on the 

first day, the remaining eggs will not hatch for several days. At 

Wickford this fact is given great prominence, because of the canni- 

balistic tendencies of the fry, and therefore the egg lobsters are left 

not longer than one day ina single car. Taking this result, therefore, 

as an average possibility, we see that our present method is capable 

of rearing about 7,500 from an average size egg lobster, or about 40 

per cent. of the entire hatching. Our best previous result, was an 

average of 1,516 per lobster from 56 egg lobsters. 

69.4 PER CENT. OF Iv’s FROM 10,000 I’s. 

Another important result was the rearing of 6,946 fourth stage 

lobsters from a counted lot of 10,000 fry less than one day old. This 
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took place between July 8 and July 21, taking 13 days to reach the 

fourth stage. Our own best previous result was 50 per cent. from a 

lot of 1,000, some of which were at least two days old. 

A MECHANICAL FEEDER. 

It has been demonstrated that regular feeding is of very great 

practical importance and cannot be emphasized too strongly. Fur- 

thermore, it is very desirable that the food should be given in small 

quantities and often. Since these two items are of such importance, 

it is very readily seen that a mechanical feeder would be very ser- 

viceable. The attempt has been made to devise such a feeder, and 

this past year a practical method was finally hit upon. It consists of 

an ordinary flour sieve suspended in the water, and so arranged that 

it will be slightly turned at each revolution of the paddle. The food, 

finely minced, is put into the sieve, and the occasional shght turn 

which is given the handle scrapes a little of the food each time through 

the sieve into the water, where the action of the current quickly 

spreads it about. 

IMPROVED METHODS OF LIBERATING. 

It is not enough to successfully rear the lobsters to the bottom 

stages. An equally important matter is to get them established in 

their homes in the ocean bottom. This problem we have been attack- 

ing from two different points. 

1. The devising of more effective means than mere liberation. 

2. The effort to rear the fry to a still older stage and in reality 

get them accustomed to living on the bottom of a car before libera- 

ting them. 

Our efforts in regard to this latter case we have already spoken of. 

As to the devising of new and more effectual means of liberating, it 

may be remarked that our usual method has been to widely scatter 

the lobsterlings along the edge of the shore, selecting for this purpose 
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shores that are full of rocks and shells and quite free from small fish. 

This year for liberation in deeper water we have tried out two devices. 

One of these is a covered box weighted with stones and with numer- 

ous large holes bored in the sides near the bottom. On the outside 

of the box, stripes of wood wider than the diameter of the hole are 

nailed over the holes in such a way as to leave a crack on the lower 

side of the strip large enough for the lobster to get through, and yet 

too narrow to allow fish to get in. As the strips are nailed on the 

outside only, the holes are left the entire size on the inside and thus 

ean be readily found by the young lobsters. The lobsters are placed 

in the box, which is covered, sunk to the bottom, and left for a day or 

two. In this length of time the lobsters have gradually worked out 

of the box through the numerous holes. 

The second, and better method, is to construct a wooden box with 

a tight cover and with a bottom made of galvanized screening, eight 

meshes to the inch. This screen is fastened three inches up from the 

lower edges of the sides. This allows the sides to project three inches 

below the bottom of the car, and consequently the car may sink a 

little way into a soft bottom and still leave the screen a little higher 

than the mud. The mesh of the screen is then spread open in a num- 

ber of places, so as to leave holes large enough to permit the lobsters to 

crawl out. In lowering the car the inrush of water keeps the lobsters 

away from the holes, and when the car rests on the bottom an inclosed 

place is formed under the screen between the projecting sides. With- 

in this inclosure the lobsters, after they crawl out, can burrow in the 

ocean bed unmolested by fish. The car can usually be removed at 

the end of 24 hours. 

The aim of the methods indicated above, may be briefly sum- 

marized as follows: 

The economical rearing of the lobster larve until they have 

acquired the habit and instincts of “bottom” life and then to estab- 

lish them upon a bottom suitable for their subsequent protection and 

growth. 
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THE COST OF REARING. 

Each year’s improvements increases the economy of the method. 

‘Thus this past year the cost of operating the plant from May 20 to 

August 15 (not including the cost of egg lobsters) was a little less 

than $1,000. This places the actual cost of rearing at about $2 per 

thousand. In regard to the expense of the apparatus, it may be 

said that an extension with a capacity of twelve cars is being built 

at an estimated cost of $500, including engine, gears, rafts, ete. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

THE PROPAGATION OF MARINE FISHES. 

The possibility of using our lobster-rearing apparatus for the 

hatching and rearing of various food fishes has been spoken of in 

previous reports. In the spring of 1910, this was actually aeccom- 

plished, and by a specially devised adaptation and arrangement of 

the “filter windows” it became possible to retain such minute forms 

as fish larvee, clam spawn, etec., and at the the same time have ade- 

quate circulation of water. 

THE WINTER FLOUNDER. 

(Pseudopieuranectes americanus.) 

This past spring over twenty-five million of these fish were hatched, 

and liberated in Mill Cove, Wickford. An attempt was made to 

develop a simple and inexpensive method of hatching the eggs of this 

extremely prolific fish. A certain amount of success was attained in 

this direction, and your Commission intends, this coming spring 

(1911), to carry out the ideas on a more extensive scale. 

REARING THROUGH THE TRANSITION PERIOD. 

On account of their extremely small diameter immediately after 

hatching, and especially after the yolk-sac has been absorbed, it was 

practically impossible to retain these fish until the “filter windows,” 

described above, were devised. However, when a method of retain- 

ing them had been hit upon, the fish themselves were found to be 

quite hardy and to require little care. In one of our rearing cars 

several thousand were reared successfully through this period. The 

following facts in regard to the changes in structure and habits were 

corroborated in our work this past year and are given here, because 
11 
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they are not very well known to the public although quite well 

known among fish culturists. 

When first hatched these fish do not resemble flatfish, but, like 

most fish, are cylindrical in form and swim upright in the water. 

After a certain period they begin to increase greatly in depth, and 

when swimming turn partly on one side, at first showing no preference 

for either side. Furthermore, they begin to rest upon the sides or 

bottom of the cars containing them. The eyes gradually change 

their position, and when the fish is from 6 to 8 mm. in length (4 to 2 

inches), the left eye has shifted to the right side. By this time a 

number of radical changes, both in structure and habits, have taken 

place in the fish. In its growth the increase has been mostly in depth, 

and the fish become flattened. In the habits the changes consist 

in ceasing to swim near the surface and remaining constantly close 

to the bottom, usually lying on the bottom. Whether swimming or 

resting it remains on the left side; because of the shifting of the eyes, 

both are now on the right side, which from this time forms the upper 

side. When disturbed, the fish will skim along rapidly for a distance, 

and then settle in the sand, where its mottled appearance and semi- 

transparency renders it very inconspicuous. It is now comparatively 

safe from natural enemies. 

It is very apparent that in any attempt to propagate the flatfish 

effort should be made to rear the larve through this critical transition 

period. The length of time required to pass the transition period at 

Wickford, in the latter part of April, 1910, varied between 16 and 20 

days. This coming year your Commission intends to rear this species 

through the transition period on a much larger scale. 
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PREFACE TO THE REVISED EDITION. 

Since publishing the original article which appeared in the Annual 

Report of the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries for the year 1906, 

‘the lobster rearing at the Wickford Experiment Station has continued 

under the writer’s personal superintendence. The changes in appara- 

tus and methods, which have been almost without exception the re- 

sults of his own devising, have been so considerable that it has been 

thought best to bring them together. As it is necessary, in order to 

make the subject more easily understood, to give a rather detailed 

-account of the process of rearing lobsters at Wickford, it has been 

-decided to follow the plan of the original paper, incorporating into it 

the changes and successes which have attended the work since 1906. 

The principal changes in apparatus and methods to be noted since 

the previous article are:— 

The substitution of durable wooden boxes to replace the unreliable 

-eanvas bags, and the necessary devices attendant upon this change. 

The adoption of a unit system of raft structure, which makes a 

- great extension of the apparatus possible. 

Changes in the gearing and shaft arrangement which greatly re- 

- duce the loss of power in the long lateral extensions. 

Devices for easily and quickly handling the rearing boxes. 

A method of handling the hen lobsters while they are hatching their 

-egegs, which very closely follows natural conditions and gives uniform 

-and excellent results in the rearing cars. 

Extending the rearing beyond the fourth stage. 

A more effectual method of liberation. 
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An economical and practical mechanical feeding device. 

The adoption of a most practical and economical food—hen’s eggs. 

Many slight changes, including shade adjustment, copper painting 

the cars, and other factors of importance in the economy of rearing. 

EARNEST W. BARNES, 

Superintendent of the Wickford Experiment Station. 



INTRODUCTION. 

The success in lobster culture attained by the Commission of Inland 

Fisheries, at their experiment station, at Wickford, is one of those 

few remarkable successes in artificial marine culture which have been 

reached through a long course of slow and, at times, disheartening 

experiments. The ordinary method employed in the artificial 

propagation of fishes, the mere hatching the eggs, has been of little 

avail in the case of the lobster. Its failure may be stated, briefly, 

as due to two causes: The first, and most important of these, is the 

slow growth of the lobster, which greatly lengthens the time required 

to reach maturity and propagate itself naturally; the second is the 

prolonged period of larval helplessness. 

If we leave out of consideration the helpless larval period we find 

that the lobster, in its natural state, is not materially handicapped in 

its struggle for maintenance, except in the particular fact of its slow 

growth. With reference to the natural advantages it might be stated 

that its life on the sea bottom, together with the instinct of hiding in 

burrows in the mud or under rocks, affords much better protection 

than fishes seem to possess. Besides, there is perhaps no external 

part, unless it is the eye, which can be lost or injured without the 

lobster being able to replace it. The loss of a fin or the upturning of 

a few scales, will often be sufficient cause for the death of a fish. 

The lobster also has the advantage of having its eggs more surely 

fertilized and afterwards cared for by the parent until hatched. The 

eggs of most fishes are thrown into the water, and depend on chance 

fertilization and favorable circumstances for their fostering. But 

against the human foe the lobster is powerless, and there has been a 

rapid decrease in its abundance since there was a demand for it in the 

market. 

12 
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Because the lobster possesses, in a high degree, natural advantages 

for protecting itself, except it its larval helplessness, it seemed neces- 

sary to adopt some measure of rearing them through this latter 

period. For more than a quarter of a century experiments were 

pushed with vigor by the various States, the United States Govern- 

ment, and also by European governments. The many difficulties, 

however, prevented success till 1900, when the honor of having of- 

ferred the first and, up to the present time, the only solution of the 

problem was won by the Rhode Island Commissioners of Inland Fish- 

eries, at Wickford. It took, nevertheless, after the discovery of the 

principle, five years of slow and tedious experiments to develop the 

scheme to the point where it was practical and economical, even on 

a small scale. However, during the past five years the methods 

have been so much improved that it is not only much more eco- 

nomical and practical, but it has also become possible to extend the 

plant to almost any desired limit. 

Furthermore, the results have been very satisfactory. Seventy 

per cent. in round numbers (69 per cent. actually) have been reared 

from the first to the fourth stage from a counted lot of 10,000. It is 

in this stage that the fry commence to burrow and are, therefore, 

more able to care for themselves. These figures will be appreciated 

when it is recalled that the best result in Europe was 6.6 per cent. 

starting with 1,500 fry in the second stage; and in this country, 21 

per cent., from an estimated 3,000 fry in the first stage at the U.S. 

Bureau of Fisheries, at Woods Hole, Mass. 

But it was soon discovered that it was not sufficient to success- 

fully rear the lobster fry to the fourth stage. In the first place, while 

it is true that at this stage the lobsterlings do go to the bottom, and 

also true that they are immensely more capable of surviving than 

when in the first three larval stages, yet the swimming habit is not 

completely abandoned and therefore it was considered desirable to 

rear the young lobster to a later stage—fifth or sixth stage. Fur- 

thermore, as important as it is to be able to rear them successfully to 

the “bottom” stages, it is of equal importance to get them safely 

established in the ocean bottom. 
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In both these directions the efforts of the Commission have met 

with great success, and while each year will undoubtedly see further 

improvements in methods and results, yet it may safely be said that 

the future changes will be in the nature of increased efficiency in 

detail of the work and also in the ability to rear to still later stages, 

if not to the adult stage. This is, without doubt, the ultimate goal 

of lobster rearing, and indeed a more successful solution of the problem 

of lobster supply can scarcely be thought of than the making it 

possible for a lobster dealer to raise his own lobsters. The pro- 

ductivity of the lobster is so great (from 8,000 to over 150,000 eggs 

per lobster) that could a plan of rearing to the adult size be proven to 

be successful, the future supply would be at once assured. 

For the benefit of those who are interested in the practical side of 

lobster culture, and who may not have followed the development of 

the plan as given in previous reports, a brief consideration of the 

lobster culture work is here given, which, while it does not pretend to 

be more than an outline of the subject, yet will go somewhat into 

detail concerning the methods use at Wickford. 

I. NATURAL HISTORY OF THE LOBSTER: 

1. DISTRIBUTION. 

The American lobster is found along the Atlantic coast from 

Labrador to Delaware. It attains its largest size and is most abund- 

ant in the northern half of this range (Nova Scotia and Maine.) It 

is found in all depths up to 100 fathoms. In deeper water than this 

it is very rarely found, though sometimes reported from fishing banks 

farther off shore. 

In Rhode Island waters the northern limits of the lobster-producing 

territory are Mount Hope Point on the east side of Narragansett Bay 

and Patience Island on the west side. Off-shore the lobster fishing 

is carried on as far as 8 to 14 miles off Block Island. The usual 

maximum depth of water in which pots are set, ranges from 12 to 

14 fathoms, but occasionally in fishing some distance off-shore, the 

pots are set in water from 16 to 19 fathoms deep. 
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2. NATURAL HOME AND MIGRATIONS. 

The character of the shores where the lobster lives varies from 

rocky and precipitous to sandy or muddy. During the winter the 

lobsters probably retreat to deeper water and burrow in the mud, 

since the fishermen find it necessary to gradually move their traps 

farther off shore with the approaching winter. This migration to 

deep water is not common to all lobsters, as we find some in holes 

along the shores which are exposed by extreme low tides during the 

winter months. 

With the return of spring and early summer, the lobstermen move 

their pots nearer shore. This movement of the lobsters to and from 

shore is probably the whole extent of their migrations, and therefore 

the restocking of the shores of a particular locality is possible. Efforts 

are being made to get more exact data on migrations by liberating 

tagged lobsters. Female lobsters, with eggs ready to hatch, are 

most often caught on rocky bottoms, and lobsters ready to shed, or 

those that have just done so, are most abundant on sandy or muddy 

shores. Dutch Island Harbor in Narragansett Bay seems to be a 

ereat shedding ground. 

In Rhode Island waters, as a result of long experience, the following 

seasonal changes are made in setting lobster pots: 

From April 15 to the last of June the pots are set in shoal water 

among the rocks. On this kind of bottom, and apparently on no 

other kind, the female lobsters with “ripe eggs” (7. e. hatching) are 

found. 

Between the above time and the latter part of August, the ex- 

perienced lobstermen set their gear on smooth bottom—such as 

sandy bottoms or bottoms covered with small gravel or mussels. At 

this time of year, the lobsters which have hatched their eggs are 

molting, and other female lobsters are beginning to extrude their 

eggs. The absence of chogsetts and tautog from this sort of bottom, 

renders it particularly favorable for molting and spawning. 

From the early part of September to the end of season (Nov. 15) 

fishing is again renewed on rocky bottoms but need not be carried on 
> oD Py, 
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in as shoal water as in the spring. Here in quite deep water green 

egg lobsters are so. abundant as to merit the name of “school egg 

lobsters ’’—often comprising more than half of the entire catch. 

Often near the close of the lobster season (Nov. 15), lobsters may 

be readily caught within Narragansett Bay on muddy bottom. 

SLHOOD: 

‘ Although lobsters are called the “scavengers of the sea” and do 

undoubtedly feed on dead fish, yet they seem to prefer recently 

killed food. Rotten fish, while it probably attracts hungry lobsters, 

is found to remain untouched, or is even pushed aside, by lobsters 

in cars, which have been reasonably well fed. Lobsters in their 

natural homes undoubtedly have long intervals between meals, and 

eat ravenously when any food is found. This will account for the 

ease with which they are caught in pots. The food of the lobster 

includes nearly all kinds of fish; whatever shellfish it can find, crabs, 

and other invertebrates. Pieces of shell and pebbles are also found 

in their stomachs. The material for the hardening of the shell is 

probably obtained from the former. The lobster does not hesitate 

to eat another lobster which has been weakened by molting or 

injury. This cannibalism is most marked in the larve, where it is a 

most serious obstacle to rearing. 

The following list of articles are used in Rhode Island for baiting 

lobster pots:—(these are given in order of preference.) 

Halibut heads, bluefish heads, menhaden (this kind is used chiefly 

when fishing on smooth bottom because it is a soft fish. On rocky 

bottom, the chogsetts would steal the bait), sculpin, sea-robins, whit- 

ings (the last three are used mostly in the spring), flounders, herring, 

and small fish used in net bags. 

4, LENGTH OF LIFE. 

The age of a lobster can only be told with a moderate degree of 

accuracy. Size may be an indication, but frequently, among those 

reared in cars, some will be found four or five times the length of 
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others of the same age. (Plate IV.) From accounts of early days, 

there seems to be no limit to the size which lobsters may attain; but 

in recent years no lobster of over 25 pounds (21 inches in length) has 

been authentically recorded.* From the slow growth which we know 

lobsters have, this specimen could not have been under 20 years old, 

and many considerations would point to a greater age. (Plate V.) 

The following table, giving the probable rate of growth of the lobster 

from time of hatching to largest size known, was compiled by Dr. 

P. B. Hadley, in 1906, while at the experiment station at Wickford: 

*In 1897 a lobster was caught off Atlantic Highlands, 

pounds, and was 23% inches in length. The shell of this 

Natural History, New York City. 

New Jersey, which weighed 34 

lobster is now in the Museum of 



PiatE IV.—Two lobsters of the same age, illustrating differences in rate of growth. 

Life size; age, 1 year and 4 months. (Photographed from life.) 
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Puatre V.—A very old male lobster. (Photographed from life.) Length, 194 

inches; weight, 19 pounds, 
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An Estimate of the Rate of Growth oj the American Lobster from Time of Hatching 

to Attainment of Greatest Known Size. 

| 

Approximate. | LenetuH. | INCREASE. 
STAGE. Sex. 

Age. Inches. Per cent. 
| 
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NORA A RI t ys eI nO ovenls Bates ec aay oooh Pr days sei 54 18 * 
IO LS aieda carte MRR Aree one NOLO ree ene nae 24 days 3 18 Ps 
ING RIG crest reneier et an ote WES tcaney oe eee dene Per sce ayeeh toe BYSOEYES coe oe 2 18 + 
DN ORT eS een Sec cha rata) Slow alone ue teas edhe 7 weeks $ 18 - 
INGORE ate eens oct he tek ras Sy sy chetetar neta Mickey oeionre 9 weeks 1y5 18 oS 
INOS ectae rien tanata cckenn sav A shale: fevorersieleln’s fo 3 months 13 18 ee 
INI@E WO) eld Cech ote Pe Oe Roe Cie carecnrC Ssmonthae nee 14 18 SS 
INO Np aa neo coors Ake nebo orga Sha 9 months...... 12 18 a 
Nop PN cree] Weta se A alee apttecaatie tas aratare re year ics.s sie 24 18 4 
INOW TBS. cathe oe Tee ae aeD OcH ts Giese pare ah Pa 1 yr., 1 mo : 24 18 oa 
Renal Saeed sik 8 Ba yy Cece oA AE 1 yr., 3 mos....| 27 18 a“ 
ANOMPLO Meiers ster wet sia cliotereretetener da baie away a6 1 yr., 6 mos PA 33 18 So 
OSs Give ee ys ea ee tonsackane alah eie.s eee ine nae 2: VISi aon aien al 4) 18 ns 
UNG MUNI 7 fore ae A icc ieee Se, alten a eebome a hes eae ie 2 yrs., 3 mos...| 43 18 i 
INTO ML Aerapeene eta sth uc Giceate wate twie tonal austacauans 2 V2s.; S005. 2.1) 4} 18 a 
HNIOS WS ec ee n EA ie Seo es ON 2 yrs., 6 mos...| 52 16 “ 
INICIO) SG Sete cece er EIEUR IEE ECR C EERE RE ee era ee Si UTS teeter nie 62 15 ie 
INOS LAY)s oS Bacag CO aot toate Sei a cree 3 yrs., 6 mos 7+ 11 s 
NOR ZA ARE reset, oleh ecyet cies astee ASGTS iis ctac ses tos 8 11 5 
DS), Wei a 5 Pek eB ee Din ee 4 yrs.,6 mos... 8z 11 M. 

4 yrs.,6 mos...) 8f 11* F. 
INO 2S aera a otter arta aN st syalonoe sie (ilepettieeclane EVES sn ei osistene | 9f 11 M. 

6 yrs., 5 mosf..} 9z ain F. 
INOS Daa hata eae neo aus tera eee GryTse ss Soke oe 11 a M. 

8 yrs., 4mos... 11 iat ine 
INO RZ OM cre. cle ake ciel aee ebeiavare > a's tombe WEY ESe ote ee 12 9 M. 

10 yrs., 4 mos..| 12 9 Ie 
INO 2O bine! venecsierae eveh ote Dae are ia ele SAVIS! ets ee 1375 9 M. 

12 yrs., 4 mos.. 133: 9 1 
INOS 2d cpoitoksre o, sisce cya Layo] MURR: GIA ee ONY TS gectsenars 5) 144 9 M. 

14 yrs., 4 mos. .| 144 9 F. 
UN OSD Sine roito siete hie out webaeuteieiars oceans LOMWarsy ye ace). | 154 Z M. 

16 yrs., 4 mos... 15} 7 F. 
NOE 2ODA et aces Sravs brett eee oes Sea LOhyrs Bens: 16} a M. 

18 yrs., 4 mos 164 a F. 
INO FS Ose ob bay aot eR Ie ortoebee eee Ayre hic nce ae 17+ 6 M. 

20 yrs., 4 mos 174 6 F. 
INO arose 4 Ses clas cache ehstara oes ere See il7Ohi25- tee nee G 18} 6 M. 
INOS 2ie cise asbeieo othe feeb oare, cn oe ee 20 yrs | 19% 5 M. CORES RAE he MENG bie rr aC RENT: 9 OS. yrs) ioe ih. | 204 5 M. 
NOMS AG 1 tre cis Dele reursieeeheua yt oo mea nee 26 yrs | 21 4 M. BVO OSC cee Uk er ee: Oe 29 yrs | 212 4 M. 
INGE SO cr theese did pocclatie en Soe Do wise ae eter 223 4 M. 

*For female lobsters bearing eggs, there can naturally be no molt during the period that the 
external eggs are carried; this is at least for 11 or 12 months. 

tBecause of the great lack of data on the molting periods of stages 26 to 35 the following 
estimate must be, to a high degree, speculative. 
conditions. 

It can not, however, fall far from actual 

tIt is uncertain at just what time the spring or early summer molt for female lobsters not 
bearing external eggs is first omitted, but it is probably near this stage. 
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5. MOLTING AND GROWTH. 

Covered by a hard shell, the only means which the lobster has of 

becoming larger is by casting off its old shell; that is, by molting. 

Growth has already taken place within, rendering the animal more 

compact, so that when the lobster sheds it immediately expands 

through the absorption of water. (Plate VI.) The new shell, at 

first as soft as wet paper, becomes hardened in a few days and pre- 

vents further expansion. The lobster in the first year, molts about 

14 or 15 times. Each successive year it molts less often until lobsters 

between 8 and 9 inches long shed no more than 2 or 3 times a year. 

Concerning the molting periods of larger lobsters, scarcely anything 

is known. 

It is known, however, that— 

1. When regeneration of various parts is taking place, the molting 

period and presumably the growth will very often be retarded. 

2. Excessive light (as rearing in cars without covers), will lessen 

the percentage of gain at each molt, and perhaps of the periods. 

3. Abundance of food will increase the percentage of gain and 

perhaps hasten the molt. 

6. REGENERATION. 

If a claw or any appendage is lost the lobster has the power of grow- 

ing it again (regeneration). (Plate VII.) Should the loss occur 

within a certain period, too near an approaching molt, the molting 

occurs regularly without anything being done in the way of repair. 

If, however, the loss happens a considerable length of time before the 

molt, this period will be delayed somewhat, and, in place of the lost 

limb, a bud will grow out. When the molt occurs the lost limb will 

come out fully formed, but about one-half size. When the next 

molt occurs it will be full size. This is true, with some variation, of 

all external organs unless it is the eye. This has never been observed 

to regenerate at the experiment station. Closely related to this 
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Pirate VI.—A young, newly-molted lobster (right), together with its old shell. 





Puatre VII.—Regenerating appendages 

on the same lobster. (Photographed from 

life.) 

Fig. I—Just before molting. Shows 

regenerating bud of left claw-limb (1). 

Fig. I1.—Same lobster after molting. 

Shows the regenerated limb (1). 
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power of regeneration is the habit which the lobster has of throwing 

off a claw, when it is crushed or injured (autotomy). 

7. SEXUAL MATURITY, 

Since it is impossible to tell how old a lobster is, we can not tell 

at what age it reaches sexual maturity. Observation on several 

thousand egg lobsters received at the experiment station during sev- 

eral years seems to indicate that, in Narragansett Bay, lobsters may 

become sexually mature when from 84 to 9 inches long. In the past 

ten years, only about twenty egg lobsters under 9 inches in length, 

have been received, though a considerable number have been just 9 

inches. This would indicate that in Narragansett Bay very few 

lobsters under 9 inches have become sexually mature, although 9 

inches is a good average. Herrick places the range in length of the 

Massachusetts lobster, at the time of sexual maturity at from 8 to 

12 inches, and thinks that 104 inches is the average length at sexual 

maturity. 

8. SPAWNING HABITS. 

The female lobsters spawns once intwo years. (Plate VIII.) The 
eggs, as a rule, are laid in August, but some few lobsters lay them in 
July and some later in the fall or winter. Hatching occurs the 
following summer at a time determined by the temperature of the 
water to which the eggs have been subjected during the period in 
which they have been carried. In Narragansett Bay it usually takes 

place from the first of May to the end of July. 

The lobster therefore carries its eggs for a period of 10 or 11 months 

before they hatch. The number of eggs carried by a lobster varies 
according to the size of the lobster; thus, according to Herrick, assum- 

ing that an 8-inch lobster has on the average, 5,000 eggs, a 10-inch 
lobster would have 10,000, a 12-inch lobster, 20,000, ete. A lobster 

about 16 inches long would thus lay about 80,000 eggs. This is, 
however, a low average. Lobsters 16 inches in length, may have 

13 
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100,000 eggs. When the female lobster is bearing eggs, she usually 

frequents some rocky shore where she can better protect herself. 

As was mentioned in Section 2, “ Natural Home and Migrations,”’ 

female lobsters when extruding their eges are most often caught upon 

sandy or smooth bottom. 

9.° LARVAL STAGES. 

During the first two or three weeks which follow hatching, the 

lobster passes through a larval period, during which it molts 3 times 

before it takes on the general external appearance of the adult. In 

each period it differs in form and habits as well as size. The main 

characteristics are as follows: 

First Stage. (Plate IX.) In this stage the lobster swims 

rather feebly at the surface by the use of the outer branches of the 

thoracic appendages. The last segment of the abdomen bears one 

piece which is cleft like a fish’s tail. The abdominal swimmerets 

are lacking, and the limbs that usually bear the big claws are of the 

same size as the walking limbs. In this, as in the second and third 

stages, the fry are ravenous feeders. 

The average number of days that the fry continue in this stage at 

. Wickford is five. 

Second Stage. (Plate X.) After the first molt the lobster’s 

claws become a little larger than the other limbs, but remain hanging 

down. The abdominal swimmerets appears, although the thoracic 

swimming organs are used almost entirely in swimming. The tail 

lacks those outer segments which cause it to be characterized later 

as the “ tail-fan.”’ 

The average number of days in this stage at Wickford is three. 

Third Stage. (Plate XI.) The lobster, after the second molt, 

has proportionally still larger claws than the larve of the second 

stage, but they still droop. The abdominal swimmerets become 

fringed with short hairs, and the outer blades of the “ tail-fan”’ 

make their appearance. Swimming is still by use of the thoracie 





Pirate IX .—First Stage Lobster. (Drawn from life by P. B. Hadley.) 

Enlarged about 18X. 

Piarr X.—Second Stage Lobster. (Drawn from life by P. B. Hadley.) 

Enlarged about 14X. 



PuatE XI.—Third Stage Lobster. (Drawn from life by P. B. Hadley.) 

Enlarged about 12X. 

Puiate XII.—Fourth Stage Lobster. (Drawn from life by P. B. Hadley.) 

Enlarged about 5X, 
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appendages. The greater size and more vigorous swimming causes 

this stage to be easily distinguished from the preceding stages. 

Four days is the average duration of this stage at Wickford. 

Fourth Stage. (Plate XII.) The lobster at this stage becomes 

shaped like the adult. The claws are carried in front while swim- 

ming. The thoracic swimming appendages become reduced and 

functionless, and in general the unmistakable resemblance to the 

adult easily determines this stage from the preceding ones. The 

swimming Is now very vigorous, and, when swimming in the rearing 

car, it always heads toward the current. Burrowing is begun to a 

certain extent in this period. 

The average number of days required at Wickford to reach this 

stage from the time of hatching is thirteen. 

10. ADOLESCENT PERIOD. 

Later stages develop other structural changes, although more 

gradually. At the seventh stage the appendages on the first abdomi- 

nal segment appear as buds, and by the eighth stage they have de- 

veloped sufficiently to enable the sex to be told. Beyond this 

stage the changes consist merely in the gradual assumption of the 

mature form and structure. 

11. SOME PECULIAR MEANS OF SELF—PRESERVATION. 

Any one who has handled lobsters under 3 inches in length is 

familiar with the fact that the little fellows, when handled, will 

straighten out and to every appearance seem to be dead. The 

rigidity does not cease immediately when replaced in the water. 

This death-feigning habit is gradually outgrown, and perhaps is never 

found among adult lobsters. It is supposed to be useful to the 

animal in protecting itself against fishes which prefer live food. 

Autotomy, the voluntary shedding of an appendage, is another 

habit which is more easily seen to be self-preservative. If a lobster’s 

claw is held too tightly or crushed, it is almost always quickly dropped 
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off. As it can again be regenerated the lobster is only maimed for a 

short time, while the loss of the claw may prevent the lobster from 

getting pulled out of its burrow and destroyed. 

12. SENSIBILITY TO LIGHT. 

The adult lobster is negatively heliotropic, 7. e., it will endeavor 

to get away from the hght. This is not, however, characteristic of 

all stages, In the first three larval stages the fry seem to seek the 

lighted area (positively heliotropic). The fourth stage also has this 

peculiarity till near the end of the stage, when it seems to anticipate 

the later stages and becomes negatively heliotropic. This negative 

heliotropism is perhaps the explanation of the fact that at this time 

also the lobster leaves the surface and begins to burrow at the bottom. 

It is an interesting fact, also, that the fry when confined in one of 

the rearing cars, though closely crowded together, and carried rapidly 

around by the current, will avoid, and keep some little distance 

away from, any white object, such as a white stick ora paddle blade 

thrust in ‘among them. 

13. THE ENEMIES OF THE LOBSTER. 

From the moment of hatching until death, the lobster is beset 

with enemies. The amount of harm which these can do, however, 

decreases as the lobster becomes larger. Some of these enemies 

are particularly antagonistic while the lobster is in the larval stages. 

In this period the natural mode of life of the lobster fry renders them 

helpless. Their efforts at swimming are little more than “treading 

water.” They are powerless against the slightest current of water, 

and are an easy prey to even the smallest fishes. Shrimp and tautog, 

as they frequent the places where the fry are found, are particularly 

dangerous foes. But perhaps the lobsters are their own worst 

enemies. <A lobster larve is just as willing to pounce upon a weaker 

neighbor as upon the choicest morsel of food. 

After the larval period is past the lobster’s enemies do not lessen, 

but the lobster can better protect itself by burrowing among the 
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rocks. Herrick says that “every predaceous fish which feeds upon 

the bottom, may be looked upon in general as an enemy to the 

lobster.”’ Among these the cod, the sea eel, and the dogfish are 

particularly effective. So frequently are lobsters found in the 

stomachs of these fishes that fishermen are not loath to state that the 

lobster is their principal diet. The most important foe of the adult 

lobster, however, is man, and his attacks are so successful that the 

Jobster unaided can not hold his own against them. 

14. DECREASE IN ABUNDANCE OF LOBSTERS. 

From consideration of the many enemies it is not wonderful that 

the supply of lobsters all along the coast should become less. All of 

the facts as given above are, to some extent, responsible for this 

depletion, but excessive fishing is the most important. 

So strenuously is the lobster fishing followed up and with such good 

success that often those who are best informed in regard to the in- 

dustry are deceived by the large and, either constant or increasing, 

number of lobsters caught and argue that the supply in this or that 

locality is not decreasing. This deception is accomplished either by 

an increase in the number of lobster pots or by shifting the gear to 

grounds which have not been fished so extensively, or by both. The 

demands of the market are certain to be supplied if human ingenuity 

can find a way, and, as has been said before, lobsters are very easily 

trapped. The items that should be taken into account in the consider- 

ation of the status of the lobster industry are the extent of the area 

fished, the number of pots actually set, the thoroughness with which 

they are cared for, and the number of pounds, but also the number of 

lobsters, caught. Furthermore, these statistics, to be of real value, 

should extend over a period of at least five years. With the above 

variables in mind it will be readily seen from any table of statistics 

that everywhere along the Atlantic coast the abundance of lobsters 

has decreased since the establishment of a market for them. 
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IJ. METHODS EMPLOYED TO PREVENT EXTERMINA— 

TION. 

As early as the decrease in the number of lobsters was observed, 

some 80 years ago, various States and the general government began 

to contrive means to prevent the decrease and, if possible, to increase 

the supply of this “ king of crustacea.’? Naturally the methods which 

had proved satisfactory in the case of fishes were first used for the 

lobster, 7. e., legal restricting of the fishing and artificial hatching of 

the eggs. These two methods will be considered briefly, and then 

will follow a somewhat detailed description of the scheme of hatching 

and rearing so successfully developed by the Rhode Island Commis- 

sion of Inland Fisheries. 

A. LEGAL RESTRICTIONS. 

1. Protection of Egg Lobsters. One of the first laws enacted for 

the protection of the lobster is that which imposes a fine on any one 

retaining or destroying lobsters bearing spawn. The value of the 

principle upon which this law is based is apparent to any one, espe- 

cially considering the fact that lobsters carry their eggs for eleven 

months before hatching. Unfortunately this law can be quite easily 

evaded by scraping off the eggs. Furthermore, when it is remembered 

that the female carries its eggs only 10 months in every two years, and 

in the remaining fourteen months may be caught and sold, the value 

of the law decreases perceptibly. It should be added that the pur- 

chasing of egg lobsters by the various States and the federal govern- 

ment prevents many from being scraped by taking away the incen- 

tive and is therefore a valuable addition to the lobster legislation. 

2. Protection of Immature Lobsters. An equally early law of 

easily recognized value is known as the “short lobster law.” A 

fine is placed upon the retention of lobsters under a certain length. 

The idea in the framing of this law was to enable the lobster to reach 

maturity and spawn at least once before it was lawful to capture it. 

The legal length in various States ranges from 9 to 104 inches. As was 
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seen in the paragraph on sexual maturity, the lobster in Narragansett 

Bay in all probability is 9 inches, or slightly over, when it becomes 

sexually mature. In Massachusetts, Herrick found the average to be 

104 inches, and perhaps in the colder water of the State of Maine, it 

may be still greater. It is to be regretted that a uniform law has not 

been established. The fact that often the lobsters do not mature 

until they have passed the legal length, and the proportionately 

small number of eggs which the first spawning produces, tends to 

diminish the value of this law. In the light of our present knowledge 

of the biology of the lobster, the most valuable feature of such a law 

is seen to be the fact that protection is given to the lobster where it is 

most harassed by its enemies, and is most receptible to the attacks 

because of its frequent molting. 

3. Protection of Large Lobsters. For a few years there has been 

agitated a change in the laws, so as to prevent the capture of lobsters 

over a certain length. In this way protection would be given the 

large lobsters instead of the small ones. It is argued in favor of this 

scheme that: 

(1) Lobsters bear eggs in geometrical proportion to their length: 

8-inch lobsters, 5,000; 10-inch, 10,000; 12-inch, 20,000, etc. If these 

old ones are saved, more spawn will be hatched, and the greater the 

number of eggs hatched, the greater number of lobsters will result. 

(2) The larger the lobster becomes, the more immune it is from 

its enemies; and since, barring accidents, there seems to be no limit 

to the size which it may attain, there will always be spawners to keep 

up the supply. 

(3) It will be easy to enforce a law of this kind, since pots may be 

required to have an opening under a certain size. This will prevent 

the big lobsters from entering. 

(4) The older ones are not so tender meated, and thus the least 

possible damage will be done to the fisheries. 

It is argued on the opposing side that, if the young ones were caught 

where would the old ones come from, and also that protection should 

be given the lobster during the period which is most critical. This 
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latter contention is a strong one, but in regard to the former, it is a 

well-known fact that all the lobsters of a certain size are not caught. 

4. A Double Limit. There are certainly good points on both 

sides of the argument presented in the last section, and it would be 

impossible to give judgment in favor of either. The wisest plan, in 

view of the depleted condition of the lobster fishery, would be to 

adopt both. Laws could be enacted preventing the legal capture of 

those under 84 inches and over 13 inches. As a help to the enforce- 

ment of such a law the pots might be required to have an entrance 

small enought to prevent those over 14 inches from entering. The 

value of such a law cannot be too strongly stated, especially when 

there is coupled with it laws penalizing the retention of egg lobsters 

except to sell them to the State for propagation purposes. 

5. Close Time. The State of Rhode Island has passed laws 

making the setting of pots and the taking of lobsters between the 

15th of November and the 15th of April unlawful. There might be 

some question also, whether these particular dates are the best, as 

every month in the year has been included in the close season in some 

State or other. Some restriction of this sort is certainly needed, but 

there should be co-operation between all the States interested in the 

lobster fishery. 

6. Prevention of Mutilation. In order to avoid the consequences 

of retaining short lobsters, the fishermen have recourse to breaking 

the lobsters in two. This makes it impossible to tell the length of the 

lobster, especially when the parts of many lobsters were mixed to- 

gether. To prevent this infringement, and also to prevent the use 

of short lobsters for bait, laws have been passed in most of the lob- 

ster-producing States, imposing a fine for possessing the mutilated 

remains of uncooked lobsters. The canning industry was dealt a 

severe blow by these laws, but in one State (Maine) special legislation 

was made in regard to these factories. 

7. Further Regulations. In Rhode Island and some other states, 

non-residents are prevented from engaging in lobster fishing and the 
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residents themselves must be licensed. Further, certain States 

require that all cars, traps, and other contrivances used in catching or 

handling lobsters shall be branded with the owner’s name, and in 

order to give protection to the lobstermen, unauthorized meddling 

with lobster gear is heavily fined. 

8. Tabulation of Lobster Laws. The following table gives the 

main laws of various states regarding the lobster fishery: 
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It would be safe to assume that, even with well-enforced and uni- 

form laws in the various States, the abundance of lobsters would not 

be sufficient to keep pace with the increased demands of the market. 

Some means of artificial propagation must be resorted to. 

B. ARTIFICIAL HATCHING AT THE STATIONS OF THE 

UNITED STATES BUREAU OF FISHERIES. 

As artificial hatching had been successful, in the case of fishes, it 

was naturally the first method to be tried with lobsters. When the 

lobsters are received at these stations, the eggs are scraped off and 

placed in jars to hatch. The MacDonald jar, well known through it 

use in the hatching of shad, has been, till quite recently, the one made 

use of, and has been quite successful, only a small percentage of eggs 

failing to hatch. Within the past few years the station at Woods 

Hole has used, with good results, the Downing jar instead of the Mac- 

Donald. 

It was, however, pointed out long ago that few, perhaps not over 

1 in 1,000 of the fry thus hatched ever reached the fourth stage. 

Furthermore, hatching the eggs artificially possesses no advantage 

over the natural method. It is safe to say that the egg lobster hatches 

practically all the eggs that will hatch. No artificial method can do 

as well. Even though the hatching can be perfected to such an extent 

that the percentage very closely approximates the natural method, 

there will be a great mortality before the fry can be liberated. This 

would not occur in the natural state, because the eggs of a lobster do 

not all hatch at one time, and consequently, in moving about over the 

bottom, the egg lobster would scatter its fry over a wider area. Fur- 

thermore, when the fry are liberated from the artificial hatchery, the 

cloud which results from pouring out the thousands of larvee must 

undoubtedly attract the attention of fishes, while the few which would 

hatch at one time from the natural method might escape notice. 

Perhaps the principal thing which can be said in favor of artificial 

hatching is that the practice of buying egg lobsters, usually at a pre- 
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mium, discourages the fishermen from scraping off the immature eggs 

in order to evade the law. 

C. HATCHING AND REARING AS DEVELOPED BY THE 

RHODE ISLAND COMMISSION. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

In view of the decided disadvantage with which the recently 

hatched larvee commence life, and the very slight advantage, if any, 

which hatching them artificially has over the natural methods, 

it has been clearly recognized for a number of years that some further 

protection must be given the young lobster if artificial methods are 

to make any appreciable difference in the lobster supply. Herrick, 

in whose charge the United States Bureau of Fisheries placed the 

investigation of the entire lobster problem, said, in 1895, “The 

problem of artificial propagation of the lobster will be solved when 

means are devised by which larve, after hatching, can be reared in 

enclosures until the fifth or sixth stage, when they are able to take 

care of themselves.” 

This idea of rearing the larvee until they are able to care for them- 

selves has been before the Rhode Island Commission since 1898. 

But instead of rearing them to the fifth and sixth stages it has been 

the policy until quite recently to rear them only to the fourth stage, 

when, as has been seen, the lobsters assume the general form of the 

adult and to some extent its habits. It is true that the lobster does 

not entirely give up its swimming habits till it reaches the fifth stage, 

and occasionally not until the sixth stage is reached. But since, as 

will be shown later, the fourth stage lobster does burrow and, if 

liberated with care at favorable localities, will hide at the bottom 

among the stones and eel-grass, and also on account of the great space 

required, it has been until lately impractical to retain them until a 

later stage. With the continual enlargement of the plant and with 

improvements in methods to such an extent that less space is required 

for the fry, we have been able to rear many thousands to the fifth and 





Puare XIII.—Raft units attached to the houseboat. (End View.) 
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Pirate XIV.—Raft units attached to the houseboat. (Side view.) 
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sixth stages. It is quite probable in the near future that only to 

avoid excessive crowding will any lobsters be liberated at the fourth 

stage. 

The successful method of rearing the lobsters through the free- 

swimming stage was the result of many painstaking experiments. 

Since the idea was hit upon in 1900, it has taken ten years of con- 

tinued experiments in order to bring the work up to its present con- 

dition. It can now be truly said that the scheme, as now operated, 

is entirely practical and successful. The chief obstacles which had to 

be overcome in reaching success were the serious cannibalism of the 

larve, the necessity of crowding them together in order to rear large 

numbers, the difficulty of supplying them with sufficient food, the 

parasitic growths of diatoms and protozoa which infect the early 

stages, and the determination of an optimum current of water by 

correct adjustment of the angle of the paddle. 

The main feature of the scheme used in rearing consists in keeping 

the fry in constant motion. This is accomplished by confining the 

fry in large wooden boxes or tanks which are suspended in the water, 

and provided with windows of fine mesh wire netting or perforated 

metal. A two-bladed paddle, not unlike a restaurant fan, is kept 

revolving slowly in each box at a rate of 9 revolutions per minute. 

Through their motion the water is kept fresh and the fry are prevented 

from settling to the bottom. The current of water is made just strong 

enough to keep them separated, thus preventing them from feeding 

upon one another, and yet of sufficient strength to keep their food in 

circulation near them. The proper adjustment of the paddle is one of 

the most important elements in successful rearing. 

A three horse-power gasoline engine supplies the power for opera- 

ting the paddles. This power is transmitted by means of steel shaft- 

Ing, and mitred gears from the houseboat (Plates XIII, XIV), in 

which the engine is located, to the floats attached to the sides of the 

houseboat. There are two of these floats which are fastened to the 

houseboat, one on each side, and are composed of a number of raft 

units bolted together and floated by barrels. The units are construct- 
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ed of 6 x 6 spruce, and each one contains two rearing cars. These 

cars or boxes are ten feet square and four feet deep and are made of 

matched spruce. Four carefully screened windows, two in the bottom 

and one on each of two opposite sides, are set in the cars and provide 

for the necessary circulation of water. More detailed account of the 

various constructions and operations is given in the following para- 

graphs. 

2. STRUCTURE OF THE FLOATS. 

Reference to Plates XV, XVI will give an idea of the manner 

in which a raft unit is constructed. In brief, it is a skeleton raft, 

with two alleyways running the length of the float, one on either side, 

for the supporting barrels. Between the alleyways are two open 

pools, 12 feet square, in which the rearing cars are placed. At the 

corners of each pool are uprights which are connected across the top 

by cross beams. Running the full length of the raft and supported 

by these cross beams is a beam which crosses the center of each 

pool and furnishes support for the shafting and gears. Two sets of 

these units are employed, one.on each side of the houseboat. 

3. ENGINES AND GEARING. 

A three horse-power engine of the Fairbanks-Morse Vertical Type, 

located in the houseboat, furnishes the power necessary to operate 

the 28 nine-feet paddles now in use. Because of the distance from 

repair shops, and also because a stop of an hour’s duration would 

result in considerable loss, we have installed two of these engines in 

the houseboat. These are arranged so that they may be used inde- 

pendently. That this size engine is capable of doing the work re- 

quired of it and even more is shown by the fact that this past season 

(1910) one was used day and night for over two months before it 

became necessary to shut it down for slight repairs. The other engine 

has been in use for eight years and is still capable of carrying the entire 

load. It is further to be remembered that the constant bending of 

the floats by the motion of the water makes necessary the transmis- 
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SPECIAL? APPARATUSZUSED AT WICKFORD. 

Piate XVIII.—Paddle gear (2), and 

bushing (1). 

Piare XIX.—Hoisting apparatus. 
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sion of more power than is necessary for the mere turning of the pad- 

dles. In addition to this, the gears are protected in no way from the 

weather. Under all these conditions, however, there was ample 

power in the engine to provide for all emergencies. 

The speed of the engine, 320 revolutions per minute, is reduced, by 

means of belt pulleys situated within the engine-house, to forty 

revolutions. This speed is transmitted by means of a belt to a main 

transverse shaft of 14-inch steel running across the houseboat. 

From this main shaft two transmissions are made to 1-inch shaft- 

ing running transversely on the two floats. The constant change in 

level between the houseboat and the floats, caused by the motion of 

the water, made necessary the adoption of universal joints (Plate 

XVII) invented especially for this purpose, to connect the shaft on 

the houseboat with the shafts on the floats. These universal joints 

consist of a pair of toggle-joints (Fig. 2) united by means of a sleeve 

(Fig. 5) in which two pieces of square shafting slide (Figs. 3,7). The 

toggle-joints make possible the transmission of power at any angle, 

and the square shafting, sliding in the sleeve, allows for the length- 

ening or shortening of the distance between the houseboat and the 

floats. From the transverse shafts on each float, which of course 

have the same speed as the main transverse shaft on the houseboat, 

connection is made, by sets of mitred gears, to longitudinal shafts 

running the length of the centers of the floats. The speed of the 

longitudinal shafts is reduced by the gears to twenty revolutions per 

minute. 

From these two longitudinal shafts, connection is made, by means 

mitred gears, to the vertical paddle shafts. (Plate XX, figs. 4-9.) 

In these the speed is reduced by the gears to nine revolutions. The 

paddle shafts are composed of two parts. The upper part, which is 

above the water, consists of one-inch square shafting. The lower 

part, which enters the water and upon which the paddle blades are 

attached, consists of galvanized iron piping except at the extreme 

upper end, where there is a short piece of one-inch square shafting. 

This piece of square shaft enables the power to be transmitted from 
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the upper to the lower portions of the paddle shaft by means of a 

sliding sleeve, which is pinned to the upper shaft through a slot. 

When the sleeve is raised up the paddle is disengaged. Thus each 

paddle may be operated separately without interfering with the 

entire machinery. 

With the exception of the paddle shaft and the transverse shaft 

running across the houseboat, the entire shafting in use consists of 

one-inch round steel shafting supported by ordinary babbited shaft- 

hangers and pillow blocks. It is very necessary to use shaft as light as 

one-inch because in the long drives (at present about 530 feet—250 

feet on each side of the houseboat) and the constant bending of the 

long floats, caused by the motion of the waves, a heavier shaft be- 

cause of its rigidity, would pull out the hangers. The one-inch 

shafting readily bends with the float and the low speed (18 R. P. 

M. in the longitudinal shafts) is not materially interfered with. 

Between each raft unit the shafting is connected by a sleeve 

coupling so devised that by sliding it back the shafting on the farther 

unit is disengaged. In this way the power on each unit raft can be 

stopped independently. Furthermore, since these couplings are loose 

on the shafts, they permit the shafts of two adjacent units to slightly 

pull apart or come together under stress of the bending caused by the 

waves without materially interfering with the alignment of the shaft 

or the transmitted power. 

The constant bending of the rafts led to an attempt to install 

electric motors on each unit. In such an arrangement, each unit 

would be independent of all others, and slack wires would easily 

take up all changes in length between rafts due to this motion. A 

practical method of installing a motor was easily found and tried out, 

but under present conditions proved to be too expensive. 

4. CONSTRUCTION AND CARE OF THE REARING BOXES. 

Previous to 1908, large bags made of canvas or scrim were used in 

rearing lobsters. Since this time wooden boxes have been substi- 

tuted and have been found to be more satisfactory in every way. 

Even at their best the canvas bags were not as efficient as the cars, 
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and when we consider the durability, ease with which they may be 

handled, and the certainty with which they retain the fry, we see that 

the boxes far surpass the bags. Furthermore, the current in the cars 

differs greatly from that in the bags. In the latter the current is a 

sort of an ascending spiral and is in a measure continuous in direction. 

In the wooden boxes, because of the square corners, the current 

“doubles on itself,’ as it were, in each corner. This, if not allowed 

to be too strong, is of great advantage to the fry, often enabling a 

weaker one to escape the pursuit of its stronger neighbor. The food 

also tends to be scattered more widely through the box. 

The wooden rearing boxes (Plate XX) are 10 feet square and 4 

feet deep. They are built throughout of matched spruce strengthened 

by 2 by 3 timbers and in form are like ordinary boxes. The inside 

corners or angles may be truncated or not, just as desired, by wide 

boards carefully fitted in. (There is perhaps a slight advantage in 

truncating the corners but it is by no means very important.) In 

the bottom and on two sides of the rearing boxes are windows. The 

frames of these are made of furring (figs. 1, 2, and 3) and are covered on 

the outside with a heavy galvanized screening (from 4 to 8 meshes to 

the inch) designed to keep out the fish and also to protect the inside 

screen, which is usually a bronze wire netting (16 inches to the inch) 

and therefore quite light. This inside screening may be of various 

materials—such as wire netting of copper, bronze, or galvanized iron, 

or may be made of perforated metal. Bronze wire is used at present 

because it is inexpensive, and with care will last an entire season or 

longer. Furthermore, the gauge of the wire is small and therefore 

interferes very little with the circulation of water. 

The rearing cars are sunk into the pools of the rafts about three 

quarters of their depth and are held down by 2 x 8 spruce planks, 

which are notched to fit over the projecting 2 x 3 posts in each corner 

of the car (Plate XX, fig. 10) and are clamped down to the rafts by 

iron hasps. A toothed hoisting-drum (Plate XIX) is located on the 

4 x 6 uprights at each corner of the pools and enables these cars to be 

easily raised whenever desired. 

As soon as the fry in a rearing car have reached the fourth stage, 
15 
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they are removed and the rearing box raised and thoroughly washed. 

(Plate XV.) The insides of the boxes are covered with a thin coating 

of copper paint in order to prevent them from becoming overgrown. 

This is quite an important matter because the fry often become 

contaminated from contact with the foul sides of the car. Care in 

seeing that there are no holes with a diameter greater than 7; of an 

inch in the cars, and then guarding against their becoming foul, are 

the two most essential points in the care of the cars. 

5. CONSTRUCTION AND ADJUSTMENT OF THE PADDLES. 

The paddles used at Wickford are two-bladed, not unlike those 

used overhead in restaurants. (Plate XX.) Each blade is made 

of one-inch cypress and is 8 inches wide at the end nearest the paddle 

shaft, and tapers to about 4 inches at the outer end. The blades are 

fastened by clamps to a piece of #-inch galvanized iron pipe, which 

is placed on the under side. (figs. 4,5.) Between the two blades 

there is a cross coupling, into one opening of which a short vertical 

galvanized iron pipe is screwed (fig. 6) which sets over a stud-bearing 

in the bottom of the rearing car. (fig. 7) In the opposite opening 

of the cross coupling is a long vertical galvanized pipe (fig. 8) which 

is used as a shaft for that part of the paddle which is under water, 

and connects with the shafting and gears as described in section 3, 

page 110. The paddle used at present is broadly beveled on each 

side, though the double beveling is unnecessary. The length of the 

paddle should be sufficient to clear the sides of the box by about 3 

inches when revolving, and should be raised about the same distance 

above the bottom. The blades of the paddle should, furthermore, be 

painted white so that the lobsters will avoid them. 

Too great care can not be exercised in the proper adjustment of 

the paddle. With a paddle of the above width and length, a little 

less than ten revolutions per minute are sufficient. The angle which 

the paddle should oppose to the water is a matter which requires 

experience to determine. It is, however, a very important factor. 

Many times in two lots of larvee, under apparently similar conditions, 
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one of them will appear clean and healthy while the other will be 

covered with growths. In one a large percentage will survive, while 

in the other the mortality will be high. The main cause will be the 

difference in the current of water. 

By the angle of the paddle the amount of current is determined, 

and the current determines the amount of food which is accessible 

to the lobster, the extent of cannibalism, the ease with which they 

molt, the amount of diatoms and other parasitic growths on the fry, 

and those undeterminable factors which go to make up conditions 

of health and vigor. 

That the proper amount of current. should affect the accessibility 

of the food, and to a certain extent prevent their eating one another, is 

easily seen. That it should have an influence on the ease of molting 

is also apparent. When the lobster molts it is, for a short time, more 

or less helpless. A strong current throws it against the sides of the 

box or forces it against the screenings. These conditions naturally 

do not favor molting. On the other hand, if the current is very weak, 

while it may be sufficient to keep an active larva moving, yet when 

the molting period arrives the larva will sink to the bottom and be 

rolled along with whatever food, silt, diatoms, and fungus spores have 

collected there. The current must be so adjusted as to prevent both 

of these difficulties. Why it should affect the parasitic growths on the 

fry is not so easily seen. Because of the current continually running 

in the boxes, a considerable number of diatoms, etc., will collect on 

the inside of the box, and consequently there will be in the water 

within the boxes. The number in the water within the boxes, how- 

ever, cannot be much greater than in the water outside; at least not 

enough greater to explain the abundant growths of diatoms which 

sometimes occur. The probability is that the fry are infected with 

these organisms by their contact with the sides of the boxes. Witha 

current great enough to continually throw the fry against the sides of 

the boxes, the opportunity for their infection would be very great; 

while with a current of less intensity the natural instinct of the fry 

to shun any object would prevent this to a great extent. That this 
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is actually the case is shown by the fact that frequently two lots of - 

fry, under exactly similar conditions as regards cleanliness of the 

boxes, ete., will, with different strengths of current, turn out, one 

clean and healthy and with a low mortality, the other covered with 

diatoms, etc., weak, and with a high mortality. 

Other unfavorable circumstances attend a strong current. Ex- 

periments with fry of all stages, conducted carefully in jars, showed 

that all through the larval period the lobster is negatively rheotropic, 

7. e., will endeavor to swim in opposition to the current. Efforts to 

oppose the current are more marked the stronger the current. Ina 

very feeble current the lobster will, to a certain extent, act as if in 

quiet water; when the current is strong, but not too strong, it will 

oppose it, provided other things, such as the pursuit of food, reaction 

to light, etc., do not interfere. Of course in a too strong current the 

larvee will be prevented by the mere force of the current from swim- 

ming against it, This reaction to current is most pronounced in the 

fourth stage, as in that stage the fry are very strong swimmers. 

The first, second, and third stages swim very feebly, and are naturally 

turned over and over by a strong current. They will continue to 

struggle against it, however, though without avail. This certainly 

can not be favorable for their development. When turned over and 

over by a too strong current it is impossible for them to secure food | 

and starvation results. 

Although from what has been said, it will be seen how important 

a matter the proper adjustment of the current is, yet the selection 

of the most favorable current can be made only after one has gained 

experience by actual experiment. 

6. OBTAINING THE EGG LOBSTERS. 

At Wickford, previous to 1910, the egg lobsters were purchased 

only in the spring from the lobstermen who were paid the regular 

retail price. But this past year the egg lobsters were bought through- 

out the entire year. These were retained in cars until the commence- 

ment of the close season (Nov. 15) when all but 400 were liberated. 





Piate XXI.—A towing car for transporting lobsters and fish. 
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The remainder were kept through the winter in floating cars which 

were 4 feet deep. If proper care can be given the egg lobsters, the 

method of buying the year around is preferable, as it creates a market 

for the egg lobsters and takes away the incentive to scrape off the 

green eggs; also, since the time in which they may be collected is 

longer, a greater number of egg lobsters can be secured. In trans- 

porting and handling the egg lobsters considerable care should be 

exercised, especially when the eggs are nearly ripe. The extremes 

of heat and cold, fresh water, and exposure to the air for any length of 

time, are the things to be most guarded against. Whenever they are 

to be shipped any distance it is preferable to have them contained 

in the well of a boat where abundant circulation of water can be had. 

Where a boat’s well is not available a towing car like the one in 

Plate XXI may be used. This is constructed of two barrels ballasted 

with Portland cement to keep them right-side up, and connected 

together with strips of furring. On the bottom, between these strips, 

cracks are left wide enough to allow abundant circulation of water, 

and on the upper side canvas flaps are provided to protect the lobsters 

from the hot sun. The front end of the forward barrel is built out and 

covered with tightly stretched canvas, in order that the car may tow 

easier. Lobsters have been carried long distances in excellent con- 

dition in this towing car. Wherever the lobsters must be shipped in 

barrels, care should be taken not to allow the ice to come in contact 

with the lobsters, as the fresh water from the melting ice will kill most 

of the eggs. If it is necessary to use ice in shipment, it should be so 

arranged that neither the ice nor the fresh water come in contact with 

the lobsters or with the eggs. This is readily accomplished by placing 

in the center of the barrels long cans above five inches in diameter to 

contain the ice. These should be covered with sacking to keep the 

lobster eggs from the extremely cold cans. 

The lobsters, however obtained, should be confined in covered cars 

which provide for abundant circulation of water. As the lobsters are 

more or less crowded together, it is often necessary to secure their 

claws in some way, to prevent fighting, which may result in their 
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killing or mutilating one another, or at least in scraping off the eggs. 

Tying their claws with string or wire, winding with canvas bandages, 

or putting on mittens made of some cheap cloth, and plugging the 

claws with wooden plugs have all been tried. The surest way is to 

insert wooden plugs just outside of the movable jaw of their claws. 

This at first was avoided, for fear of injuring the lobsters, but it was 

found that very little, if any, injury was caused by this plugging. 

The use of the claw is very quickly restored after the plug is removed, 

and the lobster seems to be none the worse for it. This practice is: 

employed by lobstermen everywhere, where lobsters are kept in cars. 

As the season progresses, usually about the first of May, the 

lobsters are looked over. One who has had experience can tell at a 

glance about how soon the eggs of a lobster will hatch. The lobsters 

that will hatch their eggs about the same time are put in compart- 

ments together. Too much care cannot be exercised in keeping them 

picked over. 

7. HATCHING THE EGGS. 

As soon as a lobster’s eggs reach the point where they will hatch 

in two or three hours, the lobsters are transferred to the rearing box, 

where the paddle is started and they are allowed to roam over the 

bottom and hatch their eggs in a perfectly natural manner. The 

paddle in this car should be sufficiently high from the bottom of 

the car to keep from striking the hen lobsters, and also prevent 

crowding them into the corners. As many as 100 hen lobsters may 

be put into one car, but care should be taken not to overcrowd them, 

because in overcrowded cars the hen lobsters cannot properly care for 

the eggs, which consequently are apt to spoil. Only enough should be 

put in to insure the filling of the car with fry inafew hours. Naturally 

this is a very important factor, because of the cannibalistic habits 

of the fry, for if lobster fry of varying ages are in the same car the 

danger of their devouring one another is much greater than as if 

they are all of the same age, even though this danger is reduced to a 

minimum in the rearing boxes. The rearing cars containing the egg 

lobsters should be carefully screened, because the bright ight tends to 
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weaken the lobsters, and furthermore, the uniform shade in the covered 

cars keeps the hen lobsters scattered about instead of remaining 

crowded together in the corners. 

As soon as a sufficient number of fry has hatched to reasonably 

fill the rearing car, the hen lobsters are taken out and examined. 

Those that still have eggs are immediately put into the next rearing 

box, and so on until the eggs are all hatched. 

8S. FEEDING. 

Feeding is another operation which requires much attention. 

(Plate XXII.) The lobster fry in all stages eat ravenously and 

without much selection of food. Almost anything in the way of 

animal food will serve them for a meal. Their cannibalistic habits 

have been referred to. In confinement in the rearing cars the food 

item becomes of tremendous importance. Molting three times in 

from 10 to 14 days, while in each molt important structural changes 

occur, the lobsters demand regular and almost continual feeding. 

Their feeding apparently does not take place chiefly at night as in the 

adult, but on the contrary they seem to feed most frequently during 

the day. The warmth of the water and the bright sun seem to favor 

their growth, or at least the rapidity of molting. Lobster fry very 

often, when taken from the rearing bag and placed in a shallow dish 

for observation, will molt in a very short time if it is a bright sunny 

day. This occurs so often as to lead one to conclude that the warmer 

temperature of the water in the dish hastens the molting. Since the 

conditions of temperature favor growth, they must undoubtedly 

encourage more abundant feeding in order to supply proper material 

for growth. But we are not to conclude that the lobster does not 

feed during the night. Flash lights thrown on the water in the rear- 

ing boxes at night have shown fry eating pieces of food. The fact 

that the proportion of those feeding was not as great as in the daytime 

must not be taken as an indication that the lobsters feed principally 

by day, for a sudden light greatly excites them and may have caused 

the dropping of food. 
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The practice of feeding the fry as frequently during the night as 

during the day, 7. e., every two hours, has been carried on at Wick- 

ford. The kind of food used is determined, not so much by the 

preference of the lobster, as by the requirements of the scheme of 

rearing. The fry feed quite as readily on one kind of food as another. 

The articles which may be used as food, in order of their value, are 

hens eggs, soft shell clams, beef (cooked and raw), liver, fish, fly 

larvee, mussels, shredded codfish, copepods, ete. 

Hens eggs, fried without grease and finely pulverized, is the best 

and most economical food that has been found at present. Its 

light color attracts the fry, and the fact that immediately after feeding 

them, particles of egg can be seen through the transparent shell of 

nearly every lobster, is evidence of how readily they eat it. It is 

not necessary to obtain fresh eggs and we have used quite satis- 

factorily the “broken out” eggs, which are sold by the gallon. This 

past season (1910) it was found most economical to buy the second 

erade cold storage eggs by the case. In the first and second stages 

the fry were fed eggs exclusively, but in the later stages it was the 

practice to mix cooked beef and liver with the eggs. 

Sojft-shelled clams, when available seem to be a very good food. 

The advantages are lightness (requiring little current to keep it up 

in the water), absence of oil, and less likelihood of decay. The fry 

eat it very readily. The preparation of the clams consist in cutting 

them from the shells and chopping them finely with a meat chopper. 

The whole clam is usually employed, not even discarding the tough 

snout, as the lobsters seem to pounce upon a piece of this almost as 

quickly as upon the softer parts. Clam, however, is not as good nor 

as economical as hens’ eggs. 

Fish, perhaps, is as much preferred by the fry as anything; but it is 

very oily and fills the water with grease. This interferes with obser- 

vation, and is unfavorable to a healthy condition of the fry. More- 

over, those particles which fall to the bottom of the car rapidly 

decay and foul the water. 

It is the custom at Wickford to feed the fry every two hours 
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throughout the twenty-four, and this seems to be very satisfactory. 

However, the practice of keeping the fry continually supplied with 

food should be considered of more importance than regular feeding 

periods. 

A mechanical feeder was used this last year which promises to be 

very satisfactory. It consists of an ordinary flour sieve which is 

suspended in the water and so arranged that the handle is slightly 

turned at each revolution of the paddle. The finely ground food is 

placed in this sieve and at each turn of the paddle a little of it is 

scraped out into the car, where the current of water quickly spreads it. 

9. LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED TO REACH THE FOURTH STAGE. 

The length of time required to reach the fourth stage from the 

time of hatching varies at Wickford from 10 to 21 days. The tem- 

perature of the water is, in a great measure, responsible for this 

variation, but careful records kept during 1905 seem to show that, 

while it is the most important, it is not the only factor. It will be 

necessary to experiment further in order to fully establish the im- 

portance of the various factors, yet it may be said that the following 

certainly do exert considerable influence on the duration of the first 

three stages. In the order of apparent importance they are tempera- 

ture, food, current, density, and light. The effects of temperature, 

food, and current have already been described. Of the influence of 

the density of the water little is known; after a warm rain, however, 

molting seems to progress more rapidly. The importance of the 

light factor is as yet undetermined. It has been the practice this 

past year (1910) to rear the fry unscreened from the sunlight, until 

they have reached the third stage after which they were kept screened. 

Good results were obtained from this method. 

10. LIBERATION OF THE LOBSTERLINGS. 

The proper liberation of the young lobsters is a matter equally as 

important as the successful rearing of them to the bottom stages and 

great care must be taken, otherwise the results so hardily won in 
16 
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rearing will be lost. Three methods will be spoken of: the liberation 

of the fourth stage lobsters along the shore, the liberation of fifth 

and later stages, and the hberation by means of specially devised cars. 

LIBERATION OF THE FOURTH STAGE LOBSTER ALONG THE SHORE. 

By this method as fast as the fry reach the fourth stage they are 

dipped out and put by themselves in a retaining car. As soon 

as a sufficient number has been collected they are transported to the 

place where they are to be liberated, in large galvanized iron cans 

with a loose cover over the top. A suitable shore, one composed 

of rocks, with a growth of short eel-grass or seaweed of some sort, is 

selected, and the young lobsters poured out just at the water’s edge. 

(Plate XXIII.) The morning is the best time for transporting and 

liberating them. If the time during transportation is long, a tight 

can with ice may be suspended in the can containing the lobsters; 

but where there is to be only one or two hours confinement in the 

can, care in keeping it from the sun and frequently aeration of the 

water by stirring, is all that will be necessary. 

The above plan is the result of experience. At first the lobsters 

were liberated at the surface of rather deep water, over a rocky 

ledge. The fry, when poured out, would sink for some distance, and 

then the greater part would rise and swim about. Just how long this 

swimming was continued is not known. But instances occurred 

where individual lobsters, which had some distinguishing mark, as 

the absence of a claw or a peculiar tuft of diatomaceous growth, have 

been liberated by accident near the houseboat, and have been observed 

for several days, swimming from one beam of the float to another, 

though the bottom was only from six to ten feet distant. It is hardly 

needful to comment on this method of liberation. Tautog abounding 

around such ledges would scarcely allow such an opportunity to go 

by without taking advantages of it. Perhaps few lobsterlings would 

ever become established in safe retreats. 

Profiting by this experience, the idea of liberating on the shore 

was tried. Here another distinction between favorable and unfavor- 
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able places was found. If the lobsterlings were poured out at the 

edge of the water where the shore was composed of white or light 

colored rocks, the majority of them would swim out from the shore 

while still near the surface, and apparently the result would be 

similar to liberating in deep water. If the shore, however, afforded a 

dark background, especially if this was occasioned by eel-grass, alge, 

or seaweed of some sort, the lobsters would disappear, and close 

scrutiny would reveal most of them lodging in the branches of the 

weeds and following the stems down to the bottom. Some fry, of 

course, would swim out, due mostly to the reaction from being 

in confinement. Most of them, however, would soon go to the bottom. 

LIBERATION OF FIFTH AND LATER STAGES. 

As has already been shown, the exact time when the lobster fry 

leave off swimming, except when disturbed, varies somewhat. The 

majority of lobsters in the fourth stage, when confined in cars, do 

build burrows, and perhaps swim about only when in search of food 

or upon some other stimulus; many will, however, keep swimming 

about on the sides of the car near the surface, but it is not long, 

usually near the commencement of the fifth stage, before these too 

have taken up the habits of bottom life. From the above considera- 

tions it would seem that the lobsters may, if care is taken, be liberated 

successfully after the first three or four days of the fourth stage are 

past. But a later stage is preferred, and as many stages later as may 

be will further insure the lives of the lobsters liberated. The chief 

difficulty in the way of rearing these later stages is the great space 

required. However, it is hoped that in the future a large majority 

of our lobsters will be reared to the fifth stage or beyond. 

LIBERATION IN SPECIALLY DEVISED CARS. 

Two devices for liberating in deep water have been tried out this 

past year. One of these is a covered box weighted with stones, and 

with numerous large holes bored in the sides near the bottom. On 

the outside of the box strips of wood wider than the diameter of the 
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holes are nailed over the holes in such a way as to leave a crack on the 

lower side of the strip large enough for the lobsters to get through 

and yet too narrow to allow fish to get in. As these strips are nailed 

only on the outside, the holes are left the entire size on the inside, and 

thus can readily be found by the young lobsters. The lobsters are 

then placed in the box, which is covered, sunk to the bottom,and left 

for a day or two. In this length of time the lobsters have gradually 

worked out of the box through the numerous holes. 

The second and better method is to construct a wooden box with 

a tight cover and with the bottom made of galvanized screening 

eight meshes to the inch. This screen is fastened three inches up 

from the lower edges of the sides. This allows the sides to project 

three inches below the bottom of the car and consequently the car 

may sink a little way into a soft bottom and still leave the screen a 

little higher than the mud. The mesh of the screen is then spread 

open in a number of places so as to leave holes large enough to permit 

the lobsters to crawl out. In lowering the car the inrush of water 

keeps the lobsters away from the holes and when the car rests on the 

bottom an inclosed place is formed under the screen between the pro- 

jecting sides. Within this inclosure the lobsters, after they crawl out, 

can burrow in the ocean bed unmolested by fish. The car can usually 

be removed at the end of twenty-four hours. 

11. LIBERATION OF THE EGG LOBSTERS. 

After the eggs are hatched from the hen lobsters a copper tag with 

a serial number and the words “Return to the R. I. Fish Commis- 

sion” is often fastened securely with fine wire to the lobster’s beak. 

(Plate XXIV.) Then, after the length and other data of interest have 

been recorded, they are liberated at various places in the Bay. The 

tags of those caught are returned by the lobstermen, with a record of 

the date and place captured. Considerable information is thus col- 

lected in regard to the migration of the lobsters, and, since the lobster 

in molting casts off the tag together with the old shell, some data is 



Purate XXIV.—Method of tagging a lobster. 
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obtained in regard to the length of time after the eggs are hatched 

before molting. 

Another way in which liberated lobsters have been marked at Wick- 

ford has been to punch holes in one or more flippers of the tail. As 

there are five flippers the lobsters may be marked in a large number of 

different ways. 

12. CONDITIONS MOST ESSENTIAL FOR THE LOCATION OF A REARING 

PLANT. 

The experience of the past ten seasons in the operation of the plant 

at Wickford has made it evident that for the proper location of a 

station for rearing lobsters, two conditions especially must be sought. 

These conditions are quiet water and warm water. It is not essen- 

tial in the least to have the station near the place where egg lobsters 

are obtained most abundantly, for the lobsters may be shipped with 

little injury. Shelter from storms and ocean swells is obviously a 

very important factor. 

The plant described above, though evidently but a skeleton struc- 

ture, is nevertheless capable of withstanding quite a heavy sea. It 

has been subjected to some of the worst storms for years along the 

coast and rode them out uninjured. The paddles ran in good order, 

until in the midst of the storm the engine was shut down as a measure 

of precaution. The seas often ran so high that many fry were swept 

out of the cars. The greater the protection afforded by the location 

however, the less danger will there be of accident. 

The temperature of the water is of paramount importance in order 

to obtain the best results. Although it is possible to rear lobsters 

with some success in cold water, the best results will be obtained with 

water at a temperature of 65° to 75° F. This higher temperature 

results in a more rapid development of the lobsters. This more 

rapid development results, first, in a reduction of the expenses of 

operating the plant, because of the less time required; and second, in 

a greater proportion of fry reared to the fourth stage, because in the 
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shorter time there is less chance for death from cannibalism, parasites, 

and injury. 

13. COST OF A REARING PLANT. 

The estimated cost of the simplest possible plant, consisting of 

24 rearing boxes, capable of turning out 600,000 lobsterlings, is 

follows: 

paren eMOTMer Caen a helien il al heh dee ESD 

SLO are ny yp ale hae Seal CR oR a a 200 

AL NGISB HOS) s SCL gAt Do ka) Saeed 300 

(CREEN GONG 5, AS a Ae OAM oa ALAS 700 

VeamIMah boxes N42 FEM Den OVEN WIENS Aeiete! 320 

Mascellameousifixd ures si, 20s) J) sca el Ayer te gee 100 

{Mol it: 1 Week RUN ESP RR MAL AP LM Ree ty hE Sa. | $1,800 

{In some localities this might vary from the above more or less, 

according to the advantage for securing the material. 

The running expenses of such a plant in a favorable locality would 

not be far from $3 per thousand lobsterlings reared; this includes 

gasoline, food for the fry, and labor; but does not include the cost of 

ege lobsters. The cost of operation in 1910, at Wickford, was less 

than $2 per thousand. 

14. RESULTS OBTAINED. 

A number of good results have been obtained at Wickford by the 

use of the method described above. Among these may be mentioned: 

From a counted lot of 10,000 fry less than one day old, 6,946 

fourth stage lobsters were reared. Very often a percentage as high 

as forty or forty-eight per cent. has been obtained. In nature prob- 

ably not more than one in a thousand reaches this stage. 

From the eggs of one egg lobster 7,465 fourth stage lobsters were 

reared. This corresponds closely to 40 per cent. of the number of 

the eggs. 
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Total Number of Fourth and Fijth Stage Lobsters Reared Each Y 

127 

ear Since 1900. 

IV. 

*3,425 

8,974 

27,300 

13,500 

103,572 

189,384 

294,896 

322,672 

178,542 

511,274 

1,704,136 63,553. 

*All of the figures were obtained by actual count and were not estimated. 
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LIST OF FEDERAL AND STATE FISHERIES 
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1910-1911. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR. 

BUREAU OF FISHERIES, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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ALABAMA, 

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH. 

VOHNVEEMallacesdr-» \COmmiusstonera acme aac eee omic ee Montgomery 

ARIZONA. 

FISH AND GAME COMMISSIONERS. 

Phoenix, Arizona. 

BIitreOmpeluen SO Willer ac vate arsyccispsie ot eiaal eects. ct thc wcunre piers taeray oot 2 eae an Stafford. 

DP eee so 98) oe s.rsc oper g, has PI Sra IS Wie Asad wien ed Sly woe aha eae Flagstaff. 

Vin taney SCOTEUATIY «00.2.1 3 2 Sata ees dos a.u,8 «2 cad cas weed SE Phoenix 

CALIFORNIA. 

CALIFORNIA FISH COMMISSION. 

San Francisco, California. 

Mey Connell Rrestdentin. masmey nee ices e encrcxaco nisi) o ae ee Los Angeles. 

se OAwIC Starr: SOLAN sie wse boc 2 bisa + sis\ecnl ea Me Bakar Ree Stanford. 

IPR CGr OUD OLIN 32.0 ie lo. oi ao Suet aided ake s)aic swe ave) © toad Sets 4g ORES San Francisco. 

Homnpeweba Deock.\C Rees) De piles. cscs cess + trersojatain Saver ROE San Francisco. 
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COLORADO. 

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH. 

Capitol Building, Denver, Colo. 

I eoEollancdeGommissionen sac clase ea or cla eet cies sors ote cuca See Denver. 

daAC int De nity COMMUSSIONEN: 206) aif aad © ets eae) 5 ne oh eee Denver. 

Revie Care GC] AC LETT ci toe §, sc See hutch alte ated Pam <2) teeloles SRe Denver. 

Weebrebatrick, (Gen: Swpt., State datchemes sso wie he. sso ve eee 8s ee Be Denver. 

CONNECTICUT. 

COMMISSION OF FISHERIES AND GAME. 

Room 64, State Capitol, Hartjord. 

iSeoreeniep Mathewson, President... Poo sles acy cs leat wae aoe Thompsonville. 

ame leve PP Rerimigeic iio Sec ate itie bite & ols, aha ll Se ewe ee pie eres Wethersfield. 

BRPELPERICCET PSCETELENY «oi. cue +. o's ie t's ao HR aS Ea ae ee ee Hadlyme 

CONNECTICUT SHELL F1isH COMMISSION. 

Rooms 301-303 Exchange Bldg., New Haven. 

IS PORRERO NN UO: 8's sac cits uk Pe foal ae a MSL Se nake ee ee ee Bridgeport. 

@hristiaMeSWwanka cies edn cic eR EISEN ets 6 eee en Er Ee South Norwalk. 

oleae 1 WS: COE Wd Fes PA ns cles Panes ieee Suen rg eR a eat ot ool New Haven. 

DELAWARE. 

Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. 

Al DerteH SPAT Cher c= Aue oh ns Metra teteeeete et ons, Aetna ka re? fos ve een eae Milford. 

FLoripa. 

FLORIDA FISH COMMISSION. 

John Y. Detwiler, Honorary Commissioner......................New, Smyrna. 

GEORGIA. 

SUPERINTENDENT OF FISHERIES. 

PP AILS eos © Fk cate Bernie aoe Neen tcc gett ace Snie ramets A Rye e ACS ae La Grange. 

IpaHo. (1909.) 

FISH AND GAME DEPARTMENT. 

Boise, Idaho. 

WN: Stephens, Warden: .s.ceisiie lh setters 4 eatine & eaneen a en Neh eee Boise. 

asny, Gs Dietrich, Clerk, in cancueitaisew sneak oes eRe eee Boise. 

Bem. dayingston, Chief Demuiy: . i. e2 sos. noe veal: Cee ee eee eee Boise. 

Buca Wests Me mtyy « scsiccs's hy fore weave anal Pe, ends a ees gels et Moscow. 

Jamies Ts. ratOr a se joi ks dncud oe yom aude waar eee ag Ron eee Bloomington. 
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ILLINOIS. 

BOARD OF FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

Natta eis Cohen resvdentinen cs scree eae iw ee clete ce Cisomsan Site ere eae ne Urbana. 

SE Ticsra squid CVI Crt NPN ee T GE di. 0 ino) os ads facts afm dhe eed Macatns Ste eae areca Chicago. 

S. BP. Bartlett, Secretary and Superintendent....::.....+..--+.--.-++s4e Quincy. 

TB ASE Aus lata eees Bay Reise eee IE ae eee eS RE, TORO EP AOE Urbana. 

INDIANA. 

COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND GAME. 

SEEM VI TLCS re ctite: Aeact loses Wil pene tase ate DIAG Nacsa liavers Sn Motel caepohs mee Indianapolis. 

RELCOL SEP AT MLN COMM peravayorciclasetrasg ra oka = 2.2.8 ete Comeau Slaves mysruaraie mea pee Cedar Rapids. 

IXANSAS. 

STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN. 

isrcr teal eaiiga D)y CHE es ian, eee hes orcs ci bk Sy 5. sich cnn, 2a aac hat cn a ee Pratt. 

KENTUCKY. 

No State Fisheries. Fisheries in charge of the Department of Agriculture, 

Labor, and Statistics. 

INL, (Cy TRewallatey, (CeiONSOGPs gaa ockunachocuobavobebeudesgsosoude Frankfort. 

LOUISIANA. 

BOARD OF BIRD, GAME, AND FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

605 Maison Blanche Building, New Orleans. 

Frank Miller, President, Ex-officio Chief Warden..................New Orleans. 

BE grace, COMMISSION 2.5 6 as Sales sg 2s ade eee ae eds Baton Rouge. 

WeekteeDocsonmC ommissionemirnc merci aon as otee en ae Baton Rouge. 

L. J. Dussman, Superintendent Oyster Department................... Opelousas. 

Bread. Ee AVTe! CNL], SUIVCYON =n, ino wislee ides. oe ciate ado lerual. where New Orleans. 

POISE) MeN ED AH OTIC x65.) oko Cite ste nic sis aStols 4 HG bigs sheet eee eee Amite. 

Case ta babington, Secretary... ¢csdtovisoosdakeeccsscancecdcssdee Covington. 

MAINE. 

COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME. 

Augusta, Maine. 

EM VVE SEACKOLU, CIATTIEON ete M Me So fs. na Stans bo ins lene ls aed Phillips. 

PEA AIM Ge SONICS 5 deca m nas MT uiehe is, os A levels 9 ee land Ra Augusta. 
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COMMISSIONER OF SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES. 

JamMest Donohue cae < ie aero ee hohe UMS ER ae EE IEE See eee Rockland. 

MARYLAND. 

Strate FisH ComMIssIon. 

John H. Wade, Commissioner for Western Shore.........-0.-0 00005 Boomsboro. 

Samuel Twilley, Commissioner jor Eastern Shore............... Pocomoke City. 

SHELL FISH COMMISSION. 

Anapolis, Md. 

WVELer i enVTGC WE COUR. cast 5 sea to. fae am) eee e © <body acs foe egal eens La Plata. 

SEMI OM A TOCM LT CMSIM OT loo one asi ee aiac8 ole wale a wrasse Slee ecalitte Westover. 

Pre@aswellGrave, Secretary. cin 6.36 Geib bos bas bad ee uae eee Baltimore. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

COMMISSION OF FISHERIES AND GAME. 

State House, Boston, Mass. 

Dra Ge Wie tield A CRAATMGN sic Seca OR Ao eee eee Boston. 

JW. Delano; Superintendent of Hatcheries. 2.00.5. 500s «sult «see oe Boston. 

(GEOTEC EL GATHEIG. ior j00 eiciaie © gis leme BS edR Ne bs tavess ete one ape leae ee Boston. 

MICHIGAN. 

STATE BOARD OF FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

CRD oslym ee nestdentipccain etaucesere ores cee eee ace See Detroit. 

TD ETI OWED recy treater chee ie eee eee aL ates OTC MC EAT aCe Suttons Bay. 

PECRMR OSTA Msc aarti sctisas Gib ahaes yee ea asus iets SCT EGE Meer ual cuit) octal an ae Mee eee Detroit. 

Seymour Bower, Superintendent... crak ce oasiecwne sae stom mere hale ere Detroit. 

STATE GAME, FISH, AND FORESTRY WARDEN DEPARTMENT. 

@harlesiS2/ Pierce. Warden davis ainerd ae ele ine cette teeta et orci oe anes Lansing. 

Charles INe Smith, ‘Chey Depwiy Warden aa...10 -teteote Hale eters ei eee Lansing. 

MINNESOTA. 

Boarp OF GAME AND FisH COMMISSIONERS. 

Robert Hannah President: sii: sick cerned, Siac Soieieen Ete ree eee Fergus Falls. 

George. J. Bradley, Vice=Preavdenttn ane cts o/erena seo ont eer ee eat Norwood. 

Jos: A. Wessel, Secretary oc «iv aeise es CaaS ae sto Roni aan ene eee St. Paul. 

Henry N: hider,-Harecuiiie Agent: 1 mee nnn eee te neice neces Little Falls. 

Bi. W.Cobb, Superintendent of Fishertes => 2212.5 sewn peels as selene St. Paul. 

(Gh [Air (2) oto) 5 aa Or eee ice SE Aes Aeon otitis os St. Paul. 
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MISSISSIPPI. 

BOARD OF OYSTER COMMISSIONERS OF MISSISSIPPI. 

Gulfport, Miss. 

Dumcan Minor peresvdent x. os oi.3.6 cas ores oe wg Sie ae geste s dea bes Ocean Springs. 

EP SHREVE eR nl IS CERCLOT Yierevgin ce icnie cin ciara Bis, oeeicrwlsre, SR 246 ciscmmee Sup dare Gulfport. 

Missouri. 

MISSOURI STATE FISH COMMISSION. 

Wee GESETICH Fer CSLOCNE sah 8° 5.cl eee gc oaks siclcvete. atete 2 oaks Sob oe tee chats St. Louis. 

HL GCS VCE PeTOSTAONE «2.0% co «base ace) olde sve Hea nilet tabu sy sonitti avs eas 6 Qe eens St. Louis. 

POM MLLAT ASCOT CLAT Ye. aici k a siaigen Stk see capaiav As oh sre A ananed. Asie a oh SE St. Joseph. 

ERUPT CHV VUE OUIDE Yen trav. cy cye afar’ pd Bins ae Gasca ae alee iy atch eee Cais See ens Windsor. 

ET RTE OLUCL A Oo cx Shs. abotiirs, 220i teraecth.e dad ei Shey a Wasealee a 2ba0s “od 5 One ene Paris. 

i Paw HEY ove £56 3 0) brat ah ke carat a iene Pe mS PM de Utne Pear a oD Ce 1 St. Louis. 

bpm Omlsrrcinaeec,. aL ety e ts RO et, Pk A Stl ae peks ere eh anne ae St. Joseph. 

MontvTaNna. 

MONTANA STATE FISH COMMISSION, 

Epa a bhewsonwGHOUINGAT. wy carne cisciel. qe ne alae ie teeiensinbe Solace Anaconda. 

ere rE DOM SCCTELATY Sarco. Geet oy sven Stk oreiaupera eae Pleasant Valley. 

inennavare, orate Game Warden: «ninco asc fans bie oe vice lo nto o nr Helena. 

C. F. Healea, Superintendent State Fish Hatchery, member ex-officio... .Anaconda. 

NEBRASKA. 

NEBRASKA GAME AND FISH COMMISSION. 

SOMCLNOM CONN ISSTONET CL-O[UCTO 5, «5: 2.2 o alsicvouny ssc 1e\e crave Bw bse a eicese rhe eiee Lincoln. 

HenryN. Miller, Chie? Warden... ¢ fos. os so ee wees s State Capitol, Lincoln. 

WJ O Brien, Superintendent of Hatcheries. .....: 00260052008 set een Gretna. 

New HAMPSHIRE. 

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION. 

Nathaniel) Wentworth, Chatrmiata. 0. is .s 0 ee swawae ees o's Hudson Center. 

Charles B. Clarke, Secretary and Financial Agent..............++05- .Concord. 

Eraake Lees TOW ll. £srcceaet ae meee ete te yeti 5 ete, Sek era cl auan raed Seis oe Whitefield 
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NEVADA. 

STATE FISH COMMISSION OF NEVADA. 

Carson, Nevada. 

eoree! Mey Malls NOMAeTMGI. slr\s cates Biaes no as Ceatuelelahaus ei otebe enya eee eee Carson. 

ES APMC LUE GO Mise, pcre eh a Geese ate ae eet ce ace re een! ge a soi sap eertoce pe Carson. 

astern avr kerys cenewetet tetewaiciese! atets, «erode nhcrel-umehala tie ebelwrayenolene aie: © 2 aie. or Hae ane Reno. 

New Mexico. 

TERRITORIAL GAME AND FISH WARDEN. 

hormaciee Graple WV GPden: ic. curser coi c's sce «Alem aca elee he Sie Mepham Santa Fe. 

New JERSEY. 

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION. 

Been CaBEGUISOT WTOSTOONE 1c 2) 55. 5 sieve © © fai aisis ste, ¥ # on tnlnlla Ri ae Gale elena caste clea eee Trenton. 

WVitlisimnpAe MLOeUG, er eCasurer! .n2s scis= + seel- alevh s ceke mee «eee en ee cine Bridgeton. 

re Val CHHVStICs esis. .oi ik toc’ orion sik, Sie iene al PEL epee rear High Bridge. 

TEA TEYSEr INET] a) (2) De ys NPE ene 2 2 Ay Ak RUS Pc Sle East Orange. 

AWialherrelabiell, Secretary. ss. o.03,6 stn meer eta we ee aes ome West Orange. 

STATE BUREAU OF SHELL FISHERIES. 

MOMATICS Ly PESACOM, CMTE) «50 aces 5 olay teaet Clearer atone e ereraye ea ere, Svauevara ar aera alee Camden. 

STATE OYSTER COMMISSION. 

ID Ghiawotoy Wisintesched b MepacciG oe co otbes olen dle aierae Ura cc cid 6 Cor a oeCre OEGlan « Port Morris. 

UTTES leew MUTTON esis tatae ehctcncheeotetetehs eo cable re wha ee tsee RL UAT eae Earn Keyport. 

eiatlistrra ME MG TOL yh etek SRA Sn ed ee et EM ohare eae Keyport. 

Walliamasehulingsburpe): oy. ace etarge o re oe cies eye lene a leis oe isceeinae Camden. 

Alanzo Bacon, Superintendent and Secretary........+...++.+++05- Mauricetown. 

New York. 

FOREST, FISH, AND GAME COMMISSION. 

Albany, N.Y. 

ReRoy: Austin; COM MmtSSlONei eels oy 8 ene me ietane le es eee Catskill. 

John B. Burnham, Deputy Commissioner... 2... <0. 0. eee cet west en ses Essex. 

Johns D Whish, Secretary: \.cidew stave characte eran ye te eae reres oe Albany. 

Dr lye Bean Scare nisi GOLleunist: meee tiaras itera etn New York. 

HT Ord RAR EttIS4 as) eee er oe oe nee ie eine arene Lake Clear. 

NortH CAROLINA. 

STATE FISH COMMISSIONER. 

Theodore:S. Meeleins \.:cc/o. os wo o's aces, dee een cee ool ole sete euce rea oneae eteaeemerorerene Maneto. 
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SHELLFISH COMMISSIONER. 

VAY dts. WNVAG}S) ove Sek on arene nek 5 A oe ey es a EEN Morehead City. 

NortH DakorTa. 

GAME AND FISH BOARD OF CONTROL. 

erie yiniterer. PVeStGent oo cio. 5 sieiels cs Sad ow toa toe aie hah Valley City. 

ee lommisalltoneMVaCeMETEStdentes 5c aloe n ey stlawa Gnct sin ec aches aie slenaloewartens Towner. 

ele AGES tTONE, SCCTELOTY oio-2. sc) <i- ores Oa oso. vinla,’s «ease ss'le sie oe cen Willow City. 

do LB; LBER HON a2hc. ple Ge es toler AReP ce raat Caen PS Or aE RSS ENE ge Fargo. 

“TELPCOFSSNS LY Cy gi 5] OFS ae eae ae ae rR ca oN orale eg Grand Forks 

GAME WARDENS. 

W. N. Smith, Chie} Game Warden, District No.1................:.... Grafton. 

Olaf Bjerke, Chief Game Warden, District No. 2..................Abercrombie. 

EMV EMEA STALE LH 2SIL CONLINTSSTONION. cf... vo aot et ae cee cian Seas Cando. 

OHIO. 

FISH AND GAME COMMISSIONERS. 

RauleNontiaeresvdentoe tas tact tae boaters eee ee eer Cleveland. 

Mla ME LOIN I Myra ccsisteis or vcgeuel 6 ce aye. ails casas, ph Sat asus a SUMS Dh oh oe RE Cincinnati. 

PEGEECI hese. ve ace he nausea y Goat a bane a mllit dee een o OREM ERE R: Dayton. 

SE PADI oe sats nhac d e ee Shear a Oe hoe Se cake South Charleston. 

ROMANO SPCAKS, CRIT WiAr Get cc isis ccs ksi< oem <nsjoiera eds blonds ti aie REN Columbus. 

FeO mma lnTers SCCRELOTY sfc vole: «Gh ian obese wa tuts Os Kas bed meu RO Columbus. 

OKLAHOM,. 

STATE GAME AND FISH WARDEN. 

OIA Ke Ween tr te nett ap oh tc Seti cee a paki pare eh (ete ih eR eR Chicaska. 

OREGON. 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES. 

Oregonean Building, Portland, Oregon. 

COVEN OL ee ere eae eet DN PLR eee it, els aetl O) eee Salem. 

SUCH OUR yaOte Gate tt Fi ei. ee nl 5 ahasl acl, ge? a dce Sener feel Salem. 

StAtewITCASUITET sar Ae en een ee cee ce tee ROSS EAN at eel a Salem. 
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PENNSYLVANIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES. 

Wehr Meehan /(CommiisstOnen (ha. 105 2 cue nutans «Bek cPmeictrte| © cae, scmraps aeehereae Harrisburg. 

SG lana VEL ATID OL LOT a4 clei ocr Seis) alee, ce! dys ate oati coo ln A RE RED La d's Sake Erie. 

HOTTA ACS OR repagers aaeaen oe eye Pes sy Basil chee sess oad a eostetealaueTiods cs shahis tate sa Svar Wellsboro. 

At re WaHEY A VWALLOAKEI' 2 t)) 42g Soe dake s We tone ee ch Me Pad 2 eae Pheenixville. 

WVGPACWICISOM FING i /.)4 42 2 .Gh ae Se eee ae oe ategelt howe Ae), 28 Maueht@ imal 

RHODE ISLAND. 

COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES. 

GhanlesawWemwvallards Se resvOe tars, «ra iyedatersts is auciole so eva Viele Gee ae eae Westerly. 

Walliams HeBoaraman. Vice-President. ......a- + «1.425 see eae Central Falls. 

\Wailliicima IP, Whore ln Sxenqs seg ososene ads sous sodse60cssco 8 occ: Providence. 

A@lallowrh IDs TRO AlWiOP en kosg ae oe econo ssacanbacccke Soues Woonsocket. 

Acari olaEke Tl 7eQSUren .. sha cdecew @ «tie oly Hae tek ee eee Jamestown. 

Wamic@ Meat VS, o. Fo ans a aig’ 4 soavaler sco se enelet oaclecla ANS ange eae eee Newport. 

NV VAT THAME CP EGOS Gi: 20 veto: ails) eee! x ssihajeitoe eng. ol aie eteMe May cea se eatape Saas ne Ree ace eet Tiverton. 

COMMISSIONERS OF SHELL FISHERIES. 

hallipeae Walbour, Chavnmatt. ocx nei eigen Soils Gickere acess Little Compton. 

OnMMEM NOTbbUp.../0s02.fs Sue ats Metre a ae ete eee eeMaheti a, okerg Grae cae Apponaug. 

ely AGCMISOM caters: 5/-)51-: scaetice opelivavehata ere stu. atersystshebieusiieierr ens sha wake Slatersville. 

SAILS ME ESO WLM. ie cic che lee eee oleae ec chet EIEIO ets eee eee Barrington. 

EVGA TA AG MV CO Me es cd iae scales ap tates Pos los taewor a teltato lata R. F. D. No. 1, Westerly. 

SoutTH CAROLINA. 

THE BOARD OF FISHERIES OF SOUTH CAROLINA. 

JamesiMe Ett) CHG ros a8) decvevsl veies sso erase Sua ehend oie ke i) eee Beaufort. 

Lee ier Gra Sey ian ba. 50 b's ais gee Be Mec one seo okenat exceed Se one Oran Marion. 

GEOIZE Se MOW OE 2322 2 acts SuRr eninge eee ce te sic steneetevaiaat suastin aie kar ier Newberry. 

SoutH DaKorTa. 

STATE GAME WARDEN. 

are cag 84:06) 0\1i Pennine ee Ne (eet EMME Ate e RL tee EO mentee Sooo Pierre. 

TENNESSEE. 

GAME, FISH AND FORESTRY DEPARTMENT. 

gosepoll. Acklen, State Warden. sin la lecn sh oeety seen cae e eens Nashville. 
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TEXAS. 

STATE GAME, FISH AND OYSTER COMMISSION. 

UTAH. 

BRCM AGHAIMDETS 2.65 otis. pend 2 note dees oa Pat aay Seed aac cee Salt Lake City. 

VERMONT. 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND GAME. 

i@lawy \WMes TNT o.ay 2 Oe ae a Rs es eRe 2 Lyndonville. 

VIRGINIA. 

COMMISSION OF FISHERIES. 

W. McDonald Lee, Commissioner................-. RCNA oe ae Irvington. 

Saale Matthews: Seererarty sc <n.’ tis ve d.we bs cw cade Se ones ae Oak Hall. 

ecorece ba KCezelleemnn ne Rane sles 5. 2 Ni See a cman le ec aster Keezletown. 

ae VIR ELO OIE Tae mice at Refi ecco 5, shane ig es serele als sates kde Oaee ae: Ge en aa Stuart. 

ERI TERC USSG Ne ea cau Gt, fess (Gi SoS ROR Ars Re pati ae ieee 2 or ae Tyro. 

WASHINGTON. 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND GAME.- 

Board of Fish Commissioners. 

Kaovetmorn Vin say ELays sss gue artes & 2 tere toca cao Se Mera ek © age eee Olympia. 

Sitewhressurer. Johm: Gy Wewis.44. bdieo-0 van Saas sa8 ye ses te week Olympia. 

STATE FISH COMMISSIONER AND GAME WARDEN. 

Johnie fruiseland,, office Daylight Block... 52. 4<..4 0s scheme ec s ss Bellingham. 

West VIRGINIA. 

FOREST, GAME AND FISH WARDEN. 

BPM NRECL TICS OTINY orrie yt caer a. ore Nemoc eee rames (te ee 2 ESCA oe Sb alee oman See Bellington, 

WISCONSIN. 

COMMISSIONERS OF FISHERIES. 

seer GON eriIOn 6H c-O icv we WER ara e tan) oto, tn anand el ah Me ree eae Madison. 

VabesAliiond ee resvdentnn tke aii ten es fee ys ee Madison. 

parted. eruduall \WacesPresident: a2. i. tis o Sain nea oe ono ae Superior. 
18 
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Dr eH OAM Bir Ze SSCCreLany iis a kiabens 4m win the, 27h eas Sie wPpkote tapes eee Madison. 

AHITES EL ORIN cS SMES Ss Rove ah aepily, 2 aaa 2 de Spee GM Neneh eevee La Crosse. 

Walliam J. Starr. .:...-- By ethene Gate eager) o(s ees eye) Eau Claire. 

PM AUITD SC ed Bon ack Epes he iP tie wis Svesetoceiele Ge 4. a-hg ake PRE NE OEE LSTORE Madison 

EEG OSMOTIC, sa n/ets geile ein ele mai Sole ee ae agate easie os a eteles dees Oshkosh. 

James Nevin, superiniendent.o7 Fisheries. 2.06. becca tee eset Madison. 

wyomine. (1909.) 

WYOMING FISH COMMISSION. 

Theodore Tregoning, Commissioner, District No. 1........-..-...-....Laramie. 

CW Moreareidge, (Commissioner, District No. 2. ..0022 + 6.8 pw 22 ooo el oe Wolf. 
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TITLES OF SPECIAL PAPERS PUBLISHED IN THE ANNUAL 

wo 

REPORTS OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISH- 

ERIES OF THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND. 

Meap, A. D. The Starfish. (First paper.) Twenty-eighth Annual Report. 1898. 

Meap, A.D. The Starfish. (Second paper.) Twenty-ninth Annual Report. 1899. 

Tower, R. W. Improvements in the Methods of Preparation of Fish for Shipment. 

Twenty-ninth Annual Report. 1899. 

Bumpus, H. C. The Extension of the Commercial Fisheries of the State. Twenty-ninth 

Annual Report. 1899. 

Kettoe, J. L. The Life History of the Common Clam. Twenty-ninth Annual Report, 

1899. 

Mason, N. R. A List of the Diatoms Found in the Water over the Clam, Mussel, and 

Oyster Beds in Narragansett Bay. Thirtieth Annual Report. 1900. 

Mrap, A. D. Observations on the Soft-shell Clam. Thirtieth Annual Report. 1900. 

Meap, A. D. Observations on the Soft-shell Clam. (Second paper.) Thirty-first An- 

nual Report. 1901. 

Risser, J. R.H. Habitsand Life History of the Scallop. Thirty-first Annual Report. 1901. 

Meap, A. D. Habits and Growth of Young Lobsters and Experiments in Lobster Cul- 

ture. Thirty-first Annual Report. 1901. 

Meap, A. D. Observations on the Soft-shell Clam. (Third paper.) Thirty-second An- 

nual Report. 1902. 

Meap, A.D. Habits and Growth of Young Lobsters and Experiments in Lobster Cultures 

(Second paper.) Thirty-second Annual Report. 1902. : 

Mean, A. D. and WiuiiaMms, L. W. Habits and Growth of the Lobster and Experiment. 

in Lobster Culture. (Third paper.) Thirty-third Annual Report. 1903. 

Meap, A. D. and Barnes, E. W. Observations on the Soft-shelled Clam. (Fourth paper.) 

Thirty-third Annual Report. 1903. 

Meap, A. D. and Barnes, E. W. Observations on the Soft-shell Clam. (Fifth paper.) 

Thirty-fourth Annual Report. 1904. 

Barnes, E. W. Preliminary Inquiry into the Natural History of the Paddler Crab (Calli- 

nectes hastatus) with Remarks on the Soft-shell Crab Industry of Rhode Island. 

Thirty-fourth Annual Report. 1904. 

Meap, A. D. Experiments in Lobster Culture. (Fourth paper.) Thirty-fourth Annual 

Report. 1904. 

Mrap, A. D. Experiments in Lobster Culture. (Fifth paper.) Thirty-fifth Annual 

Report. 1905. 

Hapuey, P. B. Changes in Form and Color in Successive Stages of the American Lobster. 

Thirty-fifth Annual Report. 1905. 

Emmet, V. E. The Regeneration of Lost Parts in the Lobster. Thirty-fifth Annual 

Report. 1905. 

Tracy, H.C. A List of the Fishes of Rhode Island. Plates I-XII. Thirty-sixth Annual 

Report. 1906. 

Tracy, H. C. The Common Fishes of the Herring Family. Plates VII-XII.  Thirty- 

sixth Annual Report. 1906, 
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23. 

40. 

41. 

46. 

47, 
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Barnes, E W. Methods of Protecting and Propagating the Lobster, with a Brief Out- 

line of its Natural History. Plates XIJI-XXVI and XXVIII, XXXII, XXXII, 

XXXVI. Thirty-sixth Annual Report. 1906. 

Haptey, P. B. Regarding the Rate of Growth of the American Lobster. Plates XX VI- 

XXXVII,and XL. Thirty-sixth Annual Report. 1906. 

Hapuey, P. B. Observations on Some Influences of Light upon the Larval and Early 

Adolescent Stages of Homarus Americanus. Plates XXXVIII-XL. Thirty-sixth 

Annual Report. 1906. 

Emmet, V. E. The Relation of Regeneration to the Molting Process in the Lobster. 

Plates XL-XLI. Thirty-sixth Annual Report. 1906. 

Tracy, H. C. The Fishes of Rhode Island, III. The Fishes of the Mackerel Family. 

Thirty-seventh Annual Report. 

Tracy, H. C. <A List of Rare Fishes taken in Rhode Island in the year 1906. Thirty- 

seventh Annual Report. 

WixutaMs, Dr. LEONARD W. List of the Rhode Island Copepoda, Phyllopoda, and Os- 

tracoda, with new species of Copepoda. Thirty-seventh Annual Report. 

Emme? V. E. Regenerated and Abnormal Appendages in the Lobster. Thirty-seventh 

Annual Report. 

Williams, L. W. The Stomach of the Lobster and the Food of Larval Lobsters. Thirty- 

seventh Annual Report. 

Hapury, P. B. Regarding the Behavior of the Larval and Early Adolescent Stages of the 

American Lobster. Thirty-seventh Annual Report. 

Barnes, E. W. Lobster Culture at Wickford, Rhode Island, in 1906. Thirty-seventh 

Annual Report. 

Barnes, E. W. Lobster Culture at Wickford, Rhode Island in 1907. Thirty-eighth An- 

nual Report, 1907. 

Tracy, H.C. The Fishes of Rhode Island V. The Flatfishes. Thirty-eighth Annual 

Report, 1907. 

Tracy, H. C. The Fishes of Rhode Island VI. A Description of two young Specimens 

of Squiteague (Cynoscion regalis) with Notes on the Rate of their Growth. Thirty- 

eighth Annual Report, 1907. 

Emmet, Vicror E. The Problem of Feeding in Artificial Lobster Culture. Thirty-eighth 

Annual Report, 1907. 

Tracy, H.C. The Fishes of Rhode Island VII. The Life History of the Common Eel. 

Thirty-ninth Annual Report 1908. 

Sutuivan, W. E. Notes on the Crabs Found in Narragansett’ Bay. Thirty-ninth An- 

nual Report, 1908. 

Mean, A. D. A Method of Fish Culture and of Transporting Live Fishes. Thirty-ninth 

Annual Report, 1908. (Paper Presented Before the Fourth International Fishery 

Congress, Washington, 1908, and Awarded Prize of Two Hundred Dollars in Gold.) 

Meap, A. D. A Method of Lobster Culture. Thirty-ninth Annual Report, - 1908. 
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